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Voorwoord

Veel mensen die dit lezen weten dat het schrijven van een voorwoord bijna

even veel moeite vergt als het doctoraat zelf. Het is onderhevig aan allerlei

onafgesproken regels, wordt altijd als eerste (en vaak enige) gelezen en een

enkele fout tegen het vereiste protocol wordt genadeloos onder de neus van

de kandidaat gewreven. Zelf vind ik het overbodig. Niet dat ik niemand wil

bedanken, integendeel. Zonder heel veel mensen was dit doctoraat er nooit

geweest, maar de mensen voor wie mijn oprechte dank is weggelegd, komen

dat op andere manieren te weten dan deze ene pagina. Om die redenen wil

ik het hier graag tot het minimum beperken zoals dat volgens de traditie van

mij verwacht en hoop ik dat al de mensen die hier niet rechtstreeks in ver-

meld worden mij omwille van bovenstaande redenen begrijpen en vergeven.

Vooreerst bedank ik mijn twee promotoren: Prof. Van Der Voort en Prof. Van

Speybroeck. Pascal, ik waardeer de kans die umij gaf om in twee onderzoeks-

groepen de voorbije jaren dit werk uit te kunnen voeren en de vrijheid die ik

daar in gekregen heb van u. Ik vind het bewonderenswaardig hoe u kansen

voor mensen creeërt die zeker niet vanzelfsprekend zijn. Veronique, als as-

pirant computationeel onderzoeker is het CMM een uitzonderlijke plaats om

te belanden. De zeer diverse kennis die aanwezig is uit de verschillende

vertegenwoordigde faculteiten maakt een boeiende en leerrijke omgeving

en geeft verschillende invalshoeken om problemen te bekijken, iets waar u

terecht trots op mag zijn. Tevens wil ik u oprecht bedanken voor het belang

dat u er aan hechtte ommij nog enkele maanden in het CMM te laten verder

werken om alles te finaliseren en zeker ook voor het enthousiasme en begrip

voor mijn muzikale bezigheden.

Vervolgens wil ik mijn collega’s in COMOC en CMM bedanken. Niet alleen

voor hun wetenschappelijke hulp en interessante discussies, maar ook om

mijn 4 jaar van voldoende afwisseling te voorzien. Aangezien in die tijd zo

veel mensen komen en gaan is het onmogelijk iedereen bij naam te noemen.

Bijzondere appreciatie gaat toch uit naar mijn bureaugenoten op het CMM,

Kurt, Louis en Ruben die sinds januari ongetwijfeld een moeilijk te verklaren

stijging in productiviteit ondervonden. Binnen COMOC gaat een speciale
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vermelding naar Els en Thomas die Hannes, Sander en mezelf (de 3 mus-

keteers, ik heb ook niet voor deze naamgeving gekozen) (wetenschappelijk)

hebben grootgebracht. Ook al gaan deze musketeers op het einde van het

verhaal elk hun eigen weg, ik kijk er naar uit jullie snel weer te zien en wens

jullie het allerbeste met de nieuwe carrières!

Zonder de leden van het ATP zou een vakgroep nogminder draaien. Daarvoor

allereest bijzondere dank aan Pierre, Kathleen en Wim van beide secretari-

aten. Ook Bart, Danny, Pat, Tom en Tim, bedankt voor de diverse oplossingen

voor alle technische moeilijkheden.

Onderzoek is geen one-man job en graag bedank ik de vele collega’s die

doorheen de jaren hebben bijgedragen aan mijn onderzoek: Kurt en Els voor

het vele nalezen, Andy en Arthur van wie u enkele prachtige afbeeldingen

kan bewonderen in dit werk, Els Bruneel (XPS metingen), Katrien Haustraete

(TEM), Sander (SEM), Irena (EPR), Hannes (elk niet-functionerend toestel) en

de onderzoekers van Lumilab (Jonas, Olivier, Reinert, Simon, Dirk en Philippe)

voor hulp bij de spectroscopie, fotokatalyse en de lunch. Buiten de UGent

bedank ik zeker ook Erik Van Eynde, Sammy Verbruggen en Silvia Lenaerts

voor de fotokatalyse metingen en Stuart Turner en Gustaaf Van Tendeloo

voor TEM metingen. Graag bedank ik mijn overige co-auteurs voor alle dis-

cussies die de kwaliteit van de artikels sterk naar boven hebben geholpen.

Namen beginnen opsommen van de vrienden dieme de voorbije jaren hebben

gesteund, is een onbegonnen taak en ga ik dus ook niet doen. Catalogeren in

groepen is niet directmijn stijl maarmaakt hetmogelijk toch de chemievriend-

jes, S7, Continuo, GUSO en het Arenbergorkest te vermelden waarmee ik een

heel groot deel toch een plekje op deze pagina kan gunnen.

Eindigen doe ik met een speciaal woord van dank voor mijn ouders voor de

onvoorwaardelijke steun tijdens de voorbije 26 jaar. Ook al zeg ik dit veel te

weinig, ik hoop dat jullie weten wat jullie voor me betekenen!

Kevin Hendrickx

Januari 2018, Gent
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Samenvatting

Metaal-Organische Roosters (MOFs) vertegenwoordigen een interessante klasse

van materialen dankzij het nagenoeg ongelimiteerd aantal van structuren

welke kunnen gevormd worden gecombineerd met hun uitzonderlijke eigen-

schappen. Origineel exploiteerden onderzoekers overwegend hun ongeëve-

naarde porositeit en intern oppervlak in toepassingen als gas sorptie en schei-

ding. Hiernaast buit men ook de goed gedefinieerde kristallijne structuur

en de transitiemetaalnodes uit in heterogene katalyse. Recentelijk zijn on-

derzoekers gestart om hun specifieke elektronische structuur in meer hoog-

waardige toepassingen zoals bv luminescentie en fotokatalyse beginnen te

onderzoeken en te exploiteren. Dit werk valt onder het laatst aangehaalde

onderzoeksgebied.

Hetwerk in dit proefschrift legt de focus op deUiO-66MOF, een Zr-gebaseerde

MOF dat twaalfvoudig gecoördineerde Zr-nodes omvat, gelinkt door biden-

taat tereftaalzuur liganden. Dit resulteert in een uitzonderlijk stabiele struct-

uur met vele mogelijkheden voor diverse toepassingen. De robuuste syn-

these, welke toelaat om gemakkelijk verschillende isostructurele materialen

te bouwen, heeft geresulteerd in een ruime belangstelling van zowel deweten-

schappelijke gemeenschap als recentelijk ook de industrie. In dit proefschrift

wordt een gecombineerde experimentele en computationele benader-
ing naar voor geschoven om in detail de elektronische structuur van dit
materiaal te bestuderen en aan te passen voor een verbeterde activiteit
in fotokatalyseprocessen.

Ten einde de geëxciteerde toestand vanmoleculen te bestuderen, heeft TDDFT

deweg geplaveid omgrotere systemen te bestuderenmet een redelijke precisie

tegen een haalbare computationele kostprijs. Een eerste hoofdstuk van dit

werk handelt over een uitgebreide studie omtrent de functionalizatie
van de organische linkers en het effect op de elektronische struct-
uur en lichtabsorptie eigenschappen van een set van gefunctionaliseerde

UiO materialen. Een grote basis-set test en een studie van verscheidene

DFT functionalen heeft een combinatie van de B3LYP functionaal met een

Pople triple-“ basis set met diffuse en polariserende functies (6-311+G(d,p))
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naar voor geschoven als meest kost-efficiënte methode. In dit hoofdstuk ge-

bruiken we een bottom-up benadering om de MOF te deconstrueren tot zijn

kleinste eenheden, de linkers en anorganische clusters, om deze onderde-

len afzonderlijk te onderzoeken. Vervolgens bouwen we eerst cluster mod-

ellen met deze bouwstenen en tot slot maken we berekeningen op het gehele

periodieke materiaal. Deze modulaire benadering liet toe om de verschil-

lende aspecten van de elektronische structuren te bestuderen. Eerst, de to-

evoeging van een elektron-donerende groep voegt een nieuwe absorberende

band bij in het UV/Vis spectrum vergeleken met de de originele BDC linker.

Via TDDFT laten we zien dat deze band zuiver linkergebaseerd is en we

tonen aan dat de overgang overeenstemt met de HOMO-LUMO excitatie

van de linker. Zorgvuldige observatie van de orbitalen welke een rol spelen

in deze overgang laat zien dat de bijdrage van de elektron gevende groep

verdwijnt in de geëxciteerde toestand, hetgeen wij verder kunnen verklaren

door de Hirschfeld-I lading te bestuderen. Via TDDFT berekeningen op een

eenvoudig clustermodel, welke 1 anorganische cluster omvat beëindigd met

mierenzuur en twee TPA linkers, werd de Ligand-naar-Metaal-Ladingstransfer

(LMCT) onderzocht en bleek inefficiënt te zijn, maar niettemin afhankelijk

van de functionele groep. Uiteindelijk lieten de periodieke resultaten toe om

de invloed van de functionele groep te begrijpen in termen van een gevulde

band ingevoegd in de oorspronkelijke band gap. Deze reductie in band gap

werd experimenteel waargenomen en een goede overeenstemming met de

DFT resultaten werd gevonden.

De TDDFT berekeningen in dit hoofdstuk werden allemaal statisch uitge-

voerd, bij 0K in gasfase, en soms werd er geen perfecte overeenstemming

gevonden tussen de berekende en experimentele spectra. Om het belang

van de flexibiliteit in het rooster op een meer fundamenteel niveau
te begrijpen, hebben we een complexe studie uitgevoerd om de vibra-
tionele vingerafdruk van de serie UiO-66 en UiO-67 type materialen
te bepalen. De invloed van nucleaire bewegingen op de geëxciteerde eigen-

schappen worden duidelijk verhelderd door steekproefsgewijs het potentieel

energie oppervlak van de grondtoestand te bekijken via ab initio moleculaire

dynamische (AIMD) simulaties. Vervolgens werden gemiddelde dynamische

absorptie eigenschappen berekend en vergelekenmet absorptie gegevens van

een geoptimaliseerde geometrie. De steekproef werd uitgevoerd voor zowel

de gasfase organische linker als het volledige periodische UiO rooster. Reken-

ing houdende met de afzonderlijke simulaties welke verschillende sets van

gegenereerde geometrieën behelzen, laat de analyse toe de invloed van het

rooster, temperatuur en harmonische en anharmonische nucleaire bewegin-

gen te bepalen.



Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift bespreekt mogelijkheden om de elek-

tronische structuur van het materiaal verder te verbeteren. De meest ge-

bruikelijke manier is de dopering van het materiaal met verschillende
metaal ionen. In het eerste stadium presenteren we een strategie gebaseerd

opmicrogolven omde tijd- en energierovendemethode gebruikt in de huidige

MOF chemie te verbeteren. Een vermindering van de synthesetijd van 5 da-

gen naar enkele uren werd bereikt en daarenboven behielden de MOFs een

betere kristallijne structuur. Aan de hand van deze methode synthetiseer-

den we diverse gedopeerde UiO-structuren (Ti, Hf, Ce, Nd, Yb, Eu) en on-

derzochten we via experimentele en computationele methoden de invloed

op de elektronische structuur. Omtrent de isovalente (Ti, Hf) structuren is

reeds veel data beschikbaar in literatuur. Het combineren van de inspan-

ningen van verschillende onderzoeksgroepen met onze nieuwe computerre-

sultaten geven een volledig en diep begrip van het ladingsoverdracht-
mechanisme in deze materialen. Dopering met lanthaniden levert een reeks

materialen op met diverse eigenschappen. Aangezien de energieniveaus van

deze overgangsmetalen zich gedragen op een unieke en voorspelbare manier,

kunnen ze uitgelijnd worden met de UiO energieniveaus via spectroscopis-

che metingen en een simpel empirisch model. Dit model laat dan toe experi-

mentele metingen te verklaren en ook voorspellingen te doen over het gedrag

van deze materialen.

Een tweede manier om de elektronische eigenschappen van de materialen

die we vooropstelden te verbeteren was de inclusie van defecten in het
materiaal. Verschillende onderzoekers hebben synthetische methodes on-

twikkeld om het aantal en het type van defecten in de UiO-66 te controleren.

Via DFT berekeningen op zowel het periodieke materiaal als de cluster mod-

ellen hebben we de invloed ontrafeld van linkerdefecten op de elektro-
nische eigenschappen, die aantonen dat de aanwezigheid van Zr atomen

met 2 of 3 ongecoördineerde plaatsen een zelfde effect hebben als de inclusie

van bijvoorbeeld een Ti atoom in de node.

Bij het ontwikkelen van UiO-66 roosters voor fotokatalyse zijn er verschil-
lende wegen mogelijk om hun lichtabsorptie en ladingsoverdracht-
seigenschappen te sturen. Het grotendeels onafhankelijke gedrag van link-
ers en anorganische nodes maakt het mogelijk de elektronische structuur

met de verschillende bestanddelen te modelleren. Dit werd gebruikt om via

een gecombineerde theoretische en experimentele aanpak de elektronische

structuur op een fundamenteel niveau te ontrafelen via een modulaire aan-

pak. Bovendien hebben de inzichten die we bereiktenmet onze studie gecom-

bineerd met de nieuwe lanthanide gedopeerde materialen in een duidelijk

en consistent beeld van de ontwikkelde UiO materialen, en zullen hopelijk



verder onderzoek bevorderen in het domein van lichtgebaseerde toepassin-

gen met MOFs.



Summary

Metal-Organic Frameworks represent a very interesting class of compounds

thanks to the almost unlimited amount of structures that can be generated,

combined with their exceptional properties. ‘Traditionally’ researchers ex-

ploited their unequalled porosity and internal surfaces for gas sorption and

separation applications and the advantages of their well-defined structures

and transition metal nodes in heterogenous catalysis. More recently, re-

searchers started to investigate and exploit their specific electronic structure

in more high-end applications as e.g. luminescence and photocatalysis. This

work is situated in this last area of research.

The work in this thesis centers around the UiO-66 material, a Zr-based MOF

containing 12-fold coordinated Zr-nodes linked by terephthalic acid link-

ers, yielding an exceptionally stable structure with many possibilities in a

plethora of applications. The robust synthesis, allowing to built easily sev-

eral isostructural materials resulted in a large interest both by the scientific

community as well as the industry. In this thesis a combined experimental
and computational approach is followed to study in detail the elec-
tronic structure of this material and its evaluation for photocatalytic
processes.

In a first stage of this thesis, we investigate the intrinsic light-absorption
properties of a set of functionalized UiO-materials. To study excited

states in molecules, TDDFT has paved the way to study larger systems with

a reasonable accuracy at a feasible computational cost. A large basis-set test

and a study of different DFT functionals brought forward that a combina-

tion of the B3LYP functional with a Pople triple-“ basis set with diffuse and

polarization functions 6-311+G(d,p) yields very accurate results at a limited

computational cost. In a first instance, we use bottom-up approach by break-

ing down the MOF to its smallest constituents, the linkers and the inorganic

nodes, and investigate these parts separately. Then, we build first cluster

models with these bricks and finally perform calculations on the full peri-

odic material. This modular approach allowed to observe different aspects

of the electronic structure. First, the addition of an electron donating group
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adds an extra absorption band in the Ultraviolet/Visible (UV/Vis) spectrum

compared to the original TPA linker. Via TDDFT we show that this band

is purely linker-based and we show that the transition corresponds to the

HOMO-LUMO excitation of the linker. Careful observation of the orbitals

playing a role in this transition showed that the contribution of the elec-

tron donating group vanishes in the excited state, which we could explain by

studying the Hirshfeld-I charges. Via TDDFT calculations on a simple cluster

model, containing 1 inorganic node terminated by formic acid anions and two

TPA linkers, the Ligand-To-Metal-Charge Transfer (LMCT) was investigated

and shown to be inefficient, but nevertheless functionalization dependent.

Finally the periodic results allowed to understand the influence of the func-

tional group in terms of a filled gap state, introduced in the band gap of the

material. This reduction in band gap was measured experimentally and a

good correspondence with the DFT results was found.

The TDDFT calculations in this previous chapter were all performed stati-

cally, at 0K in gas phase, and sometimes a not perfect match between the

the computational and experimental spectra was found. In order to under-
stand the importance of the flexibility of the framework on a more
fundamental level, we performed a complex study to determine the vibra-

tional fingerprint of a series of UiO-66 andUiO-67 typematerials. The impact

of nuclear motions on the excitation properties are accounted for by sam-

pling the potential ground-state surface using ab initio molecular dynamics

(AIMD) simulations. Subsequently, averaged dynamic absorption properties

are calculated and compared with absorption data from an optimized ge-

ometry. The sampling is performed for both the gas phase organic linker

and the fully periodic UiO framework. Given the distinct simulations involv-

ing various sets of generated geometries, the analysis allows addressing the

influence of the periodic framework, temperature and harmonic and anhar-

monic nuclear motions.

The second part of this thesis discusses ways to tune the electronic struc-

ture of the material. The most familiar way is the doping of the material
with different metal ions. In a first stage, we present a microwave-based

strategy in order to improve on the time- and energy-consuming method-

ology used in current MOF chemistry. A reduction of synthesis times from

5 days to a few hours was achieved and moreover the materials showed a

much better preserved crystallinity. With this method, a series of doped UiO

frameworks (Ti, Hf, Ce, Nd, Yb, Eu) was synthesised. First, a computational

and experimental study of the doping of UiO-66 with isovalent metal ions (Ti,

Hf) was performed. Our computational calculations shed light on the charge
transfermechanisms. Combining the effort of several research groups with



our new computational results yields a complete and profound understand-

ing on the charge transfer mechanism in this materials. Since the energy

levels of these dopants behave in a peculiar and predictable way, they could

be aligned with the UiO energy levels via photoluminescence measurements.

In order to bring the above procedure to new application areas and obtain a

more fundamental understanding, we inserted several Lanthanide (Ln) ions

in the UiO framework via our aforementioned microwave method. Since the

energy levels of these transition metals behave in a peculiar and predictable

way, they could be aligned with the UiO energy levels via photoluminescence

measurements.

A second way to improve the electronic properties of the materials we pro-

posed was the inclusion of defects in the material. Several researchers de-

veloped synthetic methods to tune the number and type of defects in the

UiO-66. Via DFT calculations on both the periodic material as well as cluster

models we unravelled the influence of linker defects on the electronic
properties, showing that the presence of Zr atomswith 2 or 3 uncoordinated

sites have a similar effect as the inclusion of e.g. a Ti atom in the node.

When designingUiO-66 frameworks for photocatalysis, different pathways
are available to engineer their absorption and charge transfer capa-
bilities. The largely independent behaviour of linkers and inorganic nodes

enables to engineer the electronic structure by modulating the different con-

stituents. This work uses a combined experimental and theoretical approach

to unravel the electronic structure at a fundamental level, via a modular ap-

proach. Furthermore, the insights obtained by our study combined with the

current available literature resulted in a clear and consistent picture of the

engineered UiO materials and hopefully will incite further research in the

domain of light-based applications with MOFs.





Part I

Setting the scene

1





1
Introduction

1.1 Challenges for the 21th century

Despite the depleted fossil fuel reserves and the ever more pressing conse-

quences of anthropogenic climate changes, global energy consumption shows

a continuous rise. [1] The need for more green and sustainable processes has

inspired researchers for decades to investigate alternative energy sources to

cope for the human needs. The contiguousness of irreversible consequences

that will affect the larger sheer of the human population has led to tremen-

dous advancements in science, giving us at least the hope that chemistry

researchers in the 21st century hold the key to solve many of these problems

of sustainability.

Although the sun is an unlimited source of energy, current needs for energy

and materials are mostly based on fossil fuel feedstock. Many progress has

been made in the design of materials and processes based on these, but un-

fortunately these are not renewable. The natural oil reserves are the result

of millions of years of chemical transformations of dead plants and other

organisms. The exploitation of green plants to obtain energy from e.g. agri-

cultural waste could offer a renewable source although still highly restricted.

One has to make sure the interference on the cultivation for food stays lim-

ited, which is not always the case with current technologies. The direct use

of sunlight both for energy and chemical synthesis is nowadays regarded as

a promising route to head towards more sustainable processes. All of the

above are connected via different pathways as shown in figure 1.1. Central

3
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the solar energy flow.

Green plants convert solar radiation into chemical compounds

that after time become fossil fuels. (open arrows) Plants have

supplied mankind with a renewable source for food, energy and

materials. (green arrows) Evolution and growing needs turned

people towards non-renewable fossil fuels for its needs (red ar-

rows). Direct use of sunlight for energy and materials is the

key towards more sustainable processes. (blue arrows) Taken

from [2]

are green plants, which is the main renewable source used by the human race

to account for its food, energy and materials needs. With the industrial revo-

lutions, man turned towards non-renewable fossil fuels to cope with the ever

increasing energy demand. The high energy density of this feedstock has ad-

vanced technology and general welfare enormously, though the negative side

effects are becoming too pressing to neglect. Finally, the blue arrows point

to the direct use of sunlight, not only for energy supply, but also to create

materials and chemicals, in many ways similar to photosynthesis in plants.

Although much progress has been made in the fields of photochemistry and

photophysics that resulted in many interesting technologies and materials,

efficiencies are still rather low, impeding their routine use for now. However,

to see the advancements in the field of modern materials sciences comforts

us that we are heading in the good direction.

1.2 Materials design

At the core of finding new solutions for the aforementioned problems is the

design of new materials. From communication technology to construction

works, high-end materials are ever more needed to follow the growing com-

plexity of our creations. This becomes clear from the listing by the European

Commission of advanced materials development as one of the Key Enabling
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Technologies (KETs), underpinning the importance of innovation across a

range of sectors to tackle several 21st century problems, to drive economic

growth and create jobs.

It has generally been acknowledged that computational modelling plays a

vital role in designing new materials and to obtain fundamental understand-

ing of already developed materials. Thanks to the ever increasing computer

resources and evolving theoretical models, the field of computational mod-

elling has become an important player in chemistry. Whereas before the-

oretical models were mainly used to understand the outcome of an experi-

ment, current computational research is evolving towards a tool that helps

experimentalist in choosing and developing the right experiments and even

in predicting the outcome. With the aid of high throughput methods, sci-

entist can screen uncountable amounts of materials, which would take an

infeasible amount of time for experimentalists to synthesise and character-

ize every material. Moreover, the deep fundamental understanding that can

be gained from theoretical calculations can help for the design of similar ma-

terials, or grasp where improvements can be made.

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of input needed for ma-

terials design. Taken from mgi.gov

Figure 1.2 is a general scheme showing the synergy between the scientific

methodologies and problems we are addressing. It is a central figure pub-

lished by scientists of the Materials Genome Project (MGI). This project,

funded by the US government aims at closing the gap between computa-

tional and experimental materials research towards computationally guided

design. To achieve this, a combination of experimental measurements, com-
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putational models and statistical analysis of big data are used in close col-

laboration to move toward a computationally guided design.

Essential is the close collaboration between experimentalists and computa-

tional scientists. This thesis was performed as a synergistic research project

between an experimental group specialised in porous materials (COMOC -

Center for Ordered Materials, Organometalics and Catalysis) and a compu-

tational group with many years of experience in modelling porous materials

and spectroscopic properties (CMM - Center for Molecular Modeling).

1.3 Goal and outline

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) represent a highly interesting class of ma-

terials applied in a plethora of fields, ranging from gas storage and separation

to catalysis. More recently, researchers started to unravel their interesting

electronic properties and exploit these for amongst others photocatalysis.

This thesis will use a combined experimental and theoretical approach
to extend our knowledge of the materials at the nanoscale, in order to tune
their electronic structure. The need for a complete understanding of this

phenomenon is high, since only when the electronic structure of the frame-

works at hand is well-understood, necessary changes can be made for the

improvement of the materials in a diverse set of applications exploiting their

particular electronic features. We believe this synergistic approach will ad-

vance our general knowledge on MOFs for photocatalytic and electronic ap-

plications and help within the future design of novel materials for light-based

applications.

The main objectives of this thesis are:

• Study systematically the stability of UiO materials to understand how

these materials relate to other often used MOFs

• Understand the electronic structure of pristine UiO-66

• Understand the influence of functionalized linkers to the light-absorption

properties

• Study the influence of dynamic effects to the light-absorption proper-

ties

• Improve the photocatalytic activity via controlled doping of the metal

nodes and understand the influence on the electronic structure
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• Investigate the viability of defect engineering as a new pathway in elec-

tronic structure engineering for MOFs

This thesis is divided in three parts. Part I contains a set of introductory

chapters discussing the state-of-the-art experimental and computationalmethod-

ology used, as well as a general introduction to the materials studied in this

work. Herein we learn that to create an efficient photocatalyst, the material

should exhibit a strong absorption in a wide wavelength range (preferably

including the visible part of the spectrum) and should allow separation of

the photo-generated exciton in order to create redox-active charge carriers.

Part II of this thesis then sheds light on the first item mentioned above: the

light-responsiveness. Since the light-absorption of the MOF materials in this

study is linker-based, an extended study of the linkers and MOFs via absorp-

tion spectroscopy and advanced molecular modelling approaches allows to

understand all the processes on a fundamental level. Since theMOFs are con-

structedmodularly, a bottom-up approach is followed and hence the different

building blocks are studied separately before reconstructing the full periodic

structure. Part III on the other hand will take a closer look to the second

requirement, the efficient charge carrier separation. Since electron-hole re-

combination is the main quenching mechanism impeding the photocatalytic

activity, the electron (or hole) should be able to migrate from the linker to-

ward the inorganic node. From here, the life time should be sufficient to

initiate a redoxreaction of an adsorbed reactant. The third part offers several

pathways to tune this migration, first by metal doping, then by addition of

defects in the structure.

The three parts are subdivided in several chapters. More in detail, the chap-

ters are ordered in the following way:

• Chapter 2 starts with an introduction to MOF materials and a short

history note. A detailed review on their construction as well as a broad

and non-exhaustive overview of the applications is provided. Next,

we present a systematic stability study of some of the most common

MOF materials available in literature. Knowledge of the stability of

the materials in different chemical environments is of indisputable im-

portance to compare materials and find the right material for a given

application. The chapter concludes with a more detailed introduction

of UiO-66, the material studied intensively in this work.

• Chapter 3 will introduce the basic concepts and needs in modern pho-

tocatalysis and give insight in the current problems and drawbacks of
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the general set-up of this thesis. Chap-

ter 5 and 6 concern themselves with the understanding of light-

absorption on a fundamental level. Chapter 7 and 8 discuss two

pathways to improve photocatalytic properties of UiO-66, via

metal doping and via defect engineering

state-of-the art materials. Again, a more specific framing of photo-

catalysis in the field of MOF and specifically UiO research is provided.

• Chapter 4 starts with a short overview of the main characterization

techniques used, before providing a more detailed discussion on spec-

troscopy. The photocatalysis set-ups are discussed in detail hereafter.

The second section focusses on the computational background needed

for this thesis and specifically DFT and its Time-dependent variant are

introduced. Also a short introduction to the dynamic methodology

using advanced Molecular Dynamics techniques is provided.

• Chapter 5 will study the absorption of light in UiO-66 and how this

is influenced by linker functionalization. A series of UiO-66-X mate-

rials is constructed and their UV/Vis absorption spectra are provided.

Next, via a bottom-up approach, the contributions of the different con-

stituents are discussed, starting from the isolated linkers, simple clus-
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ter models and ending with the full period material. All the different

levels yield complementary information and are all needed to gain a

complete understanding of the material.

• In chapter 6 we will try to understand some of the features found in

the previous chapter. A detailed study of the influence of vibrational

modes on the electronic spectra is provided by means of advanced

molecular dynamics simulations coupled to TDDFT.

• The goal of chapter 7 is to provide a detailed discussion on the influ-

ence of metal doping on the electronic structure of UiO-66. First, a

microwave-based methodology for fast incorporation of metal impu-

rities is introduced and evaluated for isovalent ions as well as lan-

thanides. Then, a detailed discussion on isovalently doped UiO-66

is provided, corroborating by means of spectroscopy and computa-

tional calculations the literature available on Ti doped UiO and its im-

proved photocatalytic activity. The materials are then tested in gas

phase photocatalysis. Finally, a series of lanthanide doped materials is

studied. Via photoluminescence measurements and absorption spec-

troscopy the charge-state transition levels could be aligned with the

UiO-66 band structure and show which lanthanides could offer inter-

esting electronic changes.

• A second pathway is provided in chapter 8, where we discuss in de-

tail how missing linker defects influence the electronic properties of

the UiO-66 material. Again a multi-levelled study was performed to

understand the electronic effects occuring upon defect inclusion.

• Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the main findings and conclusions of

this work. Furthermore, an outlook is provided for future directions in

this field.
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2
Metal-Organic Frameworks

2.1 Towards coordination polymers

Before introducing Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs), the materials stud-

ied in this work, a small hint will be given on the scientific advancements that

led to their origin. The concepts of coordination chemistry will be introduced

followed by a short introduction to porous materials. Both key concepts in

20th century inorganic materials chemistry are necessary to understand the

formation and specific chemistry of (porous) coordination polymers (PCPs).

Via the general philosophy of reticular chemistry we then can take a look to

MOF chemistry, which are a subclass of the PCPs.

2.1.1 Coordination chemistry

The Nobel prize in chemistry from 1913 was awarded to Alfred Werner ‘in

recognition of his work on the linkage of atoms in molecules by which he has

thrown new light on earlier investigations and opened up new fields of research

especially in inorganic chemistry’. With his investigation, Werner paved the

way for modern coordination chemistry. Before his research, the origin of

bonds between metal ions and neutral ligands were not fully understood.

Werner postulated the existence of a primary and secondary valency, which

are nowadays known as oxidation state and coordination number. [3]

According to the IUPAC, ‘each coordination compound either is, or contains, a

coordination entity (or complex) that consists of a central atom to which other

11
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groups are bonded. A coordination compound is any compound that contains

a coordination entity. A coordination entity is an ion or neutral molecule that

is composed of a central atom, usually that of a metal, to which is attached a

surrounding array of other atoms or groups of atoms, each of which is called a

ligand.’ [4] The bonding interactions originate from interaction of the empty

orbitals of the central metal cation (Lewis acid) with lone pair orbitals of the

ligand. (Lewis base). The geometry and electronic characteristics of the com-

plexes are determined by the orbital interactions.

Figure 2.1: Figures from Werners original publication in 1893,

describing the geometries of two Pt complexes [3]

Nowadays, coordination compounds are omnipresent in chemistry and are

used in e.g. homogeneous catalysis and supramolecular chemistry. Although

traditionally it was regarded as a field within inorganic chemistry, the use of

ever more complex organic ligands built a bridge towards organic chemistry.

The result of this synergy is perfectly demonstrated by the development of

the field of Porous Coordination Polymers (PCP) or Metal-Organic Frame-

works (MOFs), which will be introduced in the next sections.

2.1.2 Porous materials

Before introducing the actual materials that are the subject of this work, a

last concept has to be introduced: porosity. Once more, according to the IU-

PAC [5], porosity is a concept related to texture and refers to the pore space

in a material. They divide porous materials in three subgroups, depending

of the size of the voids present in the material: microporous materials (pores

<2 nm), mesoporousmaterials (pores of 2-50 nm) andmacroporousmaterials

(>50 nanometer). It was with the discovery of natural zeolites by the Swedish

mineralogist Axel Frederik Cronstedt in the 18th century [6] and their first

lab synthesis in 1862 [7] that researchers in all fields of science started to un-
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ravel the complex structures and see the possibilities of these materials for

several applications. Zeolites are a class of 3D interconnected aluminosili-

cates, and up-to-date still the most studied and applied nanoporous material.

They form a crystalline framework, built out of tetrahedral M-O4 building

blocks (M=Al,Si). The tetrahedra are sharing one oxygen atom, resulting in

different pore or channel topologies. Around 200 known zeolites are known

up to date. [8] Zeolites are vital for the petrochemical industry. Thanks to

their open metal sites that can act as Lewis acids, they are able to crack large

hydrocarbons in crude oil feeds into a whole series of useful products. [9]

Less far from our daily life, they are also found in detergents, where their

exceptional ion-exchange capabilities are exploited.

Their exceptional stability and easy production are the reason that Zeolites

are still the main workhorses in the petrochemical industry. However, as a

limited set of building blocks, or Secondary Building Units (SBUs) are avail-

able, the set of materials is rather limited and their use in fine chemistry and

high-end applications is limited. With the development of PCPs, a whole

new range of materials became available, meeting these requirements.

2.1.3 The dream of materials scientists

Engineering materials like Lego®, is one of the dreams of most materials sci-

entists and has been a long-standing challenge in the design of novel crys-

talline solid-state materials. Via the clicking together of simple, cheap and

carefully engineered bricks, one can build up complex and well-defined struc-

tures. Unfortunately, to achieve this in real life is a very big challenge.

Most of the syntheticmethods inmaterials chemistry are referred to as ‘shake

and bake’ methods, since traditionally mixing reagents and heating them to

high temperatures easily yields new solid-state materials. However, since

these starting materials undergo structural changes at these temperatures, a

poor relation between reactant and product is found and hence poor repro-

ducibility and control is the result.

The concept of Reticular Design has become reachable with the discovery of

porous coordination polymers. [12, 13] The basic idea of reticular design is

that by choosing appropriate SBUs, crystals with specific, highly predictable

properties can be formed. The SBUs retain their original rigid structure and

hence a much better control of the final product can be achieved.

However, the complexity of all factors governing the construction process

still makes the design of these materials far from trivial. The idea is very
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Figure 2.2: The dream of materials scientists made possible

by MOF chemistry: clicking building blocks together as Lego®.

Based on [10] and Lego ®artwork by [11]

Figure 2.3: Growth of coordination polymers taken from [14]

nicely represented in figure 2.3, representing Metamorphosis II by Escher.

Simple, well-defined tectons (or SBUs) interact coordinatively to form new

topologies that can lead to architectures of an unexpected complexity. Full

understanding of their coordination chemistry and crystal growth is crucial

for the further development of MOFs. And even then, understanding how

they form their highly complex final architecture, let aside predict, remains

a big challenge in materials design.
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2.1.4 Birth of MOFs

It is difficult to identify a definitive ‘first’ MOF paper, since several early pa-

pers already dwell with concepts of hybrid solid materials whilst still being

far away from the MOFs as we know them nowadays. [15–18] Hoskins and

Robson proposed in 1989 a new class of materials formed by linking together

metal centres with a tetrahedral or an octahedral array of rod-like connecting

structures, showing that MOFs can be engineered by carefully chosing the

molecular building blocks. [19] Nonetheless, we had to wait until 1999 before

Yaghi showed the full possibilities of this class ofmaterials by introducing the

MOF-5 with its exceptionally high stability and internal surface area. [20]

It was also in this paper that Yaghi introduced the term MOF. In the early

2000s, MOF chemistry (in particular based on carboxylate linkers) was fur-

ther developed predominantly by the groups of Yaghi, Férey and Kitagawa.

According to IUPAC, a MOF is defined as a Coordination Polymer (or alter-

natively Coordination Network) with an open framework containing potential

voids [21]. MOFs are in a way nothing more than coordination compounds,

as already defined by Werner in 1893 (see section 2.1.1), with an ‘infinite’

number of central atoms.

Figure2.4 shows how a MOF is constructed. The two main SBUs are a metal

or metal-oxide cluster, defined hereafter as the (inorganic) node on the one

hand, and on the other hand organic polytopic ligands, hereafter referred to

as linkers. Several examples of often used SBUs are shown in figure 2.4. In or-

der to show the coordination number of the inorganic nodes more clearly, the

organic carboxylic groups are included in the representation. The carboxyl

group is the most often encountered as connection part between the organic

part and the inorganic part, however, other functional groups are also possi-

ble, notably phosphonate, pyridyl and imidazolate groups. Furthermore, the

topicity of the ligands can be varied too, and one can find regularly bi- to

tetratopic ligands in MOF literature.

One can see that the hybrid modular nature of MOFs gives, in theory, un-

limited possibilities to create new materials. The great advances of compu-

tational algorithms nowadays make it possible to identify promising MOF

structures in a high-throughputway and understanding their structure-property

relationships. [10,23] Computationally guided design represents a very pow-

erful tool in materials chemistry by narrowing down the set of MOFs to be

synthesized in the lab to a reachable subset.

Although in comparison to e.g. Zeolites, MOFs still lack the high stability

that is necessary to compete with these materials in industrial and everyday
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of MOF formation. Metal

clusters, represented by cubes, are linkerd together via organic

linkers, rod-like shapes, and form a 3D crystalline network. Sev-

eral prototypical examples of metal clusters and linkers are pro-

vided, all leading to different topologies. Based on [22]

applications, it is the combination of their high tuneability, structural unifor-

mity and high porosity (typical zeolite pore sizes range from 3.5-8 Å whilst

pores in MOFs can be as large as 10nm [24]) that makes MOFs stand out

within the group of other functional porous materials. This versatility has

resulted in a plethora of MOF structures and different fields of applications,

which will be briefly introduced further in this thesis. The interested reader

can also find a number of excellent reviews, notably the seminal 2004 review

of Kitagawa [25], by Férey [26] and several thematic issues in Chemical Re-

views. [27, 28]

2.1.5 Natural MOFs

Although the hydrothermal synthesis of MOFs would make one think that

these metal-organic nano-architectures should be found in nature, it was

only recently that Huskić et al. [29] discovered the first naturally occuring
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MOF-like structures. They found that in two rare organicminerals, stepanovite

and zhemchuzhnikovite, structures similar to synthetically obtained metal-

oxalate MOFs can be found, exhibiting almost nanometer-wide (0.9nm for

zhemchuzhnikovite) pore apertures and channels respectively.

Figure 2.5: Stepanovite is a mineral with a MOF struc-

ture. (A) Stepanovite sample, Chai-Tumus coal deposit (Sakha-

Yakutia, Siberia, Russia; sample from E. I. Nefedov’s collec-

tion). (B) schematic of an open anionic hcb framework com-

posed of MI and MIII nodes bridged by oxalates. (C) A sin-

gle layer of an analogous zinc-based proton-conducting MOF

material, including guests [30]. (D) Crystals of synthetic

stepanovite. (E) A single metal-organic layer in stepanovite,

viewed along the crystallographic c axis, displaying the an-

ionic hcb [NaFe(ox)3]
2− framework, with apertures occupied

by Mg(H2O)6
2+. Hydrogen bonds betweenMg(H2O)6

2+ guests

and [NaFe(ox)3]
2− framework are highlighted as yellow dotted

lines.

Zhemchuzhnikovite and stepanovite are thus far the only known organic

minerals exhibiting open structures. This discovery shows that the coordination-

driven self-assembly processes, well-known in MOF synthesis on the lab-

scale, can also play a role in natural geological processes. Although neither
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of the two materials exhibit permanent porosity due to the presence of hy-

drated magnesium guests in the pores, they exhibit similarities to previously

reported synthetic MOFs. [30] Not only structural similarities are found, also

the reversible loss and absorption of water molecules was observed, demon-

strating the stability of individual hcb (honeycomb topology) layers upon de-

solvatation. Moreover, the extended hydrogen-bonded architectures suggest

the potential of these materials for proton conduction [31]. These natural

porous metal-organic architectures challenge our view of MOFs as strictly

‘lab-made’ materials. Moreover, since some organic minerals involve multi-

dentate organic molecules already used in MOF synthesis, such as mellitic

acid or different purines [32–34], we can expect to find other MOF minerals

in the future.

2.1.6 What’s next?

A careful reader may have spotted a missing link in the previous parts. We

discussed the formation of zeolites frompurely inorganic SBUs and the chem-

istry of MOFs being a hybrid between purely inorganic building bricks and

organic linkers. So, is it possible to construct 3D topologies from purely or-

ganic parts? The answer is yes, and this is subject of the growing field of

Covalent Organic Frameworks (COFs). These materials show a remarkable

stability, high tuneability and interesting electronic properties and this de-

velopment is in full expansion. The interested reader is referred to several

excellent reviews available in literature. [35–39]

Thanks to COFs, we can now complete a scheme showing the diverse set of

chemical architectures that can be formed by assembling inorganic and or-

ganic SBUs from 0D to 3D. This collection is shown in figure 2.6 Herein, we

have ‘simple’ organic molecules as 0D purely organic materials. The set of

0D materials is completed by the classic coordination clusters and inorganic

nanoparticles. These materials are already around in chemistry research for

many centuries. One level up, we can find polymers as the most famous sub-

set, together with 1D coordination polymers and nanowires. If we then go to

the 2D and 3D materials, we arrive at the layered and framework materials.

For clarity, many related systems, such as active carbons, (periodic) meso-

porous (organo)silicas [40,41], mesoporous carbons [42] and supramolecular

coordination compounds [43] are not included herein. One should also be

careful with the labelling of the dimensions which can often be ambiguous.

For example, within MOF science, frameworks can also be labelled 0D to 3D

depending on the connectivity of the metal nodes. This is reviewed in [26].
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Figure 2.6: Selected examples for diverse assembly of build-

ing units to construct inorganic/hybrid/organic chemical archi-

tectures, ranging from the discrete 0D/non-porous/amorphous

structures to the extended 3D/porous/crystalline structures.

Based on the review by Ding et al. and references cited herein.

[35]

2.2 Applications

As already mentioned, the reason why MOFs represent such an interesting

class of materials is their high tuneability, allowing to make materials de-

signed for a specific application with perfectly tuned characteristics. [44, 45]

It is by no means the goal to provide a complete overview in this thesis. The

interested reader is referred to e.g. the 2012, 2014 and 2017 thematic issues

about MOFs in Chemical Reviews [27,28,45] where recent developments are

extensively treated.

Taken from the classic review of Kitagawa [25], figure 2.7 shows in a gen-

eral way the fields of applications of MOFs. Herein it can be seen that this

can range across very different fields of research. The enormous internal sur-

face area (surpassing 14000 m2=g [46], in comparison to zeolites typically

ranging from 200-600m2=g ) is an ideal starting point for gas sorption and
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Figure 2.7: Overview of MOF applications, taken from [25]

separation, CO2 sequestration, hydrogen storage etc. On the other hand,

the broad chemical versatility offers an interesting playground for e.g. tai-

lored (photo)catalysis whilst MOFs with dynamical structures (e.g. breathing

frameworks) then again offer compelling possibilities as responsive materi-

als or drug delivery systems. Figure 2.8 summarizes the mean differences of

MOFs compared to other porous materials.

In what follows, a short general overview of the main fields of application of

MOFs will be provided.
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Figure 2.8: Overview of MOF properties compared to other

porous materials. taken from [47]

2.2.1 From gas sorption to catalysis

MOFs were originally exploited for their use in gas sorption applications.

[48] The internal surface of the materials can mount up to more than 10000

m2=g [46]. The use ofMOFs as molecular sponges is hence a straightforward

choice. For example the storage of energy-relevant gases, such as hydro-

gen [49–51] or methane. [52]. The safe storage of these gasses is important

for their use as e.g. fuels. Furthermore, sequestration of CO2 has proven to be

one of the crucial needs with rising environmental concerns. [53] Also the ab-

sorption and degradation of toxic gasses [54, 55] and general air purification

systems have been evaluated. [56] Differences in the size and shape of gas

molecules or in interactions with the framework can also result in an efficient

separation of gas mixtures. The high tuneability of MOFs allows to design

materials that can perform difficult but economically important separations,

e.g. O2/N2, light hydrocarbons, isomers, CO2/CH4 and many more. [57, 58]

The poreous structure of MOFs also allows to absorb biomolecules. By care-

fully tuning the interaction strength of the molecules and the framework, a
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targeted and slow release can be achieved. In spite of the fact that still a

lot of research is needed before these systems can be implemented in real

life, several promising materials have been developed. [59,60] Not only ther-

apeutic molecules can be encapsulated, also bioactive linkers can be used to

construct the framework. Here, slow degradation of the MOF framework re-

leases the molecules e.g. at specifically targeted cancer cells. [32, 61]

MOFs offer exciting possibilities in the field of heterogeneous catalysis thanks

to their high degree of crystallinity and porosity. [27, 62, 63] The pore/cage

structure of the MOFs allows to transport reagents to and from active sites

and moreover control their diffusion or even their transition state geome-

try. It is hence important that MOFs can retain their open structure dur-

ing catalysis, showing again the importance of stability issues that need to

be adressed when using MOFs. The overall problems with chemical, ther-

mal and mechanical stability of the materials has resulted in a slow rising of

catalysis related papers compared to other fields. However, with the contin-

uously increasing number of stable MOFs, the development of MOF-based

catalysts has boomed the last 20 years.

Figure 2.9 shows an overview of the general strategies that can be adopted

to use MOFs in catalysis. The MOF as such contains transition metals, each

with their distinctive catalytic activity. The metal atoms need to be reachable

for reactants at a coordinatively unsaturated site or defect site to be active.

[18] Also the ligands can contain functional sites that are inherent to the

linker, or are post-synthetically added (PSM). Not only organic functional

groups can be added, also e.g. metal complexes can be supported on specific

organic bridges, or on the inorganic node. [64] A final strategy can be the

inclusion of active guest species that are heterogenized in the MOF cage [65]

or inclusion of nanoparticles. [66, 67]

Although gas sorption and catalysis are the two most extensively researched

applications for MOFs, several groups also exploit other properties in ad-

vanced applications.

An interesting subfield in MOF research are stimuli responsive materials.

[68,69] This set of materials can undergo structural changes in response to a

certain physical (pressure, temperature, photo-excitation…) or chemical (pH,

solvent,…) changes. This can be exploited thanks to the flexible topology

inherent to certain materials, but also by e.g. introducing molecular photo-

switches as ligands. This offers attracting pathways to design sensors and

dynamic materials.

The inherent structural characteristics of MOFs has made researchers realise
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Figure 2.9: Overview of different strategies to incorporate cat-

alytic active sites in MOFs. Taken from [63]

their great possibilities in light-based applications. Since MOFs combine dif-

ferent constituents known in luminescence and photocatalysis research in

one crystalline material, several research groups devoted theirselves to the

fundamental study of the electronic properties of these materials. Inclusion

of lanthanides or chrompohoric guests in the pores allows for a diverse set of

applications in the fields of luminescence [70, 71] and photocatalysis. Since

the latter one is one of the main topics of this work, we will introduce pho-

tocatalysis and the use of MOFs herein in a separate chapter.

Introduction of paramagnetic metals into the framework can introduce mag-

netic properties. MOFs offer the possibility to study magnetic moment ex-

change interactions between nearest-neighbours in a diverse set of topolo-

gies, and allow for a careful tuning of these properties. Many researchers

have performed research onmagnetism inMOFs combined to a second prop-

erty (e.g. electrical conductivity). Recent studies show the great opportuni-

ties to be explored in the fields of molecular spintronics. Also responsive

dynamic frameworks are still only an emerging but promising field within

MOF research. [72, 73]

Combination of stimuli-responsive, luminescent andmagnetic properties has
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led to a large number of studies in the field of MOF-based sensing devices.

[71,74] MOFs have shown great potential in several crucial domains of sens-

ing applications, being explosives, highly toxic species, biomolecules etc. This

has led to their prototype implementation in several real-life application as

will be introduced further on.

A less straightforward but nonetheless promising application is the use of

MOFs in explosive research. Not only can MOFs stabilize highly explosive

molecules in order to increase the safety upon using them, they also can be

constructed from labile nitrogen-containing linkers and be used as explosive

as such. [75, 76]

In the field of electrochemistry, and more specifically the design of new bat-

teries, MOFs have emerged as a new electrode material given their tune-

ability making it possible to design reversible Li absorbing or sieving mate-

rials. [77, 78] Also as proton conducting materials in electrolytic fuel cells,

several researchers demonstrated that MOFs can outperform many of the

existing materials. [79]

2.2.2 Industrial prospectives

Researchers already predicted the enormous potential of MOFs for several

applications in the early 2000s. It was Yaghi’s 2003 paper on hydrogen stor-

age in MOF-5, where researchers started to realise the possibilities of the

new set of materials. [49] Shortly after, BASF started to produce three MOF

structures under the tradename Basolite ®, which made available MIL-53,

HKUST-1 en MOF-5 on a large scale. Notwithstanding their ‘easy’ synthe-

sis procedures on lab scale, the upscaling of the synthesis procedure is not

straightforward and is one of the main limiting steps to be overcome.

Recently, several companies originating from academia started to produce

tailor-made products (MOFapps [80], MOFtechnologies [81],…) Their goal is

to guide and inform industries where MOF-based technologies can bring an

improvement to their current processes. The company NuMAT [82] was the

first company to bring a fully commercially available apparatus on the mar-

ket in 2016, based on MOFs, for diverse gas separation applications (IonX®).

Basolite A520 is now used as a sorbent to store and deliver natural gas in

automotive industries. Several prototype cars already drove fuelled via nat-

ural gas or hydrogen gas stored in tanks filled with the Basolite material. It

was with the EcoFuel Asia Tour that took place in 2007 where for the first
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time a Volkswagen Caddy EcoFuel using natural gas was driven from Berlin

to Bangkok, emitting much less CO2 than a comparable gasoline based car.

Although no heavy drop in capacity was found in the MOFs after the harsh

conditions, it was found that the mechanical stress led to the formation of a

significant amount of fine particles in the tank.

A complete overview of all the industry related applications and perspectives

is outside the scope of this work, but the interested reader is referred to some

recent reviews in the field. [83–85]

One of the major problems still hampering the use of MOFs in industrial ap-

plications is the limited chemical, thermal and mechanical stability of most

knownMOFs at short and long terms. Even though great advancements have

been made, not many materials are known that are stable in a wide range of

chemical environments. Although knowledge about this is of fundamental

importance and most authors perform some stability tests when construct-

ing a new material, no systematic study of the common MOF materials was

performed up to date, impeding the comparison of different frameworks for

a certain application. In the next section we show the results of our system-

atic study of several of the known ‘stable’ MOFs via a series of standardized

tests, allowing to compare materials from different research groups on the

same scale.

2.3 A systematic stability study

2.3.1 Introduction

Studying the stability of a (new) material is of key importance within ma-

terials research. If a new compound, e.g. a catalyst, cannot withstand the

conditions in which it will be used (e.g. solvent, temperature, mechanical

pressure,…) further optimization is needed. Within the field of MOFs, stabil-

ity issues have been a major drawback of this class of materials. Most MOFs

have a low thermal stability (range 573-673 K) and are unstable in water. The

latter is due to the hydrophilic properties of the metal nodes which results in

a strong interaction with water molecules and therefore leads to the cleavage

of coordination bonds, hence destroying the framework [86].

Since the pioneering study of Low et al. many other studies have been car-

ried out on the water sensitivity ofMOFs [87–89]. Very fewMOFs showed no

structural integrity loss in the presence of water. However, there are several

types of MOFs that demonstrate promising results. For instance, the pyra-

zolate based frameworks show remarkable stability after exposure to boiling
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water and other solvents, which is attributed to the high pKa value of the

imidazole ligands [90]. Besides the pyrazolate based frameworks, the hy-

drothermally synthesized MIL series constructed from octahedrally coordi-

nated aluminium or chromium metal clusters (respectively MIL-53 and MIL-

101) and zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have been reported to be sta-

ble in water [91,92]. In particular the ZIF-8 material, in which the zinc atoms

are coordinated to methylimidazolate ligands via Zn-N bonds, possesses a

very high stability, not only under mechanical pressure but also in aqueous

solutions [93, 94]. The higher basicity of the imidazolate linker, in compari-

son to the carboxylate linkers, results in stronger metal-ligands bonds with

the zinc and therefore in an enhanced stability towards water [90].

Interesting work on the water-stability of MIL-101(Cr) was performed in a

study on dehumidification over hierarchically porous MOFs and the use as

advanced water adsorbents, by Férey et al. [95]. Furthermore, MOFs con-

structed from Zr6-based nodes also show a remarkably high stability (me-

chanical, hydrolytical, and chemical). The stability of these Zr-based MOFs,

of which UiO-66 is a prototypical example, is due to the strong Coulombic in-

teraction of the highly oxophilic ZrIV metal sites with the negatively charged

termini of the carboxylate linkers [96].

In order to make MOFs able to compete with current standard industrial

set-ups, a critical and standardized evaluation of the long-term chemical,

thermal, and hydrothermal stability is of paramount importance. Many of

these industrial processes are performed in the presence of acids or bases

(liquid phase reactions) or at elevated temperature (gas phase reactions) for

an extended period of time. Furthermore, the stability ofMOFs towards com-

monly used oxidants is also very crucial in e.g. oxidative processes. Although

there have already been studies on the chemical, thermal, and hydrothermal

stability of MOFs, to the best of our knowledge no systematic or long-term

stability investigations have been carried out, making it hard to objectively

compare different materials. [97] This is why we made a series of standard-

ized tests to compare different popular MOF materials in the same circum-

stances.

The results and text of this section are based on:
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A systematic study of the chemical andhydrothermal stability of some
‘stable’ Metal-Organic Frameworks
K. Leus, T. Bogaerts, J. De Decker, H. Depauw, K. Hendrickx, H. Vrielinck,

V. Van Speybroeck and P. Van Der Voort Micropor. Mesopor. Mater., 2016,
226, 110-116

Contribution to this work: Synthesis, systematic stability tests and charac-

terization of UiO type materials.

2.3.2 Materials and Methods

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich or TCI Europe and used

without further purification. Nitrogen adsorption experiments were carried

out at -196 ◦C using a Belsorp mini II gas analyzer. Prior to analysis, the

samples were dried under vacuum at 120 ◦C to remove adsorbed water. X-

Ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns were collected on an ARL X’TRA X-

ray diffractometer with Cu K¸ radiation of 0.15418 nm wavelength and a

solid state detector. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was performed on

an SDT 2960 from TA Instruments.

Synthesis MOF materials

UiO-66-X (X=H, NH2) materials were synthesized according to a slightly

modified procedure of Van Der Voort et al. [98] given in section 2.4 of this

chapter. The synthetic procedure of UiO-67was based on the recipe of Farha
et al. [99]. 0.27 mmol ZrCl4 and 0.38 mmol 4,4’-diphenyldicarboxylic acid

(BPDC) were dissolved in 15 mL DMF and 0.5 mL concentrated HCl. The re-

sulting solution was sonicated for 20 minutes and subsequently transferred

to a thermoblock at 80◦C for 12 hours. After filtration and washing with

DMF and ethanol, the samples were dried under dynamic vacuum at 90◦C,
and activated at 150◦C (3 hours).

The otherMOFswere synthesised according to literature recipes.MIL-101(Cr)
was synthesized according to a slightly adapted recipe from Edler et al. [100].

NH2-MIL-101(Al) was prepared in a few smaller batches as proposed by

Fischer et al. [101]. For the synthesis of Cu-BTC a procedure based on

Tranchemontagne et al. was followed. [102] MIL-53 (Al) was synthesized
according to a slightly modified procedure of Férey et al. [103]. For the syn-

thesis of ZIF-8, an aqueous procedure by Gross and co-workers was fol-

lowed. [104] For more details on the synthesis procedure, we refer to the

publication of this work, or the separate publications mentioned in this para-

graph.
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Chemical stability

The chemical stability tests were performed by exposing the MOFs for 3 or

60 days to acidic conditions (HCl, pH=0 and pH=4), basic conditions (NaOH,

pH=12) or under oxidizing conditions (5 wt. % H2O2). Additionally, the stabil-

ity of the MOFs was examined by exposing them to air and water for respec-

tively 3 or 60 days. All the tests were carried out at room temperature (RT)

without stirring. It was important to only assess the pH effect. Therefore, a

simple acid (HCl) and base (NaOH) were selected for the tests, rather than,

for instance, an oxidizing acid such as HNO3.

Hydrothermal stability

The hydrothermal stability study was conducted by exposing the MOF sam-

ples to saturated steam for 5 hours at 200◦C. Herefore we used a setup as

shown in figure 2.10. The MOF was placed in a porcelain crucible on top of a

Teflon cylinder. Milli-Q® water was used for the experiment.

Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of the setup used for

hydrothermal stability tests.
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2.3.3 Results and Discussion

For clarity, only the results (XRD, BET) relevant for this work are given in this

chapter. The reader interested in the data of the other samples is referred to

the supporting information in chapter J of this manuscript.

Hydrothermal stability

In table 2.1, a general overview is presented of the stability of all the pris-

tine MOF materials and after exposing them to water, air, acidic-, basic-,

oxidative-, and a hydrothermal environment. The table is based on an eval-

uation of both the resulting Langmuir surface and the analysis of the XPRD

measurements.

The UiO-66 and NH2-UiO-66 frameworks are stable after 5 hours at 200◦C
under autogenous pressure, while theUiO-67material is completely destroyed

as can be seen in fig. 2.11. The lack of stability of the UiO-67 material to H2O

exposure was recently assigned to the linker hydrolysis caused by clustering

of H2Omolecules near the Zr6 nodes and to rotational effects of the extended

organic linker [105].

Figure 2.11: XPRD data for the pristine UiO-type structures or

after hydrothermal treatment

As can be seen from the same table, MIL-101(Cr) preserved its crystalline

structure after the steaming test. This observation is in agreement with
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other reports in which the high moisture-stability of MIL-101 (Cr) was al-

ready stated [106–108]. In contrast to the high hydrothermal stability of

the MIL-101 (Cr), it is known that the MIL-101 analogues of Fe3+ and Al3+

show a much lower resistance to hydrolysis. This last conclusion was also

confirmed by our study, demonstrating that the NH2-MIL-101(Al) is highly

sensitive towater, which leads to transformation into the thermodynamically

more stable NH2-MIL-53(Al) material. The latter observation is in agreement

with the recent report of Senker et al., demonstrating that the NH2-MIL-

101(Al) already transforms into NH2-MIL-53(Al) after only 5 minutes expo-

sure to water. [109] Besides the MIL-101(Cr), the NH2-MIL-53 is also stable

under the examined steaming conditions as no changes are observed in the

XRPD pattern in comparison to the pristine NH2-MIL-53. In contrast to the

NH2-MIL-53, the MIL-53 (Al) exhibits a partial hydrolysis of the framework

as studied by Bellat et al. and Jhung et al. [97, 110]

The copper paddle-wheeled framework, Cu-BTC, is known to be unstable

under steaming conditions [111,112] which was also comfirmed by our study.

On the other hand, the ZIF-8 framework can withstand the hydrothermal

treatment, as no changes are observed in the crystal structure and only a

minor decrease in the Langmuir surface area was noted. This observation is

in agreement with previous studies showing that ZIF-8 is resistant to steam

for hours and to boiling water for at least a week. [88, 94]

Chemical stability

Stability towards acids According to our study, both UiO-66 and NH2-

UiO-66 exhibit a good stability in acidic conditions, even after exposure for

2 months in pH = 0 solutions. The short-term stability of both materials

was already observed by the group of Lillerud, who reported that no loss

in crystallinity was observed after 2 h in HCl (pH = 1) [113]. In the recent

report of Zhong et al., it was shown that UiO-66 can be kept intact in solu-

tions of pH = 2 to pH = 6 for at least 24 h, in the absence of fluorine [114].

However, although both materials show no loss in crystallinity, we observed

that the Langmuir surface area decreased significantly for both MOFs after

exposure for 3 days at pH = 0. The Langmuir surface areas of the pristine

UiO-66 and NH2-UiO-66 are respectively 1008 m2/g, and 885 m2/g, whereas

afterwards they dropped to 549 m2/g and 712 m2/g, respectively. In con-

trast to UiO-66, UiO-67 shows a much lower stability towards acids. In a pH

= 4 solution, the framework is still well preserved as can be seen from the

XRPD pattern in figure 2.12. Also, no significant loss in the Langmuir sur-

face area is observed. However, after immersing the material for 2 months

in this solution, the framework shows a significant decrease in crystallinity
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and in surface area. Moreover, the MOF is completely destroyed after 3 days

at pH = 0, as only the diffraction peaks from the free organic linker, (4,4’-

diphenyldicarboxylic acid), can be observed in the XRPD pattern.

In our study, we corroborated the extremely high stability under acidic condi-

tions of MIL-101(Cr) as no changes were observed in the XRPD patterns even

after exposing the material for 2 months in a pH = 0 solution. As a matter of

fact, the Langmuir surface area even increased drastically after treating the

MOF with acidic solutions (from 2001 m2/g, to 3180 m2/g or higher), due to

the removal of left-over starting reagents (e.g., terephthalic acid) which we

further proved via TGA experiments.

In contrast to MIL-101(Cr), NH2-MIL-101(Al) shows a very low stability in

acid medium. The NH2-MIL-101(Al) structure is completely converted into

the thermodynamically more stable NH2-MIL-53 after 3 days in a pH = 4

solution, whereas in a pH = 0 solution, the MOF was completely dissolved

after a few minutes. Next to NH2-MIL-101(Al), the ZIF-8 and Cu-BTC struc-

tures were also immediately dissolved after exposure to a solution of pH =

0. However, ZIF-8 still possesses a good crystallinity after 3 days in a pH =

4 solution, whereas Cu-BTC already starts to form a new crystalline phase,

which was also observed after exposing it to water. After 2 months in pH =

4, the ZIF-8 shows a significant degradation. Although part of the MOF’s

diffraction peaks are still present in XRPD, new diffraction peaks can be ob-

served as well, which were also noted after storage for 2 months in water and

can be assigned to carbonates [115].

MIL-53(Al) material exhibits a rather good stability at pH = 4 for 3 days. No

changes in the crystallinity are observed, which is corroborating the report of

Huang et al. [107] However, although no changes are observed in the XRPD

pattern, a significant decrease is noted in the Langmuir surface area in com-

parison to the pristine material which shows that the MIL-53(Al) gradually

decomposes. As expected, after immersing the material for a period of 3

days in a solution of pH = 0, the structure is completely destroyed and only

the diffraction peaks of the terephthalic acid linkers can be observed in the

XRPD pattern. In comparison to MIL-53(Al), the functionalized NH2-MIL-

53 exhibits an enhanced stability under acidic conditions, as even exposure

for 2 months at pH = 4 shows no difference in the crystallinity of this MOF.

However, in stronger acidic conditions (pH = 0), the material experiences a

gradual decomposition. After suspending the material for 2 months at pH =

0 the structure of NH2-MIL-53 is almost completely destroyed and only the

diffraction peaks of the free 2-aminoterepthalic acid were observed.
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Stability towards bases The UiO-66, NH2-UiO-66 and UiO-67 reveal a

high resistance towards bases. No changes are observed in their XRPD pat-

terns and only a slight decrease is observed in the Langmuir surface areas.

However at higher pHs, Lillerud et al. have noticed that the UiO-66 frame-

work starts to transform in a less crystalline material within 2 hours, whereas

the treatment of NH2-UiO-66 with NaOH led to a total decomposition of the

MOF into an amorphous phase. [113]

In addition to the very high stability of MIL-101(Cr) in acidic media, we also

observed a high stability towards alkaline environment. No changes in the

crystallinity are observed after 2 months in a pH = 12 solution. Additionally,

the Langmuir surface area increases significantly, an effect which was also

observed after the treatment with acid.

In contrast to the very high stability of theMIL-101 (Cr), theNH2-MIL-101(Al)

and Cu-BTC framework show an exceptionally low stability towards bases.

After contact for only 3 days at pH = 12, a complete structure transforma-

tion of NH2-MIL-101(Al) into NH2-MIL-53 is observed, whereas the Cu-BTC

framework is converted into other crystalline phases, which were also ob-

served after contact in water and acidic media.

MIL-53(Al) and NH2-MIL-53 exhibit a good stability in alkaline media. No

loss of crystallinity was observed from the XRPD patterns. However, there

is a significant decrease in the Langmuir surface area of the MIL-53(Al), in

comparison to the pristine MOF, in agreement with the reports of Jhung et

al. and Huang et al. [97, 107]

ZIF-8 shows proper stability in alkaline solutions. After 3 days in a pH =

12 solution, no changes are observed in the XRPD pattern and only a minor

decrease in Langmuir surface area is noted, in agreement with the report of

Yaghi et al. [94]. However, after contact for 2 months in a pH = 12 solution,

extra diffraction peaks are observed, which can be assigned to the formation

of carbonates. [115]

Stability towards peroxides UiO-66 and NH2-UiO-66 show a remarkable

stability in the peroxide solution, which is in contrast with the UiO-67. Even

after 2 months exposure, no changes are observed in the XRPD pattern of

the NH2-UiO-66 (see Fig. 2.12). However, where the Langmuir surface area

of UiO-66 stayed unaltered, with the NH2-UiO-66 a significant decrease was

observed (from 885 m2/g to 486 m2/g after 2 months).
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In contrast to the previous examinedmedia, inwhich theMIL-101(Cr) showed

an exceptionally high stability, after 2 months of exposure to the H2O2 solu-

tion, the MIL-101(Cr) is completely converted into another crystalline phase,

i.e., the MIL-53(a.s.) structure. The ZIF-8 material is almost fully amor-

phized after 2months in said solution, whereas the Cu-BTCmaterial is trans-

formed into a crystalline phase which we could not directly identify. These

MOFs did, however, preserve their crystallinity after 3 days contact time

with the peroxide solution (even though their Langmuir surface area did de-

crease). In contrast, the UiO-67 and NH2-MIL-101(Al) showed a complete

degradation after only 3 days in the oxidative environment. The NH2-MIL-

101(Al) is converted into the thermodynamically more stable NH2-MIL-53

structure, whereas with the UiO-67, only the diffraction peaks of free linker

4,4’-diphenyldicarboxylic acid can be observed.

Also for the MIL-53(Al), a gradual decrease in the Langmuir surface area is

noted in time (from 1531 m2/g, to 607 m2/g, and 241 m2/g, after respectively

3 days and 2 months), in addition to progressive structural transformation

into a new crystalline phase. This phase was also observed after the hydro-

thermal treatment and exposure to acidic media, and could be assigned to

free organic linker and ‚-AlO(OH). A gradual degradation of the framework

was also noted for the NH2-MIL-53. After 2months in the H2O2 solution, new

diffraction peaks appear showing that the NH2-MIL-53 structure is modified.

2.3.4 Conclusions

In this work, we presented for the first time a systematic comparison of the

stability of several metal-organic frameworks. In order to investigate these

materials, not only the crystallinity before and after the tests was compared,

but also the porosity. In the reports of many newMOFmaterials, some kinds

of stability tests are proposed, yet in this work, all the materials were treated

under the same conditions to allow a fair comparison. A complete overview

of the results is provided in table 2.1 For most of the MOFs under exam-

ination, i.e., MIL-101(Cr), NH2-MIL-101(Al), MIL-53(Al), NH2-MIL-53, UiO-

66, NH2-UiO-66, UiO-67, ZIF-8, and Cu-BTC, the hydrothermal stability was

confirmed. The chemical stability towards acids and bases was overall dis-

appointing, especially after a 2 months exposure time, with a few notable ex-

ceptions. One example worth noting was MIL-101(Cr), that reached a higher

internal surface area after an acid or alkaline washing step, proving to be

an adequate purification method. The NH2-MIL-101(Al) structure, however,

shows a very low stability, as it can be easily converted to the more ther-

modynamically stable NH2-MIL-53 framework. Very few of the examined

MOFs showed a good stability in 5 wt. % H2O2 solution. Only the UiO-66
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and NH2-UiO-66 material showed no loss in crystallinity after exposure for 2

months. Furthermore, it was shown that it is important to not only consider

the crystallinity to assess the stability of a material, but also the porosity

features. Many materials which appeared to retain their crystallinity based

on the XRPD analysis exhibit a significant decrease in internal surface area.

Both analyses should be consistently applied to verify the stability of a ma-

terial.

2.4 UiO-66: A stable MOF

Zr-based MOFs, and more specifically the series developed at Oslo Univer-

sity (UiO) by Lillerud and co-workers, [116] are an interesting class of frame-

works with great possibilities for different applications. They are very stable

materials as shown in the previous section and have a fairly robust synthesis

(see 2.4.2), allowing the inclusion of genuinely different linkers and metals.

This resulted in a plethora of functionalized materials with the UiO crystal

structure (see 2.4.1). [98, 117–119] Moreover, the straightforward synthesis

procedure allows for efficient upscaling from the lab scale to a pilot scale

plant, as was demonstrated by Ahn et al. [120] The number of scientific pa-

pers concerning the UiO-66 material has been subjected to a dramatic rise

since the first publication of the material.

Given all the notable properties of the UiO-66 material, we chose this mate-

rial as the central material for this work, providing an excellent platform for

further modifications and catalytic trials.

2.4.1 Structure

In section 2.1, the surprising beauty and complexity of coordination polymers

was introduced. The simple building units form a microstructure via coordi-

native interactions and herefrom crystals can grow. This complexity is also

true in the case of Zr-based MOFs. Figure 2.13 shows for the same Zr node

type that different ligands lead to completely different final MOF structures.

The UiO-66 is shown on the far right side of this figure. The building units of

UiO-66 are an inorganic unit, consisting of 6 zirconium atoms and covalently

bonded oxygens with the general stoichiometry Zr6O4(OH)4 and the organic

linker. In the case of UiO-66 this is terephthalic acid (TPA) or 1,4- benzenedi-

carboxylic acid (BDC), both names are used throughout literature.

The UiO-66 structure in figure 2.13 shows to be 12-fold connected. This high

coordination number is at the basis of the remarkable stability of the mate-
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Figure 2.13: Different connectivities of the Zr6 node leading to

different topologies. [22]

rial. This connectivity lead to the formation of two pore types as displayed in

figure 2.14, namely a smaller tetrahedral cage and a larger octahedral cage.

The complex structure of the UiO-66 was originally refined out of powder

diffraction data. Fortunately, thanks to modulated synthesis procedures (see

further) single crystal measurements could be performed to confirm these

measurements. Moreover, Valenzano et al. corroborated this via extensive

EXAFS and other spectroscopic techniques [121]. They also discuss in detail

the reversible OH removal/addition to the Zr node.

Isoreticular expansion of the UiO frameworks with e.g. biphenyl and triph-

enyl linkers led to the UiO-67 and UiO-68 materials. These materials show a

tremendous increase in pore size and specific surface area. Unfortunately, the
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Figure 2.14: Structure of UiO-66 MOF (c): Combination of

one octahedral cage (b) and two adjacent tetrahedral cages (a)

forming a cubic unit consisting of eight inorganic Zr6O4(OH)4
bricks. Zirconium, oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen atoms are

represented in red, blue, gray, and white, respectively. [122]

increase in surface area is inversely correlated with their stability as shown

for UiO-67 in the previous section. The general architecture of the materials

in this series and shows a Fm3m space group.

2.4.2 Synthesis

One of the great advantages of the UiO-66 and related materials is their very

robust and straightforward synthesis. A plethora of starting materials, sol-

vents as well as synthesis conditions can be used and still provide a UiO-type

structure. However, the quality of the materials is highly variable. Crystal

size andmorphology, overall crystallinity and surface area, amount of defects

and many more characteristics are changed to a certain extent depending on

the synthesis strategy followed.

The general procedure used in this thesis is based on the work of Shyam

et al. [98]. They developed a procedure starting from the easy-to-handle
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Figure 2.15: XRD diffractogram for the pristine UiO-66 com-

pared to the calculated values for the Fm3m space group.

ZrO2Cl2·8H2O precursor in contrast to the usually used ZrCl4. The great

advantage is that this salt is stable in air and hence can be handled outside

an inert atmosphere. Moreover, this synthesis could be easily scaled up using

Teflon-lined autoclaves in stead of pyrex tubes as the original recipe. Rou-

tinely, we could achieve about 0.3-0.5g of product depending on the linker

of choice. The procedure consists out of a hydrothermal synthesis step and

a consecutive activation step to remove unreacted species out of the frame-

work material:

Synthesis method 1 A mixture of ZrO2Cl2·8H2O (0.93 mmol), H2BDC-

X (0.93 mmol) and formic acid (9.54 mmol) in dimethylacetamide (DMA) (9

mL) was placed in a Teflon line autoclave. The autoclave was sealed and

heated in a muffle furnace to 150 ◦C, kept at this temperature for 24h, then

cooled spontaneously to room temperature. The precipitate was collected by

filtration, washed with DMA and acetone (2x3 mL) and dried in air. These

samples are labelled ‘As-Synthesised’ (AS)

Activation A suspension of the AS-form of each compound (0.3-0.5 g) was

stirred in DMF (20 mL) under ambient conditions for 12h. The filtered solid

was further stirred in methanol (30 mL) under ambient conditions for 24h.
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Themethanol-exchanged forms of the compounds were subsequently heated

at 65 ◦C under dynamic vacuum for 24h to obtain the activated forms of the

compounds. For theUiO-66-X compoundswhere X =NO2, NH2,(NH2)2,(SH)2,

OH and (OH)2 further heating at higher temperatures (110 ◦C for 12h) was

needed to obtain increased porosity.

A different procedure used in this thesis is based on the more reactive ZrCl4
salt and acetic acid as modulator. In this thesis, a typical procedure implied

the following steps:

Synthesismethod 2 ZrCl4 (0.087mmol) and 2-aminoterephthalic acid (0.065

mmol) were dissolved in DMF (15 mL) in a glass vial using sonification for 15

minutes. The resulting solution was transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave

and heated to 120 ◦C for 24 h. The final sample was cooled to room tempera-

ture spontaneously and filtered of using a .25—mmembrane filter. Activation

was performed as described above.

The procedure based on ZrCl4 is still the most used procedure in literature

and various recipes can be found. [99, 107, 122, 123] Behrens and co-workers

showed that the choice and amount of modulator determine to a great extent

the crystal growth of the UiO-66 crystals. [123]

It can be seen from figure 2.16 that both methods give crystals of different

sizes.

2.4.3 Electronic structure of UiO-66

Regarding their electronic structure, MOFs are still mostly described with

traditional solid state terminology. Nevertheless, in recent literature, this

classical view of MOFs has been challenged and has attributed to these ma-

terials significantly different properties than typical insulators [124,125] This

difference in behaviour is becauseMOFs retainmany of their discrete, molec-

ular characteristics. Instead of showing a delocalized valence and conduction

band, a more localized highest occupied and lowest unoccupied crystal or-

bital (HOCO and LUCO) can be observed.

The electronic Density of States (DOS) of the pristine UiO-66 material is

shown in figure 2.17. On the left of the figure the periodic structure of 1

supercell is plotted with the two main building units indicated: the organic

linker and the zirconium node. Both parts feature distinct electronic bands in

the DOS that is plotted on the right-hand side. If we take a closer look, we see

that the states below the Fermi level are linker-based states, except for the
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Figure 2.16: SEM (A,C,D) and TEM (B) images of the UiO-66

synthesised following two different recipes. Method 1 (A,B)

yields clustered small crystallites whilst method 2 results in

larger crystallites (up to 1—m)

HOCO, which consists of —-O-OH states. This is however an artificial phe-

nomenon caused by the level of theory (PBE). If we perform calculations at

the HSE level of theory, this band lowers and the HOCO is formed by purely

linker states. Next, if we look at the LUCO, this also consists of a pure linker

state. Hence, the lowest excitation of the material will be a pure linker-based

excitation, requiring an energy as labelled ΔEabs . After the LUCO linker

states, a set of Zr-based bands can be found in the DOS. These bands con-

sist of the Zr d-orbitals. Since the gap between the linker states and these

Zr d orbitals is an important quantity in the remainder of this thesis, it is

labelled ΔELMCT referring to the energy needed for the Ligand-To-Metal-

Charge Transfer.

Figure 2.17 represents one of the central figures of this thesis, showing the

two ‘work-in-progress’ regions. Engineering of the ΔEabs will be done by

adding functional groups to the organic linker as presented in chapters 5 and
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Figure 2.17: Scheme showing relating the different con-

stituent parts of the UiO-66 framework to their respectice

quasi-localized bands in the DOS. Adapted from [126]

6. On the other hand, lowering the metal stated to overlap with the linker

LUCO will be the subject of the last two chapters dealing with metal doping

and defect engineering.

Owing to their high stability in various environments, their easy and scalable

synthesis, interesting electronic and acid-base properties, zirconium based

MOFs have lead to a plethora of applications. [120, 127–132]

A recent review of the group of Hong-Chai Zhou gives an overview of the

most recent advances of the synthesis and applications of zirconium MOFs.

[122] The use of UiO materials in photocatalysis will be discussed more elab-

orately in the next chapter.
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Photocatalysis

3.1 Materials for light-harvesting

One of the major scientific challenges of the 21st century is the change from

energy intensive and polluting processes to green and sustainable alterna-

tives. A promising approach is the conversion of solar energy, an abundant

and incessant energy source, into chemical energy via photocatalytic pro-

cesses. [133,134] Natural photosynthesis is the prototype example of an effi-

cient process based on solar energy, using a highly complex set of hierarchi-

cally assembled units to convert the energy into chemical bonds. [133, 135]

The roots of the implementation of solar-driven chemical conversions in our

daily technology lie in the seminal work of Honda and Fujishima, who stud-

ied photocatalytic water splitting on TiO2. [136] Since then, novel materi-

als have been developed for these processes, enabling many environmentally

friendly applications and yielding a deep understanding of the fundamental

physics of semiconductor-based photocatalysis. [137–141] It remains how-

ever challenging to design a system that is highly active, uses a broad
range of the electromagnetic spectrum, is stable, and has a reasonable
cost.

43
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3.2 Photocatalysis

When cataloguing materials in terms of their electronic structure, they are

traditionally divided in metals, semiconductors and insulators. This division

is determined by the band gap, which represents the forbidden energy gap

that is present at the Fermi level. In other words, the band gap is the energy

that is required to excite an electron from the valence band, i.e. the HOMO

(Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) in molecular terms, to the conduction

band, the LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital). Figure 3.1 shows

a schematic representation of the different cases that are possible.

A metal is classically described as a material where the valence and con-

duction band overlap completely. Hence, no forbidden region is present and

electrons can move ‘freely’ around in that band. Insulators on the other hand

have a large forbidden zone between the valence and conduction band, im-

peding electrons to move around in the material and hence are not conduc-

tive. For semiconductors, a band gap is present of an energy in between

metals and insulators, thus implying that if a certain energy is added to the

system (be it thermally, light excitation,…) an electron from the valence band

can be excited to the conduction band.

Upon excitation of a semiconductor, an exciton is created. This represents

the semi-bound state of an electron (e−) excited from the valence to the con-

duction band and the corresponding positive hole (h+) that is left behind

in the valence band. The formation of this exciton is the primary processes

when looking at photocatalysis. The excited electron and hole both contain

a certain potential energy which can initiate different processes.

A first process which can occur very fast is the direct recombination of the

electron-hole with emission of a photon or via non-radiative relaxation. In

this way the charge carriers loose their potential energy and the material is

back in its ground state. If the exciton does not recombine, the electron and

the hole can migrate through the material. At the surface, the charge carri-

ers can interact with absorbed species on the substrate. The electron can for

example effectively interact with electron acceptors and for example reduce

O2 to the superoxide radical anion O2
−· or an absorbed organic species. It

should be noted that direct recombination is detrimental to the photocat-

alytic activity, since the typical time constant is in the ns regime, whilst a

chemical interaction with absorbed species takes much longer.

The general idea of photocatalysis is shown in figure 3.2. Herein we see the

excitation of the material with light of a certain energy h�. The recombina-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the band structure of a

material. (A) shows the evolution of the energy levels of a lin-

ear chain with respect to the number of atoms. (B) represents

a simple example of the three main classes in solid state mate-

rials. Taken from [142]

tion process is indicated with the dotted line. If the charge carriers can be

separated efficiently and migrate to the surface, a reduction of an electron

acceptor, of the oxidation of an electron donor can take place.

In order to generate an exciton, the material needs to be excited with e.g.

light. For e.g. TiO2, the most classical example of a photocatalyst, the band
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the basic principle of

photocatalysis. Taken from [143]

gap is 3.2 eV for the active anatase crystal phase. This energy corresponds

to a wavelength of 388nm, which is in the UV region of the electromagnetic

spectrum. So in order to effectively use undoped TiO2 as a photocatalyst,

light with a wavelength < 388nm is needed, which implies a big problem

when looking at the solar spectrum.

Figure 3.3 show a coarse representation of the solar spectrum. Starting from

250nm we can find about 3% of the emission in the UV region. The main

part of the solar spectrum can be found in the visible region and the near

infrared. It is immediately clear that if one wants to harvest solar energy, the

most efficient materials should absorb in the visible range since the normal-

ized emission is much stronger here.

If we take a new look to the example of TiO2, we see that in order to ex-

cite this semiconductor, only a very small fraction (about 4%) of the solar

spectrum can be used. It is needless to say that this is far from an efficient

process. Luckily, several methods can be employed to improve this. By dop-

ing with electron rich or poor dopants (n-type, or p-type doping respectively)

the Fermi level can be shifted by introducing inter-band gap states. Further-

more, sensitizing by means of e.g. large conjugated organic chromophores
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Figure 3.3: Spectrum of the sun. Taken from [144]

has proven to be an efficient strategy.

Considering the above mentioned, we can understand now that three funda-

mental processes are indispensable to successfully convert the solar energy

to chemical energy. All three steps have their own efficiencies, sidepathways

etc., foreclosing the overall efficiency of the material. A first step is the actual

harvesting of solar light. In this process, the absorbed energy creates an

excited state, embodied in two charge carriers. In nature, large conjugated or-

ganicmolecules are used in this process, and these types ofmolecules are also

used when mimicking the natural pathways (e.g. larger molecular dyes are

classical photosensitizers). A second step consists of a separation and mi-
gration of the charge carriers. This process is crucial to prevent immediate

recombination and hence loss of the redox potential. Classically this energy

transfer is described by diffusion of localized (Frenkel) or delocalized (Wan-

nier) excitons in semiconductor physics. On the other hand in supramolec-

ular assemblies, the transfer mechanisms are described in terms of Förster

(dipole-dipole coupling) or Dexter (electron exchange) pathways. Finally, the

charge carriers initiate two half reactions (oxidation and reduction for the

hole and electron respectively) at the catalytic centres.
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In order to combine the three steps, complex assemblies andmulti-component

systems are necessary. For this, the natural process is still by far the most

efficient and artificial systems still are greatly limited by the challenges that

assembling these parts contain. Moreover, it needs to be mentioned that

to complete the catalytic cycle, the catalyst needs to return to its original

ground state. In nature, this process is completely closed and very efficient.

However, in artificial photosynthesis, 1 of the half-cycles is mostly ignored

and sacrificial donors are added to complete the process since the optimiza-

tion of one of the half-cycles usually represents already sufficient challenges

to cope with and only few materials exists that cope with both half-cycles.

[145] The current need for sacrificial donors limits the sustainability of a

photocatalytic process [146] and the integration of all steps into a single ma-

terial, able to operate without sacrificial donor is in my view one of the most

important challenges to be addressed in future research.

3.3 MOFs and photocatalysis

As discussed in the previous section, it is very challenging to design a pho-

tocatalytic system that is highly active, uses a broad range of the electro-

magnetic spectrum, is stable, and has a reasonable cost. In this view, MOFs

represent an emerging class of photoactive materials, because they combine

molecular functionality and control in a solid state material, yet the stabil-

ity of most MOFs remains a point of attention. In principle this means that

by carefully choosing the linker and inorganic nodes, both the sensitizer and

catalytically active centres can be included in the same material and hence

provide the structural organization to allow an integration of the three neces-

sary steps in photosynthesis described above, and which represent the major

scientific challenges when designing new photoactive materials. In section

2.4.3, it was introduced that the electronic structure of MOFs is not easily

described in traditional solid state terminology. This difficulty arises due to

the fact that MOFs retain many of their discrete, molecular characteristics,

notwithstanding their description of crystalline solid-state materials. MOFs

are hence better described as periodic arrays of self-assembled molecules

with discrete molecular absorption modes. [125, 147] Instead of showing a

delocalized valence and conduction band, a more localized highest occupied

and lowest unoccupied crystal orbital (HOCO and LUCO) can be observed.

The discrete nature of MOFs can be exploited for photocatalysis. [148] The

activity of a material is highly determined by the lifetime of the created

charge carriers. To increase the lifetime, the created exciton has to be sepa-

rated to prevent fast recombination of its composing electron-hole pair. The
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Figure 3.4: Basic steps occuring in a UiO-66 photocatalytic pro-

cess

modular nature of MOFs allows for the optimization of their different con-

stituents in order to achieve e.g. a fast migration of an electron excited at

the linker to the inorganic node. Generally, this will occur as a ligand-to-

metal charge transfer (LMCT) since the organic linkers usually contain an

aromatic system, which can be excited using UV/Vis light. This LMCT pro-

cess has been discussed in different materials as one of the mainmechanisms

underlying the photocatalytic activity of MOFs. [147]

3.3.1 UiO-66

The UiO-66 is a remarkable material, not only thanks to its extraordinary sta-

bility or high catalytic activity in acid-base catalysis, but also when regard-

ing its electronic structure. As explained before, one of the main properties

a good photocatalyst should have is the efficient charge carrier separation

upon the generation of an electron-hole pair. This is needed to increase the

lifetime and catalytic ability of the generated charges.

Figure 7.1 represents the basic idea of the LMCT process described above, ly-

ing at the basis of the photocatalytic activity of the material. In an ideal pro-

cess, the aromatic BDC linker is excited using light with an energy of about 4

eV. The created electron should be able to move towards the inorganic node,

reducing the zirconium fromZr4+ to Zr3+. Given the very negative reduction

potential of Zr, this direct process is very unlikely. EPR data in literature is

not conclusive, and the existence of Zr3+ species is highly debatable. Upon

migration to the inorganic node, a high potential electron is created that can

now effectively reduce a molecule (e.g. O2) absorbed on the node. In order to
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make the cycle complete, an electron donor (e.g. a solvent molecule) should

refill the created hole on the linker.

Several problems arise unfortunately when looking at the pristine UiO-66

material. The band gap is determined by the linker as discussed in section

2.4.3 and is about 4 eV. This corresponds to about 310nm, which is in the UV

region. So in order to use UiO as a green, solar-light active catalyst, modi-

fications are necessary. Moreover, from the same section it can be deduced

that a transfer from the linker to the inorganic node will be very difficult,

since the empty Zr d states still lie more than 1 eV higher then the empty

linker band. This lack of overlap impedes the electron to travel efficiently to

the node.

In literature, several researchers have studied the photocatalytic activity of

UiO-66 and related materials. Exploration of the UiO-66 materials for light-

harvesting and photocatalytic applications startedwithGarcia and co-workers

[149] on hydrogen generation using the amino-functionalised material. They

showed that the NH2 group allows to shift the absorption spectrum towards

the visible range, solving the problem of the large band gap, which was af-

terwards applied to Cr(VI) reduction and oxidation of alcohols [150], a series

of aerobic organic transformations [151] and CO2 reduction [152] by other

groups. The latter study also provided the first experimental insight in the

mechanism and processes during irradiation of the UiO-66 and gave the first

evidence for a charge transfer from the linker towards the Zr corners. Shen

et al. [153] studied the electronic effect of ligand substituents on the photo-

catalytic activity of the UiO-66 framework and found that the corresponding

rates linearly correlate with their Hammett coefficients. They proposed that

the functional groups would promote charge transport and separation of the

carriers in the framework.

The use of a mixed linker approach has recently been reported to improve the

performance in the photocatalytic oxidation of alcohols. [154] Recent studies

on the periodic UiO-materials confirmed the experimental band gap modu-

lations via calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT). Flage-

Larsen and co-workers employed both semi-local and hybrid functionals to

model the band gap modulation of the parent UiO-66 material and its NO2

and NH2 linker-substituted variants. [155] The resulting band gap reduc-

tion could be explained based on lone-pair interaction with the bulk mate-

rial. Recently, Musho et al. [156] examined the same set of materials, and

the band gap modulation could be explained based on projected density of

states of the periodic materials, and excited-state simulations of the linker

components. Similar studies on the Ti-MIL-125 MOF have been reported
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by Hendon and co-workers, showing the possibilities of this engineering ap-

proach. [157] Moreover, Musho et al. used the band structures of pristine

and linker-functionalized UiO-66 to calculate electron mobilities and found

that these decrease if functional groups are added. They also found that

the functional group increased the charge density and hence concluded that

charge transport in UiO-66 should be tunnelling based, admitting that con-

siderations beyond ground stated DFT calculations are required to account

for higher order quantum mechanical interactions. Also Sun et al. discuss

the charge transfer in MOFs as a charge hopping process versus the classic

band transport picture. [158]

By only functionalizing the linkers, the changes to the electronic structure

are merely limited to the HOCO states. If offers an interesting pathway

to tune the light absorption properties as will be shown in chapter 5, how-

ever the LUCO states and hence the ΔELMCT (see chapter 2) is altered only

marginally, limiting the overall activity. In order to improve this, changes

to the metal node are necessary. This work will study changes to the metal

node as a possible pathway in chapter 7 and also look at the possibility of

electronic structure engineering via introduction of defects in chapter 8 We

will introduce the current literature in the third part of this thesis where we

concern ourselves with these two pathways to improve the charge transfer

efficiency.
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4
Experimental and computational

methods

4.1 Experimental methods

Experimental techniques for the study of materials evolve constantly and of-

fer ever more possibilities to gain understanding at a fundamental level. In

this section, a non-exhaustive overview of some of the major techniques used

in this work will be given. First the often used characterization techniques

and the specifications of the equipment in our laboratory will be provided.

A short introduction to spectroscopy will then be given since these measure-

ments represent the most important set of techniques used in this thesis.

Finally, an overview of the photocatalytic set-up is provided.

4.1.1 Characterization

XRD

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) is a technique that uses monochromatic X-

rays to obtain information on the crystal structure of a material. The elastic

scattering of the X-rays results from the electrons in the solid that interfere

constructively and give rise to reflections corresponding to the different crys-

tal planes, following Bragg’s law:

2dhklsin„ = n– (4.1)

53
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with dhkl the spacing between two planes with Miller indices hkl and „ the
angle between the incoming x-rays and the normal plane.

Equipment Ambient-temperature PXRDpatternswere recorded on a Thermo

Scientific ARL XTra diffractometer operating at 40 kV and 40mA using Cu K¸
radiation (– = 1.5406 Å).

N2-sorption

A central technique used to characterize porousmaterials is the adsorption of

N2 at low temperature. Measuring from low pressure to atmospheric pressure

gives insight in the porous structure and the total internal surface of the

materials. The latter one is obtained using a Langmuir approach, which is

valid since the materials at hand are microporous.

Equipment The sorption isotherms were measured on a Belsorp Mini ap-

paratus, operating at 77 K.

XPS

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy is a surface sensitive technique based on

the photo-electric effect to study the elemental composition of a sample.

Moreover, information on the chemical and electronic state of the different

elements can be obtained.

Equipment Allmeasurementswere recorded on a X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy S-Probe XPS spectrometer with monochromated Al (1486 eV) excit-

ing radiation from Surface Science Instruments (VG). Powder was positioned

on the holder using conducting tape. In order to minimize charging an elec-

tron flood gun of 3 eV was used as a neutralizer. All spectra are calibrated

towards a C 1s peak position of adventitious carbon at 284.6 eV

SEM/TEM-EDX

Electron microscopy is a very powerful technique to study materials at the

nanoscale. Within these techniques, the general idea is to illuminate the

sample with a beam of accelerated electrons. Since electrons have a shorter

wavelength than photons, the resolving power of an electron microscope is

much larger than a standard light microscope. In this work, both Scanning

Electron microscopy (SEM) is used and Transmission Electron Microscopy

(TEM). Measuring of the characteristic x-rays emitted from the illuminated
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sample via an Energy-dispersive X-ray Detector (EDX) yields qualitative and

quantitative information on the elemental composition of the sample and

allows for an elemental mapping.

Equipment A field emission scanning electron microscope (FEI Quanta

200) operated at low vacuum was used, equiped with an energy dispersive

spectrometer for EDX elemental mapping. Samples were measured with an

electron beam of 15kV.

(Bright-field scanning) transmission electronmicroscopy (BF-STEM) and energy

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was performed on a JEOL JEM-2200FS

high resolution scanning transmission electron microscope equipped with an

EDX spectrometer with a spatial resolution of 0.13 nm, image lens spherical

aberration corrector, electron energy loss spectrometer (filter) and an emis-

sion field gun (FEG) operating at 200 KeV.

4.1.2 Optical spectroscopy

The study of light-matter interactions to probe the electronic structure of a

material is called spectroscopy. When light interacts with the materials sur-

face, several processes can occur as shown in figure 4.1. Light can reflect

off a surface with a well defined angle, equal to the angle of the incident

light, regardless the orientation of the surface. On a perfect smooth surface

(e.g. a mirror), light will reflect in a coherent way and this phenomenon is

called specular reflection. On the other hand, since most materials have a

rough surface, light will be reflected at several angles, referred to as diffuse

reflectance. When light interacts with matter it can scatter incoherently and

with loss of intensity.

Next to reflection and scattering, absorption and transmission can occur.

When light is transmitted through the sample, no energy-loss is observed.

On the other hand, the energy can be absorbed and transformed in to an-

other form of energy, which is the process of absorption.

Transmission is defined as the amount of light (flux) measured after its pas-

sage through the sample as compared to the flux of incident light as given

by:

T =
Φt
e

Φi
e

(4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Different fundamental processes when light in-

teracts with matter. Absorption is the transfer of the photon

energy to electronic energy in the material. Reflection repre-

sents a change in light direction at a defined angle whilst scat-

tering is light reflecting in any direction. Finally, transmission

represents the passage of energy through the material without

loss of energy. (figure adapted from [159])

Absorption is then defined relative to the transmittance via:

A = −logT = log(
Φi
e

Φt
e

) = "cl (4.3)

with " the molar attenuation coefficient, c the concentration of the absorb-

ing species and l the path length of the light. This relationship is called the

Bouguer-Lambert-Beer (BLB) law.

When the energy of the light is above a certain threshold, thematerial can ab-

sorb the incident light. This is caused by a transition between two energy lev-

els as already introduced in the previous chapter. Figure 4.2 shows schemati-

cally this process on the left. Herewe see amaterial in its singlet ground state.

The energy difference between the HOMO and the LUMO (or VB and CB in

solid statematerials) is theminimum amount of energy a photon should have

to be able to excite the material, thus explaining the threshold value. After

absorption, the material can go back to the ground state by emitting a pho-

ton of the same energy if no dissipation processes occur.

Unfortunately this way of representing the electronic transitions is much too

simple to understand the complete picture of an electronic transition. Fig-

ure 4.2 shows on the right a much more evolved representation between two

principal quantum states. These states are eigenfunctions of the electronic
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the light absorption

process. (figure adapted from [160])

Hamiltonian within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and are repre-

sented here in function of the nuclear coordinates. A transition between

these levels usually needs a photon with an energy in the UV/VIS range.

Moreover, within the electronic states, vibrational and rotational energy lev-

els are embedded. The former one is the subject of IR spectroscopy, which is

a powerful technique to study the structure of a molecule, whilst the latter

one needs microwave radiation to see transitions of these levels. Figure 4.2

only shows vibrational levels, since they are important to understand several

features in the measured spectra. Allowed electronic excitations can occur

between different vibrational levels hence explaining the peak broadening

observed in the experimental spectra. Internal conversion of the energy can

lead to a loss of energy and hence emission is usually found at higher wave-

lengths. Furthermore, if the excited state is long lived, relaxation of the nuclei
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can occur, which is not described within the BO-approximation.

Since the motion of the nuclei is much slower than the electronic motion,

we can say in a crude approximation that electronic absorption spectroscopy

deals with vertical excitations, meaning that no relaxation of the excited state

occurs. If we on the other hand study emission, these effects become impor-

tant and a correct theoretical description is much more evolved.

The previous description was far from exhaustive and the interested reader

is referred to general introductory books on spectroscopy for a more detailed

description. [161]

UV/VIS absorption spectroscopy

Diluted liquid samples are usually measured in transmission mode. A quartz

cuvette is used and the ratio between the incident light and the flux mea-

sured after passing through the sample is measured. According to BLB this

defines the amount of light absorbed in the material as introduced above.

For solid state samples in powder form, diffuse reflection is usually mea-

sured instead of absorption. Since a powder is not a smooth surface, buth

rather an ensemble of randomly oriented crystallites, specular reflection is

less meaningful to observe. The setup uses an integrating sphere, where all

the reflected light is collected and integrated to obtain a reflectance spec-

trum.

Since reflectance and scattering is not easily separated, it is very difficult

to obtain information about the absorption of the material. Via a series of

approximations, Kubelka and Munk defined the following function:

F (R) =
(1− R)2

2R
=
K

S
(4.4)

relating the reflectance R to an absorption coefficient (K) and a scattering

factor (S).

The Kubelka-Munk function is a highly approximate way of converting re-

flection data to absorption data. The equation is only valid if the sample

layer is sufficiently thick so that the reflectance is independent of the sam-

ple thickness. An important issue moreover is that the S factor should scale

linearly in the studied wavelength region and is hence independent of the

incident photon energy, only then, the F(R) scales with the absorption factor

K and can be interpreted in terms of an absorption spectrum. In order to
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achieve this, the crystallite size is very important to consider.

Band gap determination Via the absorption spectrum, the band gap can

be estimated in several ways. The easiest method is an extrapolation of the

absorption edge, which usually gives a very good estimation and is eg. used

by Musho et al. for UiO-66. [156].

A more advanced method was proposed by Tauc, and further developed by

Davis and Mott. They show that the optical absorption strength depends on

the difference between the photon energy and the band gap as related via

the following equation:

(¸h�)1=n = A(h� − Eg ) (4.5)

with ¸ the absorption coefficient, Eg the band gap energy and A a propor-

tionality constant. The values for n depend on the type of transition and

equals 1/2 for a direct allowed transition, which is important for this work.

The basic procedure for a Tauc analysis is plotting the (¸h�)1=n in function

of the energy. With a very good data set, n can be determined by comparing

the goodness-of-fit but this is seldom a reliable method.

Equipment Solid-state UV/vis measurements were done on a Varian Cary

500 dual-beam UV/vis/near-IR spectrophotometer using an internal 110mm

BaSO4-coated integrating sphere. Liquid experiments were carried out in

solvent (DMF) on a PerkinElmer Lambda 900 UV/vis/NIR spectrometer.

Photoluminescence

Much more information on the electronic structure can be obtained by mea-

suring the emission properties of a material, since now not only vertical tran-

sitions are probed. A typical photoluminescence (PL) study comprises two

types of spectra. If one excites the material at a fixed wavelength and col-

lects the light emitted by the material, an emission spectrum is obtained. On

the other hand, if one probes the emission of the sample at a fixedwavelength

whilst scanning the excitation wavelengths, a so-called excitation spectrum

is obtained.

Equipment For both emission and excitation spectra, a FS920 of Edin-

burgh Instruments is used. A high pressure xenon arc lamp of 450 W is used

as light source. This lamp is able to emit light in the broad range of of 250 nm
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to 900 nm (be it not always with the same intensity). The excitation wave-

length is selected through a double excitation monochromator (to limit stray

light and improve resolution). The sample compartment can be extended

with a cryo-probe to cool down the samples and improve resolution of the

spectra. Within the sample chamber, a set of lenses focusses both the in-

coming light and the emitted light by the sample. The incident light passes

through a semi-transparent mirror in order to measure the incoming photon-

flux. The emitted light passes through another monochromator before being

measured by a point detector (a Hamatsu 928 photomultiplier tube).

4.1.3 Gas phase photocatalysis setup

Within this thesis, gas phase breakdown of several VOC’swas tested. A batch

reactor designed by the Lumilab group of Prof. Poelman, optimised to study

breakdown reactions of ethanol was used. Moreover, a collaboration with the

group of Prof. Lenaerts at the university of Antwerp allowed for the study of

flow reactions in the breakdown of acetaldehyd. Both ethanol and acetalde-

hyde are simple organic molecules and are used often as a model for larger

VOC molecules.

Batch reactor

The setup of the batch reactor is shown in figure 4.3. The sample is first

coated onto a glass substrate before it is mounted vertically inside the reac-

tion chamber. The spin coating was performed by dissolving 0.05g of material

in 1ml of i-PrOH. Three consecutive coating steps of 200—L were performed

at 3000 rpm for 10 sec. The reaction chamber could be put under vacuum

to choose a specific atmosphere. For the EtOH breakdown an atmosphere

of Ar/O2 was chosen to prevent overlap of the N2 mass peak with the EtOH

peak. After the sample was mounted, the chamber was set under vacuum

(10−7 bar) and the sample heated to 90◦C to dry overnight and remove any

residual i-PrOH from the sample.

After the drying step, the chamber was filled with the Ar/O2 atmosphere and

the measurement could start. For a typical measurement, 6—L of EtOH (273

ppm) was introduced in the reaction chamber. After an equilibration step of

30min, UV illumination started with a 100W Hg-arc, containing major 254

nm and 365 nm lines.

The analysis of the chamber atmosphere containing the different reactants

and breakdown products was performed using a QMS200 OmniStar by Pfeif-

fer Vacuum. The system is a quadrupole MS and is equiped with two detec-
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the batch photocat-

alytic reactor adapted from the PhD thesis of dr. Eufinger (left).

Picture of the actual setup (right).

tors, a Faraday cup and a channeltron detector, allowing to measure masses

in the range 0-200 Dalton. The intensity of the peaks of several crucial masses

are followed in function of the time (Multiple Ion Detection) and could be

converted to a quantitative concentration (Multiple Concentration Detec-

tion) via a calibration matrix containing the known values of the Ar/O2 con-

centrations.

Continuous flow

The photocatalytic performance of the samples towards the degradation of

gas phase acetaldehyde is tested using the photocatalytic test setup described

in detail by Tytgat et al. [162]. All samples were first suspended in water (20

mg powder + 2mLwater) and stirred ultrasonically for 30min. On two silicon

wafers (2.5 x 1.5 cm2), 500 —L of the suspension was drop casted. The slides

were left to dry in an oven at 90◦C for 2h. The photodegradation experiments

are conducted in a flat plate photoreactor equipped with a 25W UV-TL-lamp

(3.2 mW/cm2, –max=365 nm) and is operated in continuous flow mode. The

photoreactor consists of a slit shaped reactor volume with dimensions 80 x

15 x 2 mm3. The schematic design is shown in figure 4.4. In the reactor slit a

silicon wafer loaded with 5 mg of sample is placed. The reactor is sealed by a

quartz plate and is made air tight with a tension ring. Acetaldehyde (C2H4O)

is selected as test pollutant. A synthetic gas mixture of dry air (Air Liquide)

and acetaldehyde (Air Liquide, 1% in N2) was mixed by mass flow controllers

resulting in an acetaldehyde gas concentration of 35 ppmv and a total flow

of 400 cm3 min−1.

Each photodegradation experiment consisted of 4 subsequent phases: (1) 10
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the continuous flow

photocatalytic reactor

min gas flow (400 cm3 min−1) in bypass, (2) 15 min gas flow through the dark

reactor in order to achieve adsorption/desorption equilibrium, (3) 20 min gas

flow through the reactor under UV-illumination and (4) 5 min air flow (flush

phase) through the dark reactor. Before the experiment starts the samples

are pretreated with UV for 30 minutes. For the long term stability measure-

ment phase (3) is extended to 13 h. During these different phases detection of

acetaldehyde and carbon dioxide in the gas effluent was carried out using a

NicoletTM 380 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with ZnSe win-

dows and a 2 m heated gas cell. Spectra were recorded in a range of 4000-400

cm−1. The used �C2H4O
and �CO2

stretch band positions of acetaldehyde and

CO2 are located at 2728 and 2360 cm−1 respectively. The peak heights at

these wavenumbers are correlated with concentrations using a calibration

curve.

4.2 Computational modelling

Although experimental observations are historically at the basis of scientific

research, computational methods have evolved fast and are becoming more

and more omnipresent. Computational research allows to study and under-

stand the properties of a material at a molecular level and obtain information

on a hitherto unreachable level for experimental techniques. Nowadays one

can even predict features and help experimentalists in choosing the right di-

rections, e.g. via high throughput screening or related techniques. In current
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research projects, both experimental and computational methods are used in

synergy to obtain a complete understanding of matter and its interactions.

Throughout the years, computational methods have been evolving at a peer-

less speed thanks to methodological improvements and the unstoppable rise

in computer power. A complete overview is outside of the scope of this work.

We will briefly introduce the methodologies used in this work and will refer

the interested reader to specialised publications.

4.2.1 Quantum description of matter

Since the early developments of a quantum theory of matter, our understand-

ing of its fundamental constituents has since then evolved tremendously. Al-

though many assumptions need to be made, the succes of the theory in de-

scribing many properties of molecular an solid state systems still accounts

for its popularity. The fundamental equation that needs to be solved is the

time-dependent Schrödinger equation dating back to 1926:

i~
@

@t
|Ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ |Ψ(t)〉 (4.6)

with Ĥ the Hamiltonian, describing all fundamental interactions of a quan-

tum system. For a system of positive nuclei and negative electrons, this

Hamiltonian contains all attractive and repulsive Coulombic interactions as

well as the kinetic energy of the particles. Because Ĥ is independent of time,

one can find a series of stationary solutions to the Schrödinger equation,

known as the time-independent Schrödinger equation and represented by:

Ĥ | n〉 = En | n〉 (4.7)

By solving this equation, one obtains a series of stationary Eigenfunctions,

with corresponding Eigenvalues, representing the energies of the system En.

An important approximation that has to bemade in order to solve these equa-

tions is the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. One can formally divide

the Schrödinger equation in a part depending on the nuclear coordinates and

a part depending on the electronic coordinates. If one performs this separa-

tion, a cross-term arises coupling the motion of the nuclei to that of the elec-

trons. The BO approximation now states that owing to the difference in time

scale of the motions of the electrons and nuclei one can neglect this term

and separate the equation in two independent equations, one for the nuclei,

and one for the electrons. Solving the many-body problem now boils down
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to solving the electronic Schrödinger equation for different sets of nuclear

configurations.

Although this approximation greatly reduces the problem, even within the

BO approximation only a limited set of systems can be solved analytically.

For complex many-body systems, more approximations have to be intro-

duced, and the development of these is at the heart of quantumchemistry.

The methods can be divided in two main classes, wavefunction based meth-

ods and density based methods. The basis of the former one is the Hartree-

Fock (HF) method. Within this method, the wavefunction is approximated

by a single slater determinant of single particle wavefunctions. Using this

solution as an Ansatz, many post-HF methods have been developed to deal

more exactly with electronic correlation and provide a better description of

the molecules. On the other hand, Density Functional based methods focus

on the electron density rather than on the many-particle wavefunction as

will be introduced in the next section.

4.2.2 Density Functional Theory

Density Functional theory (DFT) is an alternative and formally exact Ansatz

in quantum mechanics where not the wavefunction is the central quantity,

but rather the electron density j(r). We now don’t have to deal with a com-

plicated wavefunction and the associated coupled differential Schrödinger

equations to solve. Hohenberg and Kohn proved that there is a relationship

between the electron density, the external potential and the ground state

energy of an electronic system. They prove that this ground state energy is

an unique functional of j(r). [163] Moreover, they show that by minimizing

this functional with respect to j(r), given an external potential, the ground

state energy of the system is obtained. They summarize these findings in the

by now famous Hohenberg-Kohn theorems:

• Theorem1 For any system interacting in an external potential Vext(r),
this potential is determined uniquely by the ground state particle den-

sity j(r).

• Theorem2Anuniversal functionalE[j(r)] can be found for any Vext(r).
The exact ground state energy of the system is now the minimum of

this functional with the corresponding ground state density j0(r)

The energy functional contains purely electronic terms and external contri-

butions and is by its nature exact for a system of N electrons. Unfortunately,

an exact expression of the functional has not yet been found and also here we
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need to make approximations to make the theory workable. The most used

scheme is the iterative method by Kohn and Sham who circumvent the prob-

lem of not knowing the kinetic energy functional (finding a good functional

has proven to be notoriously difficult in orbital-free DFT [164]) by adopt-

ing a fictitious non-interacting reference system without electron-electron

repulsion terms and for which the j0(r) equals the density of the interacting
system. They reintroduced orbitals, now called Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals, to

rewrite the energy functional. [165] These KS orbitals are subjected to the

orthogonalization conditions of the set of single-electron wavefunctions of

the fictitious system they introduced. Using this construction, a Kohn-Sham

Hamiltonian is constructed with corresponding Eigenvalue equation which

can be solved iteratively. In their formalism, there remains however one term

which cannot be solved exactly, being the exchange-correlation energy. The

development of expressions for this functional is a study on its own and still

occupies many researchers across the world. Numerous benchmark studies

have been performed and uncountable reviews have been written. [166–168]

The approaches to define this functional have made an enormous progress

through the past decades. The increasing complexity (andmostly accuracy) is

represented in Jacob’s ladder. [169] One of the best known functionals is de-

veloped by Becke (exchange part) and Lee-Yang-Parr (other correlation) and

is called the B3LYP functional. Part of the success of this hybrid functional

is the introduction of a small amount of HF exchange, which is formally exact.

Although reintroducing orbitals may sound quite contradictory, the expres-

sions still are computationally less demanding than corresponding post-HF

methods, allowing the study of much larger systems and is why DFT still

enjoys a widespread popularity. A physical interpretation of KS-orbitals, al-

beit often used in literature, has faced a longstanding controversy. [170–177]

Although the KS-orbitals are by definition fictitious, in practice it is found

that they resemble the Hartree-Fock orbitals quite well and allow for a qual-

itative interpretation of e.g. HOMO-LUMO orbitals, Ionization Potentials,…

For this reason, this qualitative interpretation will be used within this work.

4.2.3 Time-Dependent DFT

DFT is a ground state theory and as a consequence cannot be used for cal-

culating the energy of an excited state. Runge and Gross however proposed

a theory that can be seen as the extension of Hohenberg-Kohn to excited

states, providing the theoretical basis for time-dependent density functional

theory (TD-DFT), for which an iterative scheme similar to the Kohn-Sham

method can be derived. [178] The method that is implemented in most quan-
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tum chemical codes is based on the formulation of Casida using a linear re-

sponse formulation.

From solving the Casida equations, we obtain the different excitation ener-

gies with corresponding oscillator strengths. The latter one represent a mea-

sure for the strength of a certain transition, being between almost 0 for a

quantum-mechanically forbidden transition and 1 for a fully allowed transi-

tion. The oscillator strength is related to the dipole strength of a certain tran-

sition and the molar absorption coefficient. The latter value allows a direct

comparison with experiment. The computed oscillator strength f is coupled
to the experimental molar absorptivity " via:

fi ;max ∼ �̃ ·Di ;max (4.8)

Di ;max ∼ "max
i · 1

�̃

These equations show that the dimensionless oscillator strength at the max-

imum of the absorption (fi ;max ) is proportional at a certain energy to the

frequency (�̃) and the dipole strength D, which in turn can be linked to the

molar absorptivity ". In this thesis, we will consistently use these equations

in order to compare directly calculated and experimental intensities.

In order to make a visible interpretation possible, the transitions are typically

broadened using a Gaussian or pseudo-Voigt type distribution. In this work

we use a Gaussian distribution (Eq. 5.1), with a standard deviation of ff=0.4
eV for comparison with the experimental spectra:

f (�) = f max exp

 
−
„
� − �̃

ff

«2
!

(4.9)

TDDFT allows to calculate excited states for systems of relatively large size

at a feasible computational cost, which is why the theory has known such

popularity. [179] TDDFT is particularly effective when studying low-lying va-

lence excited states of molecular systems [180] Seminal work of Barone and

co-workers has revealed that TD-DFT is able to provide accurate one-photon

excitation and emission properties of organic molecular systems, even inclu-

ding vibrational coupling. [181] It has been reported that the main line shape

of the electronic spectra is reasonably reproduced by the majority of modern

DFT functionals, whereas the main difference between theory and experi-

ment originates from the choice of the selected DFT functional. [182, 183]

Moreover, effects of the molecular environment and dynamic effects of the

structure are essential when comparison with experiment is foreseen. [184]
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The dynamic effects are due to the inherent flexibility and vibrational mo-

tions of the molecule under investigation. It is now accepted that averaging

over different configurations - generated during a molecular dynamics (MD)

simulation - leads to reliable dynamic estimations of transition properties in

good agreement with experimental data. This dynamic approach has been

applied to successfully characterize halochromic dyes [185] and carbona-

ceous compounds present as reaction intermediates in a zeolite-catalyzed

process [186] and given this success, dynamic averages will also be presented

in this work. The dynamic simulations will provide insight in the key geo-

metrical characteristics that are responsible for the changes in transition po-

sitions and intensities.

Software For all static calculations, the Gaussian09 software package was

used. [187] The specific levels of theory are provided in the results chapters.

Periodic calculations were performed by co-workers (Danny E.P. Vanpoucke

and Arthur De Vos) within the VASP package. [188]

4.2.4 Dynamic methodology

It should be noted that the statical calculation of materials properties in their

optimum geometry at 0K is impossible to verify experimentally. Since exper-

iments are performed at a finite temperature, the molecule will be able to

move around in its potential well and adopt different molecular conforma-

tions. Molecular dynamics (MD) is one of the techniques allowing to study

the dynamical behaviour of a molecular system. The idea is rooted in clas-

sical physics, using Newton’s equations of motion to describe the motion of

the nuclei:

Mi R̈i = Fi = −∇iV (4.10)

withMi the mass of a nucleus i and Ri its coordinate vector.

There exist manyMD approaches that differ in their description of the poten-

tial energy V and hence forces F felt by the nuclei. The simplest method is to

represent all atoms by point charges that are connected with springs. In this

Molecular Mechanics approach the quantum nature of the electron clouds

is however neglected and extensive parametrisation is needed to obtain rea-

sonable descriptions of a system. Another method, the one used in this work,

constructs the PES via DFT calculations. By using equation 4.10, the program

evaluates the energies and forces on all the atoms at each consecutive point

in time and calculates the acceleration, velocity and a new position for every
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atom. In this scheme, the electronic calculation is decoupled from the nu-

clear motion and hence is referred to as Born-Oppenheimer MD (BOMD).

From statistical physics we learn that by solving the equations of motion

presented before results in sampling of the micro canonical ensemble. In this

ensemble, the number of particles N, the volume V and the total energy E

are conserved, which is known as the NVE ensemble. From an experimen-

tal point of view the energy is not easy to keep constant. However e.g. the

temperature and the volume can be kept constant, and this NVT ensemble is

more convenient when experiment and theory are compared. Several ther-

mostats are available in literature in order to sample the NVT ensemble and

in this work we use the Constant Velocity Rescaling algorithm (CSVR) [189]

and a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. [190–192]

With increasing complexity, the computational time needed for an MD sim-

ulation can also increase rapidly. However the modelling of a complex envi-

ronment, e.g. a polar solvent, is much better sampled and understood when

explicit interactions are modelled since a much larger part of the phase space

is explored. Thanks to the increasing computational power and the method-

ological improvements made, MD is nowadays starting to become more om-

nipresent in computational research. For more information on advanced dy-

namical methods, we recommend the reader to the excellent book by Frenkel

and Smit. [193]

Software For Molecular Dynamics simulations, we used the CP2K soft-

ware package. [194]

Averaging of excitation wavelengths

Also for the calculation of excited states, MD can improve a lot upon the stat-

ical values at equilibrium geometry. The experimental absorption spectrum

is measured at a finite temperature, hence, themolecule will change to differ-

ent conformations and occupy the whole phase space around the potential

well minimum. By performing MD simulations, we can sample the ground

state PES as introduced in the previous section. A methodology proposed by

Barone et al. [184] then puts forward the idea of calculating the excitation

wavelengths of the different geometries obtained in the MD sampling and

consequently averaging them out for a defined period of time. This method-

ology is schematically shown in figure 4.5.

It is now accepted that averaging over different configurations generated dur-

ing aMD simulation leads to reliable dynamic estimations of transition prop-
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Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of the dynamic method-

ology to improve upon the static the TDDFT results.

erties in good agreement with experimental data. The dynamic simulations

will provide insight in the key geometrical characteristics that are responsible

for the changes in transition positions and intensities. [181–184, 186, 195]

Choice of model system

Throughout this thesis, a bottom-up approach was followed to gain stepwise

information on the electronic structure and behaviour of the frameworks.

Since current computational methodology to study excited states in periodic

models is only emerging, good model systems are definitely needed. As a

starting point, the smallest constituents (i.e. linkers and nodes) are treated

separately and studied via ground state DFT and TDDFT calculations in the

different chapters. A good description of these building blocks in terms of

electronic and vibrational structure is of paramount importance to under-

stand the full framework since, as we will show, their contributions to the

electronic structure can be treated largely additively. Next, advanced clus-

ter models comprising an inorganic node and several linkers are built. These

systems are at the limit of computational feasibility for TDDFT in the imple-

mentation we used but allow for the study of their excited states. Finally, the

full periodic models were studied using ground state DFT calculations. Here,

the excitations observed in the cluster models can be qualitatively linked to

the observations made in the periodic data.

A full detailed description of the models is given in the methodology section

of each results chapter.
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5
Intrinsic light-absorption in MOFs

Within this thesis, the interaction of light with the stable UiO-66MOFwill be

investigated. In order to achieve a full understanding of the light-absorption

process, a combined experimental and computational approach will be fol-

lowed. This understanding is needed to engineer in a careful and deliberate

way the electronic structure of UiO-66.

This chapter takes a closer look at how MOF materials with a 0D topol-

ogy, of which UiO-66 is a prototypical example, interact with light. Under-

standing the electronic structure of the materials and their constituents is of

paramount importance to engineer their light responsive properties. Within

this chapter, a detailed study of the influence of several organic functional

groups allowed to identify promising candidates for the visible light respon-

siveness of UiO-66. Moreover, thanks to the use of cluster models and pe-

riodic calculations, we obtained insight in the electronic characteristics of

the material, allowing us to make a detailed scheme on how to improve this

property for the UiO.

Directly following this chapter, we provide a detailed study of the importance

of dynamical effects on the light-responsiveness of UiO-66. The dynamics of

a molecule at finite temperature can severely influence the absorption prop-

erties. A link between the vibrational and electronic spectra of several linkers

important in UiO synthesis is discussed, showing that a restriction of some

vibrational modes due to inclusion in the framework results in differences in

absorption.

73
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5.1 Introduction

As introduced in chapter 3, most MOFs need to be specifically tuned to be

viable for photocatalytic applications. The electronic structure of the ma-

terials studied in this work show a complex quasi-localised band structure,

offering interesting properties of their electronic structure by adjusting the

constituting parts. However, in the pristine material, large band gaps and

bad orbital overlaps are impeding efficient photocatalytic activity. In order

to improve this, one needs to first understand the influence of the differ-

ent modifications that can be made to the frameworks. In this chapter, we

focus on modifications made to the linkers and their influence on the intrin-

sic light-absorption properties of the materials. The aim of the first section

is to provide insight in the optical characteristics of substituted UiO-66-X

frameworks using advanced ab initio methods, in direct comparison to ex-

perimental measurements. Since we only concern the absorption properties

of the framework as such, without e.g. including adsorbed guest molecules,

we refer to ‘intrinsic’ light absorption properties in this work.

The modular nature of MOFs makes it possible to design the materials at a

molecular level and tune their properties for a specific application. We also

can modify the different constituents separately, since they contribute addi-

tively to the materials as corroborated throughout this work. The modifica-

tion of the linkers will be a first step toward the engineering of the electronic

structure. In order to provide a detailed description of how linker function-

alisation changes the electronic structure of UiO-66, a bottom-up approach

was followed. Within this methodology, we start from the smallest entities,

namely the pure linkers, whereby we compare our computational results di-

rectly to the measured UV/Vis spectra. Next, we construct extended cluster

models of one inorganic node with two linkers attached and 10 formic acid

capping groups. Finally, the full periodic material will be studied.

We use the aforementioned TDDFT methodology, allowing to calculate ex-

cited states for systems of relatively large size at a feasible computational

cost, which is why the theory has known such popularity. [179] TDDFT is par-

ticularly effective when studying low-lying valence excited states of molecu-

lar systems [180] Seminal work of Barone and co-workers has revealed that

TDDFT is able to provide accurate one-photon excitation and emission prop-

erties of organicmolecular systems, even including vibrational coupling. [181]

It has been reported that the main line shape of the electronic spectra is rea-

sonably reproduced by the majority of modern DFT functionals, whereas the

main difference between theory and experiment originates from the choice

of the selected DFT functional. [182, 183] Moreover, effects of the molecular
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environment and dynamic effects of the structure are essential when com-

parison with experiment is foreseen. [184] The dynamic effects are due to

the inherent flexibility and vibrational motions of the molecule under in-

vestigation. It is now accepted that averaging over different configurations

- generated during a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation - leads to reli-

able dynamic estimations of transition properties in good agreement with

experimental data. Some of the co-authors of the work in this chapter previ-

ously applied a dynamic approach to successfully characterize halochromic

dyes [185] and carbonaceous compounds present as reaction intermediates

in a zeolite-catalyzed process [186] and given this success, dynamic averages

will also be presented here and in the next chapter. The dynamic simulations

will provide insight in the key geometrical characteristics that are responsi-

ble for the changes in transition positions and intensities.

Moreover, a deeper understanding of the band gap modulation upon linker

functionalization will be obtained, comparing the experimental UV/Vis spec-

tra directly with the theoretical calculations on the fully periodic frameworks

for a range of functionalizations. Semilocal DFT functionals are known to un-

derestimate the band gap, we performed calculations with the hybrid HSE

functional [196–199]. This functional has already been used to calculate the

band gap of UiO-66-NH2 and UiO-66-NO2 frameworks and showed excellent

agreement with the experimental values.

The results of this chapter are published in:

Understanding Intrinsic Light Absorption Properties of UiO-66
Frameworks: A Combined Theoretical and Experimental Study
K. Hendrickx, D.E.P. Vanpoucke, K. Leus, K. Lejaeghere, A. Van Yperen-De

Deyne, V. Van Speybroeck, P. Van Der Voort and K. Hemelsoet, Inorg. Chem.,

2015, 54, 10701-10710

Contribution: I performed the linker and cluster calculations and wrote the

manuscript

5.2 Materials and methods

In this section, the detailed experimental and computational procedures used

in this chapter will be given. For a more detailed introduction of some of the

major techniques used, the reader is referred to chapter 4 of the introductory

chapters.
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5.2.1 Experimental Details

Linker synthesis

All linkers, except SH functionalized BDC, are commercially available (Sigma

Aldrich, TCI) and were used without further purification. The 2,5-dimercapto

terephthalic acid (BDC-2,5SH), was synthesized according to a three step

procedure described by Otto et al. [200] Only during the final step of the syn-

thesis, a slightly modified procedure was utilized. In the first step diethyl 2,5-

dihydroxy terephthalate (5g) was mixed with 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

(9g) in 50 mL dimethylacetamide (DMA). This mixture was placed in an ice

bath while a mixture of dimethylthiocarbamoylchloride (9.5 g) in 25mL DMA

was added dropwise under argon atmosphere. Hereafter, the resulting mix-

ture was stirred for 16 hours at room temperature, with the formation of

a white opaque solid after already 30 minutes of reaction. Afterwards, the

solid was collected by filtration and washed thoroughly with distilled wa-

ter (250 mL). In a second step the product was placed in a vessel, heated to

215◦C and held at that temperature for 20 minutes. To purify the product

obtained from the second step, a recrystallization was performed with 2,2,4-

trimethylpentane/toluene (60/40). The obtained crystals were filtered off and

washedwith isobutene. The 2,5-bis(dimethylthiocarbamoylsulfanyl)terephthalic

acid diethyl, obtained after step 2, was refluxed under an argon atmosphere

in a degassed 1.3M KOH solution for 3 hours. Afterwards, the solution was

cooled in ice and was acidified using concentrated HCl, which was followed

by the formation of a yellow precipitate. Hereafter an extraction with ethy-

lacetate was performed to remove residual salts and to purify the obtained

2,5-dimercapto terephthalic acid. In Fig. 5.1 the 1H NMR spectrum of the

2,5-dimercapto terephthalic acid is presented after synthesis. As can be seen

clearly from this figure, one singlet is observed at 8.03 ppm for the synthe-

sized SHmaterial, which can be assigned to the equivalent aromatic protons.

Figure 5.1: 1HNMR spectrum of the synthesized H2BDC-2,5SH

linker
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MOF synthesis

UiO-66-X was synthesized following the general procedure described in sec-

tion 2.4.2. For all the materials, the XRD diffractogram is identical, proving

that they are isostructural, can be found in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: XRD diffractogram of all linker functionalized mate-

rials

Characterization

MOFmaterials were characterized by XRD andN2-absorptionmeasurements

using the equipment introduced in chapter 4

UV/Vis absorption measurements were carried out in liquid and solid state

conditions according to the methods described in the same chapter. The

spectrum of BDC-2,5SH showed the appearance of an extra band when dis-

solved in DMF, probably forming an adduct with the solvent. For a better

comparison, the spectrum of this product was measured in methanol, show-

ing only one clearly defined peak. Band gaps were extracted by extrapolating

the cut-off wavelength to the x-intercept, similar to Musho et al. [156]
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5.2.2 Computational methodology

Geometry generation and excited-state calculations on linker and clus-
ter models

Static calculations on the linkers and clusters were done in Gaussian09 (G09)

[187] using DFT. Gas phase linker models as shown in figure 5.3 are con-

sidered. We performed an initial assessment study of the influence of basis

set and DFT functional on the calculated excitation wavelengths of a typical

linker. The complete set is provided in table 5.1. Our results point towards the

hybrid B3LYP [201,202] functional in combination with a Pople 6-311+G(d,p)

basis set [203] as appropriate for the study at hand. This level of theory was

selected for both optimization of the structures and the TDDFT calculations.

This method was previously shown to provide reliable absorption data of or-

ganic structures of similar size. [204]

Solvent effects (N,N-Dimethylformamide, DMF)were included during TDDFT

calculations using a bulk solvent model, in particular a Polarizable Contin-

uum Model ("=37.219) within the integral equation formalism [205], as is

implemented in the G09 package.

 

Figure 5.3: Two types of linkers considered in this chapter.

X=H,OH,SH, NH2

The cluster models consist of 1 metal node (Zr6O4(OH)4) and 2 linkers. The

10 remaining coordination sites are terminated by formic acid (HCOO−) an-
ions. The resulting stoichiometry of the cluster model is given by:

Zr6O4(OH)4(HCOO)10(BDC-X)2.

Since Zr atoms are not included in the Pople basis set, the cluster calculations

were performed using a triple-“ Def2TZVP basis set [206], and the same DFT
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B3LYP (nm) CAM-B3LYP (nm)

Experiment 371

cc-pVDZ 343.63 316.04

cc-pVTZ 348.49 320.84

cc-pVQZ 350.13 322.21

cc-pV5Z n.a. 323.12

aug-cc-pVDZ 352.03 323.32

aug-cc-pVTZ 351.94 323.51

aug-cc-pVQZ n.a. 323.59

6-31G 364.61 330.7

6-31G(d) 343.12 331.07

6-31G(d,p) 361.34 331.1

6-31+G 368.79 334.15

6-31+G(d) 366.52 335.57

6-31+G(d,p) 366.39 335.48

6-311G 366.05 332.81

6-311G(d,p) 365.36 335.71

6-311+G 369.73 335.18

6-311+G(d,p) 369.27 338.36

Table 5.1: First vertical excitation energy testing various basis

sets and two functionals for H2BDC-2,5OH with PCM solvent

model

functional. The clusters are optimized, retaining the metal node geometry as

in the periodic structure, only optimizing the linkers position (resulting in a

slight torsion, depending on the functional group).

The optimized ground state structures were employed to derive absorption

data of the involved linkers and cluster models of the UiO-66 MOFs. Vertical

transitions can be considered as an initial approximation for experimental

UV/Vis spectra and can provide clear insight in relative trends when inves-

tigating the influence of linker substitution. [185] The computationally ob-

tained transitions were broadened using a Gaussian distribution (Eq. 5.1),
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with a standard deviation of ff=0.4 eV for comparison with the experimental

spectra:

f (�) = f max exp

 
−
„
� − �̃

ff

«2
!

(5.1)

The percentages of orbital contributions were calculated using a Mulliken

type approach, using the orbital coefficients and the overlap matrix as im-

plemented in the Chemissian program.

Charge calculations on the linker systems were done using the Horton pro-

gram. [207] In this program, an iterative Hirshfeld scheme [208] is imple-

mented, applying the classical Hirshfeld scheme in a self-consistent way.

This method has been assessed extensively in literature for different systems

to test for basis set and level of theory sensibility, dependence on molecular

geometry etc. [209–211] This scheme has been successfully implemented for

periodic systems [212, 213] as a module in the HIVE v 3.x package, allowing

comparison with the simulations on the fully periodic frameworks. [214]

Band structure calculations on the fully periodic models

All periodic calculations were performed within the VASP package [188, 215,

216], using the PBE functional [217]. The plane wave basis set had a kinetic

energy cut-off of 500 eV, and a Γ-centred 3x3x3 k-point set was used to sample

the first Brillouin zone. All structures were relaxed using a conjugate gradi-

ent method with the energy convergence criterion set to 10−7 eV. As a result,
the maximum force on an atom at the end of a relaxation is < 1meV/Å. Dur-

ing the structure optimization we constrained the cell volume to that of the

pure UiO-66 MOF, taken from Valenzano and co-workers [121]. Only the cell

shape and internal positions were optimized, to reduce computational cost,

and assuming the band structure does not change significantly on a qualita-

tive scale with volume optimization. The resulting structures retained their

fcc nature with only small distortions of the lattice parameters (<0.1Å) and
lattice angles (< 0:5◦). The lattice parameters can be found in table 5.2.

All calculations were performed using the primitive fcc unit cell containing 6

Zr atoms (i.e. 1 Zr-O cluster) and 6 linkers. As such, the cell of the unfunc-

tionalized UiO-66 material contained 114 atoms, which increased up to 126

depending on the functionalization. The PBE density of states (DOS) was

obtained using a 5x5x5 k-point grid, and a PBE band structure was obtained

along the high-symmetry lines Γ-X, Γ-L, and Γ-K. Since PBE is known to un-

derestimate the band gap, we performed the computationally very expensive
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a (Å) b(Å) c(Å) ¸ (◦) ˛ (◦) ‚ (◦)
UiO-66 20.9784 20.9784 20.9784 60 60 60

UiO-66-OH 20.96793 20.96793 20.96793 60.0484 59.9484 60.0022

UiO-66-2,5OH 20.95334 20.95334 20.95334 60.1160 58.8911 59.9976

UiO-66-SH 20.92152 20.92152 20.92152 60.2332 59.9756 60.092

UiO-66-2,5SH 20.91721 20.91721 20.91721 60.3375 59.7742 59.8274

Table 5.2: Lattice parameters for the primitive cell (fcc) ob-
tained after relaxation under fixed volume constraint. (UiO-66

= 2308.112907 Å3) The parameters for the primitive cell are pub-

lished in the CCDC database (structures 1412526-1412530).

HSE06 [196–199] calculations. The HSE06 DOS was obtained by perform-

ing a single static run, starting from the PBE electron density. To make the

calculations computationally feasible, the k-point set used for the HF exact

exchange part of the functional was reduced to the Γ-point only and the re-

maining DFT contributions were calculated on a 3x3x3 k-point grid.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Experimental Results

Themain linkers studied in this work are schematically represented in Scheme

5.3. For the NH2 and OH functionalization, both mono- and difunctionalized

linkers are commercially available while the SH linker was synthesized in our

lab following the procedure as described above. Taking the BDC as a refer-

ence and placing one carboxylic group at position 1, the functionalizations are

at position 2, or 2 and 5. Henceforth, we will label the mono-functionalized

BDC as BDC-X and di-functionalized BDC as BDC-2,5X (X=NH2, OH, SH).

The investigated functional groups all exhibit electron donating character.

Fig. 5.4 A shows the experimental absorption spectra of the solvated (DMF)

linkers BDC, BDC-NH2, BDC-2,5NH2, BDC-OH, BDC-2,5OH, BDC-2,5SH.

The pristine BDC (X=H) does not absorb in the visible range of the spec-

trum, whilst clear absorption bands do appear for the BDC-X linkers. The

shift of the BDC-OH linker remains modest (±32 nm), but, for the other

linkers, a shift of about 70-80 nm is observed, and BDC-2,5NH2 has a band

shifted for 150 nm compared to the parent BDC linker. The BDC-SH mate-

rial was not studied experimentally, but is included in the theoretical calcu-

lations for comparison with the other mono-functionalized variants. Fig. 5.4
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Figure 5.4: A: experimental linker spectra and B: photographs

of pure linker

B clearly shows an intensifying color upon changing the functionalization,

ranging from white over light yellow to dark yellow. The larger shift of the

disubstituted linkers in comparison to the mono-substitued variants is simi-

lar for all functional groups (about 50-70 nm). The interesting possibilities of

these doubly functionalized linkers are unmistakable and have already been

exploited by e.g. Sun et al. to make a mixed UiO-66-NH2/UiO-66-2,5NH2

MOF. [152]

5.3.2 Theoretical Absorption Spectra and Charge Analysis

To obtain further insight into the molecular origin of the absorption spectra,

a variety of theoretical calculations were performed. In Fig. 5.5, the static

TDDFT results are compared for every separate linker with the experimental

linker and MOF spectrum. Herein, only the transitions to the first excited

state are included, since the higher excitations are in the UV region. Fig. 5.5

demonstrates the ability of static TDDFT calculations to predict the experi-

mental absorption band of the isolated linkers with high accuracy. Both the
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excitation wavelength and oscillator strength are computed with good accu-

racy when compared with experiment.
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Figure 5.5: Plot of the experimental UV/Vis spectrum (blue line)

and the TDDFT calculations on the isolated linkers (orange

line). The arbitrarily scaled experimental DRS MOF spectra are

added for comparison (red line). The orbitals of the ground state

and the excited state (HOMO and LUMO) are depicted and the

contributions of the functional group vs. the ring system is pro-

vided in the pie plots. For the 2,5X structures (b,d and e), the

cumulative effect of the two functional groups is reported.
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X GS charge ES charge Δ
H2BDC-X

NH2 -0.14(3) 0.15(9) 0.30

OH -0.17(4) -0.02(9) 0.14

SH 0.03(8) 0.96(9) 0.93

H2BDC-2,5X

NH2 -0.14(0) 0.03(3) 0.17

OH -0.18(7) -0.06(9) 0.12

SH 0.033(2) 0.26(1) 0.23

Table 5.3: Iterative Hirshfeld charges of the substituents ob-

tained for the Ground State (GS) and Excited State (ES) den-

sities, obtained using B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) and a PCM solvent

model.

Analysis of the orbitals involved in the excitation indicates that the HOMO-

LUMO excitation is the dominant contribution. The corresponding orbitals

are incorporated in Fig. 5.5, showing that the contribution of the functional

groups almost vanishes in the LUMO orbitals. For example, the functional

group in the case of the BDC-SH linker constitutes up to 54% of the HOMO

orbital, whereas this is reduced to only 2% when inspecting the LUMO. Since

the first excited state is mainly composed out of this LUMO, the functional

groups have almost no influence in this state.

In order to further quantify this effect, we performed Hirshfeld-charge calcu-

lations, based on the ground state and excited state electronic densities. The

most important results are shown in Table 5.3. For the mono-functionalized

linkers, we find a large charge shift in the ring system, with the order OH <
NH2 < SH. This order is consistent with the drop in electronegativity [218]

(EN(O)>EN(N)>EN(S)). The same trend is found for the doubly functional-

ized linker. However, since electron donating subtituents have a para direct-

ing influence on the electronic structure of the aromatic system, there is a

small counteracting influence, and hence the contribution per substituent is

smaller.

In conclusion, the following general observations can be made based on the

analysis of the theoretical calculations on the organic linker models. The

different functionalities have an increasing electron donating effect on the

aromatic ring, shifting the absorption maximum in the following order: H

< OH < NH2 < SH. Static calculations accurately predict the peak position
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and intensity of the OH functionalized linkers, but for the other systems,

dynamic effects are suggested to be taken into account. The TDDFT based

method yields accurate results and the experimental values were reproduced

well. For the NH2 linkers, and in particular the difunctionalized variant, the

calculated values overestimate the experimental absorption maxima.

5.3.3 Electronic absorption spectra of inorganic-organic clus-
ter models

In literature, it has been suggested that the photocatalytic activity of the

UiO-66 materials can be attributed to a Ligand to Metal Charge transfer

(LMCT) process. In this process, light is absorbed via the (NH2-)functionalized

linker, after which an energy transfer takes place toward the inorganic nodes.

In this way, the absorbed energy can be used to initiate redox reactions at

these reactive sites. It has however been proven by now that this transfer is

quite inefficient (see chapter 3) In order to investigate possible LMCT effects

theoretically, we constructed inorganic-organic clusters based on the peri-

odic structures. This procedure was already followed to study e.g. reactivity

in the UiO-66 materials. [219]

Calculations on the full cluster model yield similar trends for the absorption

wavelengths and intensities as compared to the pure linker calculations. This

is no suprise as we show that the linker functionalization is the origin of the

visible absorption band. The results are shown in table 5.4.

– (nm) f

H 276 0.020

OH 332 0.155

2,5OH 369 0.123

NH2 375 0.1425

2,5NH2 482 0.144

SH 363 0.047

2,5SH 431 0.068

Table 5.4: Wavelength (–) and oscillator strength (f ) of the first
excitation in the cluster models, using B3LYP/def2TZVP

Fig. 5.6 shows the HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 orbitals in the case of the

BDC-2,5OH linker. As was the case with the linker studies (Fig. 5.5), the

HOMO-LUMO orbitals are found to play the major role in the visible light

excitation, considering both the oscillator strength f and the wavelength –.
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Figure 5.6: Scheme representing the first and second excitation

for the cluster model with BDC-2,5OH linkers (resulting in fol-

lowing stoichiometry: Zr6O4(OH)4(HCOO)10(BDC-2,5OH)2).

TDDFT calculations are performed using B3LYP/def2TZVP as

level of theory.

Hence, the peak positions of these calculations yield the same trends as found

with the linker calculations (cfr. table 5.4). A similar static analysis of the or-

bital contributions as on the bare linkers was performed as well. This shows

that the HOMO orbitals are localized on the linkers and exciting the system

at 369 nm causes a shift of about 19% of the orbital contributions to the inor-

ganic cluster (see Fig. 5.6). If we look at the excitation involving theHOMO to

LUMO+1 transition (at 298 nm in case of BDE-2,5OH, see (Fig. 5.5), the con-

tribution of the linkers almost completely disappears, resulting theoretically

in a large shift of orbital contribution towards the inorganic metal nodes.

However, the calculated oscillator strength of this excitation is almost zero

and hence as almost no contribution in the total excitation spectra. These

results indicate that the LMCT only limitedly occurs in these systems upon

visible light radiation. If we look e.g. at the BDC-OH linker on this cluster,

the same general behaviour can be observed, but the first excitation only has

an orbital shift of 10% in stead of the 20% observed in the doubly functional-
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ized system.

Figure 5.7: LMCT transfer in the first (HOMO to LUMO) exci-

tation for all clusters; representing the transfer of orbital con-

tributions from the organic linker to the inorganic metal node.

Fig. 5.7 summarizes the transfer of orbital contribution in the first (HOMO

to LUMO) excitation for all inorganic-organic clusters. These data represent

the LMCT transfer from the organic linker to the inorganic Zr-O node upon

excitation expressed in terms of the shift in orbital contribution. As a general

trend, we observe that multiple substitution has an extra electron-donating

influence in these clustermodels. This effect can (partially) explain the higher

catalytic activity as observed by Sun et al. [152] The use of doubly function-

alized linkers or a mixed-linker approach can hence be beneficial when de-

veloping a new photocatalyst.

5.3.4 Band gap alterations

Experimental determination of the band gaps can be done in several ways as

explained in chapter 4. We chose to follow the simple reasoning of extrap-

olating the absorption edge as a good and easy approximation as shown by

Musho et al. [156]

The experimental UV/Vis spectra shown in Figure 5.5 indicate that the pure

linker peaks overlap with the absorption maxima of the corresponding UiO-
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66-Xmaterials. On the other hand, the spectra of the periodic materials show

significant broadening. This immediately becomes clear when we compare

the pure linker powders with the frameworks, as shown in figure 5.8. The

color variations indicate that the electronic band structure around the band

gap is significantly modified.

Figure 5.8: Experimental MOF powders (lower row) and the

original linkers (top)

This is indeed supported by the periodic simulations of the UiO-66-X ma-

terials. In all cases, a direct band gap was found. Comparison of the PBE

and HSE06 DOS shows them to present the same qualitative picture, while

quantitatively the main difference is the larger band gap for the HSE06 DOS.

The calculated band gaps for the different functionalized UiO-66 MOFs are

compared to our experimentally determined values in Figure 5.9. All of the

calculated data are reported in the next section, table 5.5. It is clear that

although the PBE values significantly underestimate the experimental band

gaps, they do represent the experimentally observed trends. The HSE06 band

gaps, on the other hand, also show good quantitative agreement with exper-

iment. These accurate data indicate that linker functionalization can lead to

band gaps ranging between 4.0 and 2.2 eV and that engineering of the band

gap of the UiO-66 materials is possible.
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Figure 5.9: Band gaps for various functionalized UiO-66 mate-

rials.

5.3.5 Geometry of linkers in Gas phase vs framework

Organic linkers embedded in MOFs, by their very nature, are expected to

be quite comparable to their free molecular counterparts. Although the lat-

tice introduces some constraints on their geometry, their electronic structure

is expected to be more or less unaltered apart from possible charge transfer

pathways that become available upon coordinating with a metal node. Com-

parison of the embedded linkers and the free molecular linkers indicates that

the geometry of the functional groups is retained even after structure opti-

mization in the periodic systems (see table 5.5).

Moreover, the calculated Hirshfeld-I charges show that despite the variation

in type and number of functional groups, the total linker charges as well as

the charges of the Zr atoms barely vary among the different functionalized

UiOmaterials. This means that without excitation of the electronic structure,

the different functionalizations of the linkers do not influence the electronic

structure of the ZrO clusters. To obtain a more detailed understanding of the

electronic structure of the functionalized UiO-66 materials, their densities of

states (DOS) and band structures are investigated below.

5.3.6 Density of state and band structure analysis

Careful comparison of the different densities of state shows that the elec-

tronic structure of both the functionalized and unfunctionalized UiO-66 are
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quite similar. However, contrary to the unfunctionalized material, UiO-66-X

materials possess a filled band within the original band gap, which can be

referred to as a filled gap state. This therefore corresponds to the new va-

lence band, lowering the effective band gap substantially. In contrast, the

energy difference corresponding to the band gap of the host material re-

mains roughly constant for all functional groups (3.0 eV for PBE and 4.0 eV

for HSE06, table 5.6).
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In case of the doubly functionalized UiO-66-2,5SH material, a second band is

also identified just above the valence band of the host material (cf. table 5.6).

This is not the case for the PBE DOS of UiO-66-2,5OH, although the HSE06

DOS indicates that this band might overlap with the top of the valence band.

We will however not discuss this band further, as it does not influence the

spectroscopic properties of UiO-66-X.

Figure 5.10: DOS of UiO-66-2,5OH and projected DOS

Projected densities of state (PDOS) provide more insight in the origin of dis-

tinct bands, by projecting the corresponding orbitals on the different atoms.

This is illustrated in Fig.5.10b for the UiO-66-OH material, but similar con-

clusions are valid for the other functionalized UiO-66 materials. The electron

densities for these bands are plotted in figure 5.11.

We find that the gap state has a recognizable fingerprint for each UiO-66-

X: it is mainly of a p character associated with the C atoms of the ring and

the S/O atom of the functional group(s). This indicates that the functional

group forms a bond with the ı-orbitals of the linker ring. Importantly, the

occupation remains the same: 2 electrons per functional group in the system,

indicative of the bond between the functional group and the ring. The width

of the functionalization-induced band depends on the employed functional

and on the type of the functional group, but not on the number of functional

groups on the linker (cf. 5.6). The ı-orbitals of the linker ring themselves give

rise to the top levels of the valence band. In contrast, the conduction band

is rather insensitive to the functional group: the conduction band character

mainly corresponds to that of the Zr d-electrons or to delocalized orbitals

over the entire linkers.
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Figure 5.11: Electron density of the states associated with the

HOMO, LUMO and gap state(s) for different functionalized

UiO-66. Electron densities are obtained using the PBE func-

tional in periodic calculations. For clarity only one linker and

two Zr-clusters are shown.

We conclude that the band gap of the host material remains largely the same,

but upon functionalization, the ı-orbital splits into two bands. One of these
bands remains in position, while the other band, which contains contribu-

tions of the functional group, moves upward, giving rise to a fully filled gap

state and a reduced effective band gap. As a consequence, exciting the linker

electrons from this newly split off gap state is much easier and explains the

decreasing trend in the band gaps upon functionalization (see Fig.5.9).
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5.4 Conclusion

This chapter provided a detailed study of the optical absorption properties of

functionalized UiO-66-type MOFs. A full understanding is needed when one

wants to modify the frameworks to obtain a better performance, which will

be the subject of the later chapters of this thesis. We investigated UiO-66

using experimental UV/Vis measurements combined with theoretical sim-

ulations. The BDC linker unit was mono- or bifunctionalized with various

electron donating substituents, i.e., OH, NH2 and SH, and the resulting ef-

fect on the absorption properties was examined. The effect of the nanoporous

framework was directly assessed via simulations on the solvated linkers, ex-

tended clusters and the fully periodic material.

Theoretical absorption spectra of the various functionalized linkers were ob-

tained using time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) with the

hybrid B3LYP functional. Vertical transition energies of the substituted link-

ers already provided a good agreement with experiment, in particular for

the OH-substituted linkers. The correct trend was obtained for the mono-

functionalized cases, meaning that the absorption maximum increases from

OH to NH2 to SH. Interpretation of the orbitals involved in the main transi-

tion clearly pointed towards a charge transfer from the functional group to

the aromatic ring of the linker molecule.

In a next phase, inorganic-organic clusters were considered to examine the

amount of charge transfer between the organic linkers and the metal nodes.

Static TDDFT simulations on an extended cluster model indicated that the

corresponding first excitation is found at almost the same wavelength as for

the linker situation. In this transition, there is a small transfer of orbital con-

tribution to the metal nodes, but the LUMO orbital involved in the excitation

is still mainly located on the linker units. The amount of transfer is function-

alization dependent and showed to be the largest (however still limited) in

the case of BDC-2,5NH2.

Fully periodic models were also employed to corroborate our findings. In ad-

dition to PBE, the hybrid HSE06 functional was used to investigate the elec-

tronic structure of the functionalized Zr(UiO-66)-type metal organic frame-

works. The existence of a gap state within the band gap of the unfunctional-

ized UiO-66 was shown to be the reason of the observed band gap modula-

tion. The HSE06 calculations on the fully periodic models provided band gaps

in excellent agreement with the experimental values. The band gaps ranged

between 4.0 and 2.2 eV, indicating that linker functionalization is indeed an

excellent procedure to modify the band gap of the metal organic framework.
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The simulations suggest that materials containing the same type of linkers

would show similar behaviour. However, we believe that more research is

warranted to investigate whetherMOFmaterials with the same organic link-

ers but varying inorganic units would give similar absorption properties.
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6
Vibrational fingerprint

6.1 Introduction

In the previous section, we discussed the influence of functional groups on

the light-absorption properties of UiO-66 materials. Distinct influences are

found from the nuclear dynamics on the calculated excitation energies. This

study followed the procedure as proposed by the group of Barone et al., who

demonstrated that averaging over different configurations generated during

an MD simulation leads to reliable dynamic estimations of transition prop-

erties in good agreement with experimental data [220–223]. Such methodol-

ogy was previously successfully applied for a large variety of systems, rang-

ing from small gas phase molecules over solvated dyes to dyes occluded in a

porous zeolitic environment [220,224–226]. In themajority of the studies, the

electronic transitions are calculated using TD-DFT in its linear response for-

mulation, since it offers a good accuracy/computational cost ratio [227,228].

The aim of this chapter is to gain a better understanding of which vibrational

modes affect calculated electronic transitions in UiO-type materials. To this

end, we will compare static excitation energies with dynamic averages, ob-

tained using distorted geometries generated during MD runs. This is done

for 9 UiO-type frameworks, bearing a variety of organic linkers as shown in

6.1, to study induced effects on the excitation spectra. The top figure rep-

resents BDC and BPDC (4,4’-biphenyl-dicarboxylate) linkers present in the

pristine UiO-66 and UiO-67 materials and some other functionalized deriva-

tives. These structures have previously been synthesized by various groups,

99
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and their absorption properties and/or photocatalytic performance have been

tested as described in the previous chapter. [121,149,152]. Additionally, figure

6.1 includes 2 aliphatic linker models, constituting UiO-66-oxal and UiO-66-

CC. These hypothetical UiOs are included as they can provide more insight

in the frameworkmotions due to their reduced set of possible vibrations. Due

to their reduced conjugation compared to the aromatic linkers, these mate-

rials are not expected to absorb in the visible range. All frameworks share

the same octahedral Zr6O4(OH)4 inorganic building unit. Herein we want to

explore which vibrational modes impact the observed absorption spectrum.

We will employ an analysis method recently proposed in the CMM group,

which is based on a comparison of the velocity power spectra (VPS) with

the power spectra of the transition energies (the so-called "PS) [229]. By

comparison with both power spectra, the vibrational fingerprint of the exci-

tation energies can be unraveled. Here, the influence of the UiO framework

will be explicitly included via MD simulations on the fully periodic structure.

By comparing vibrational spectra of the pure linker versus the fully periodic

UiOs, the influence of the UiO framework on the characteristic vibrational

frequencies and absorption properties can be directly assessed. This is the

first time the procedure based on the comparison of power spectra is used

on large extended systems such as the UiO materials.

Figure 6.1: Linkers studied in this chapter

The complete understanding of the light absorption properties is important

for the further development of these frameworks as photoactive materials.
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Overall, elucidating the vibrational features of complex materials offers de-

tailed molecular-scale information. It is well known that IR spectroscopy can

be of great help in the characterization ofMOFmaterials [230]. In addition to

numerous experimental studies, theoretical examinations are ideally suited

to provide very detailed information on the geometrical structure of the con-

stituent atoms and building units of the porous materials. Thus far, vibra-

tional frequencies based on static quantum-mechanical calculations within

the harmonic oscillator approximation are usually employed [231]. The cal-

culated frequencies can be scaled to reproduce well-known characteristic

peaks, in order to account for lack of anharmonicity and errors due to the em-

ployed level of theory. For the UiO-66- and UiO-67-type materials, IR spectra

were obtained using such a static ab initio approach [121,232]. Valenzano et

al. found a good agreement between harmonic frequencies of the hydrox-

ylated and dehydroxylated UiO-66 framework and experimental FTIR data.

The theoretical periodic data allowed to assign the main IR peaks, and more-

over, changes in the skeletal modes (between 400 and 800 cm−1) suggested
clear distortions of the inorganic ZrO units upon (de)hydration [121]. From

the same group, a similar study on the UiO-67 material appeared, assigning

the observed IR peaks in detail. [232]

More recently, VPS derived from MD simulations have become an interest-

ing alternative to static frequencies, including the anharmonicity of the sur-

face as well as temperature effects in a natural way. To date, VPS of zeolitic

materials have been calculated successfully to elucidate the framework vi-

brations [9], but this is not yet a routine strategy for MOFs. Leus et al. [233]

reported VPS of Au nanoparticles loaded in UiO-66, which were found to be

in good agreement with experimental spectra. Furthermore, Greathouse and

Allendorf [234] obtained VPS from force field data in order to discuss the slow

torsional motion (40 cm−1) of the aromatic rings in IRMOF-1 which they val-

idated via NMR measurements. The provided vibrational fingerprint of the

set of isoreticular UiOs will contribute to previous investigations. A detailed

analysis of the VPS and the link with the excitation properties is missing so

far.

The results of this chapter are based on:
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6.2 Methodology

6.2.1 Ab initio molecular dynamics

Ab initio optimizations and molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations on both

the isolated linkers and full periodic UiO-type frameworks were carried out

using the CP2K software package [194]. They were performed using the PBE

functional. Empirical dispersion corrections (DFTD3) were added to include

long-range van derWaals interactions [235]. These ab initio simulations were

done with the Gaussian and plane waves (GPW)method [236], using a DZVP

Gaussian basis set and a plane wave basis set with a cutoff of 350 Ry using

the Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials [237, 238]. For the AIMD sim-

ulations, the systems were initially heated to the desired temperature of 300

K using a CSVR thermostat [189], followed byMD runs using a Nosé-Hoover

thermostat consisting of 5 coupled heat baths [190, 191]. The total sampling

time of the NVT simulations at 300 K was 35 ps for the gas phase linkers and

27 ps for the full UiO frameworks using a 0.5-fs time step. Fully equilibrated

trajectories of 20 ps were found sufficient for the computation of resolved

power spectra. Subsequently, snapshots were taken every 5 fs (resulting in

4000 snapshots) and used as input for a static TDDFT calculation to derive

dynamic averages of the excitation energy. This methodology and similar

level of theory (employing BLYP instead of PBE) have proven to yield ac-

curate results for these types of systems [185]. For the gas phase linkers, a

cubic box [cell length 17.0 Å(UiO-66) or 22.0 Å(UiO-67)] was employed, which

is sufficiently large to avoid interactions between the molecules. The MOF

frameworks were simulated starting from a trigonal unit cell. The AIMD sim-

ulations on the entire UiOs were preceded by a cell and geometry optimiza-

tion, performed at the level of theory described above. In the case of the

original UiO-66 framework, this cell contains 114 atoms, i.e., 6 linkers and

one Zr-O building block.
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6.2.2 Calculation of VPS and ›PS

A velocity power spectrum (VPS) generated by a MD simulation contains

all information about the internal vibrational modes (associated with vibra-

tional coordinates Qi ) with frequencies !i (see below) and hence expresses

the change of the molecular structure during the MD run. [239,240] The VPS

is defined as: [240]

IV PS(!) =
X

¸=x;y;z

NX
l=1

˛̨̨
˛
Z
vl ;¸(t) exp(−i!t)dt

˛̨̨
˛2 (6.1)

for a system with N nuclei and where vl ;¸ is the ¸th Cartesian component of

the velocity of the l ’th nucleus. The VPS shows high intensities at frequen-

cies corresponding to the vibrational energy levels. It contains all information

about the internal motions of the studied systems.

Sampling of the ground state PES and subsequent computation of the vertical

excitation energy for distinct snapshots creates a time series of ›(n) values.
The excitation energy › hence becomes an implicit function of time and smi-

lar to the VPS, the corresponding power spectrum of the excitation energy

(›PS) is defined as

I›PS(!) =

˛̨̨
˛
Z
›(t) exp(−i!t)dt

˛̨̨
˛2 : (6.2)

The ›PS is characteristic for fluctuations in ›. In ref. [229] it was reported

that one needs to examine the overlap between I›PS and IV PS to determine

the correlations between internal motions and the electronic spectrum gen-

erated by the vertical transition energy ›. Peaks coinciding in both spectra

do not contribute to the shift in the dynamic average compared to the static

value. This shift is caused by higher order, in particular quadratic, terms. The

quadratic contributions can be identified by comparing the VPS with the ›PS
where the frequency axis is now scaled with 1/2. In case of an overlap in this

situation, the corresponding vibrational mode contributes to the difference

between the static and dynamic excitation energy.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Dynamic vs Static excitation energies

We start the analysis of the light absorption properties of the UiO-type ma-

terials under investigation by examining the calculated excitation energies

of the organic units. Table 6.1 lists the first excitation energies of the linkers,
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of the computational anal-

ysis tool based on VPS and " PS. a Comparison of VPS with "
PS and " PS with a scaling of the frequency axis of 1/2 allows to

identify linearly or quadratically active modes. b The linearly

active coordinate does not lead to a shift between the dynamic

average 〈"〉dyn and static "stat excitation energy. c The quadrat-
ically active coordinate leads to a shift between the dynamic

average 〈"〉dyn and static "stat excitation energy

calculated using a static calculation (‘static’) or via the averaging procedure

as explained in the computational details (‘dynamic’). The dynamic averages

result from AIMD runs using the gas phase linker or the full periodic MOF

material. During the periodic MD simulations, the organic linkers experience
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interactions with the other linkers or inorganic units in the unit cell. The re-

sulting dynamically obtained average excitation energy of the extracted or-

ganic linker includes both the induced effects of the periodic lattice and of

the harmonic and anharmonic nuclear motions. Inspection of Table 1 reveals

that when comparing the excitation energies based on the different geome-

tries, no general trend can be derived for this set of isoreticular MOFs. For

instance, the dynamic averages are not necessarily larger compared to the

static values. Nevertheless, the following observations can bemade. First, the

static excitation energies of the linkers obtained from a direct gas phase op-

timization (’gas phase/static’) or extracted from the optimized periodic MOF

(‘periodic/ static’) differ very minorly. This indicates that during geometry

optimization of the full UiO frameworks, the linkers are not substantially al-

tered as compared to an optimization of the isolated linker. Only in case of

the BDC-2,5NH2 linker a large difference is found, which can be attributed to

the different orientation of the hydrogen atoms of the NH2 substituents. In

case of the static optimization, the hydrogens are located in the plane of the

aromatic ring, whereas this is not the case for the linker extracted from the

optimized UiO-66-2,5NH2 material. Second, the dynamic averages obtained

from the AIMD runs show larger differences when comparing the gas phase

(gas phase dynamic) and extracted (‘periodic/dynamic’) linkers. The differ-

ence ranges between 2 and 34 nm. This already indicates that, as expected,

the geometrical structure of the linkers is influenced by the periodic MOF

framework during an MD simulation.

Table 6.1 lists the first excitation energies of the linker units, calculated using

a static calculation or via averaging. The dynamic averages result from either

AIMD runs using the gasphase linker or full periodic MOF material. For four

selected materials, AMD simulations using the full periodic MOF material

have also been carried out.

A final important observation from Table 6.1 is that the static and dynamic

excitation energies can differ substantially, in particular for the periodic data.

For example, for the UiO-66-OH and UiO-66-2,5OH materials, the dynamic

AIMD values are 19 and 29 nm larger compared to their static results, respec-

tively. These shifts are due to changes in the geometrical structures induced

during the dynamic simulations and will be examined in detail in Sects. 4.2

and 4.3 by linking the excitation energies to the vibrational features of the

material. In addition to the calculated excitation energies, also the intensities

of the electronic transitions can be taken into account. The dynamic averages

are systematically lower compared to the static intensities, as shown in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, the bathochromic shift upon using a electron-donating sub-
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the excitation spectra calculated on

the linkers extracted from the periodic frameworks using static

(full curves) and dynamic (dotted curves) methodologies. The

intensities are expressed in L/mol·cm. The wavelength values

of the peaks are indicated in Table 6.1 static (‘periodic/ static’)

and dynamic (‘periodic/dynamic’)

stituent is also clearly observable, in line with previous findings on these

UiO-type materials [23]. The origin of the vertical transitions can be inves-

tigated based on the involved orbitals of the linkers. We previously reported

that for the UiO-66-variants, the transition is mainly due to a HOMO to

LUMO excitation, in which the contribution of the functional group almost

vanishes in the LUMO orbital [23]. A similar observation can be made in

the case of the longer BPDC-2,5’NH2 linker, where the contribution of the

electron-donating substituents reduces from 33 % in the HOMO to 1 % in the

LUMO (see Fig. 5). The optimized gas phase BPDC linkers (shown in Fig.

5) are nonplanar in the ground state, exhibiting a dihedral angle of 30.1 and

52.2 ◦of the two aromatic rings for BPDC and BPDC-2,5’NH2, respectively.

The additional NH2 substituents increase the deviation from planarity. Some

of the presenting authors previously investigated the influence of the tor-

sional angle on the excitation energy in the case of a bipyridine-based linker

[62]. For biphenyl, it is well described in the literature that the dihedral an-

gle between the phenyl linkers is nonzero [36]. Importantly, this deviation

from planarity in case of the BPDC linkers hampers the conjugation and the
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calculated excitation energies are hence not necessarily larger compared to

their BDC counterparts (as indeed seen in Table 1).
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Figure 6.4: (a) Periodic structure of the UiO-67 porous frame-

work. (b) Detailed view on the BPDC linker anchored at the in-

organic Zr-O units. Dihedrals ¸ and ˛ represent the torsional

angle between the two aromatic rings and the dihedral angle

between a phenylic and carboxylic part, respectively. (c) Rel-

ative occurrence of the dihedral angles ¸ and ˛ as calculated

form the MD simulations using the fully periodic UiO-67 (in

blue) and UiO-67-NH2 (in green) frameworks. Full curves ob-

tained from gas phase MD and dotted curves from periodic MD

simulations
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Moreover, when anchored in the UiO-67 (Fig. 6.4a) this torsional dihedral

will be influenced. Notably, also the dihedral angle between the phenylic

groups and the carboxylic parts of the linker influences the conjugation of

the system. Both dihedral angles (¸ and ˛) are indicated in Fig. 6.4b. Dur-

ing the MD simulations, the spread in the values for these dihedral angles

becomes substantially larger due to the increased temperature. Their distri-

bution for the UiO-67 and UiO-67-2,5’NH2 materials, obtained during the gas

phase and periodic MD simulations are displayed in Fig. 6.4c. It is observed

that for UiO-67 the angles ¸ and ˛ behave similarly when comparing the gas

phase (full curves) and periodic (dotted curves) MD simulations. The dihe-

drals vary around an average value with ranges of about 60 and 80 ◦for ¸ and

˛, respectively. For the functionalized linker, the dihedral angles are signifi-

cantly larger due to the sterical hinder caused by the amine groups. For the

gas phase BPDC-NH2 linker, the barrier between the two symmetry-related

structures can be overcome during the MD simulations at 300 K, resulting

in the observed peaks at 70 and 110 ◦(which essentially represent the same

structure).

For the gas phase MD simulations, the average of ˛ is approximately zero,

similar to the BDC linkers as can be deduced from figure 6.5. When placed

in the framework, however, the carboxylic groups are bound to the inorganic

clusters and thus much more rigid. Therefore, the dihedral angle between

carboxyl group and the phenyl linkers is nonzero in the periodic simulations.

This effect is even more pronounced for the NH2-functionalized UiO-67 ma-

terial, due to the larger torsional angle ¸ between the phenyl rings.

6.3.2 Vibrational analysis

The MD trajectories are used to calculate VPS spectra, providing insight in

the vibrational modes of the UiOs. A detailed analysis of the vibrational

motions of all investigated structures is outside the scope of this paper, and

therefore, only the main features are described. Figure 6.6 depicts the VPS of

the prototype UiO-66 material computed using the periodic MD trajectory.

To gain more insight in the origin of the calculated VPS, partial VPS spec-

tra, separating, e.g., the contributions from the linker and the inorganic Zr-O

unit, are also shown. The clear peak at 3731 cm−1 corresponds with the OH

stretching frequency in the Zr6O4(OH)4 units, denoted as the —3-OH. This

value can be related with the experimental value of 3676 cm−1 reported by

Lamberti et al., who combined static periodic B3LYP calculations with ex-

perimental data to report vibrational data of the UiO-66 [19] and UiO-67

[39] materials. The CH stretching frequencies of the aromatic BDC linker
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of the dihedral angle ˛ over the MD

trajectories for the UiO-66 and functionalized materials.
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are located between 3100 and 3200 cm−1 , but these are not expected to be

of further importance in our discussion relating the vibrational motions to

the changes in the excitation energy. The skeletal vibrations are situated

at lower frequencies, i.e., between 400 and 1600 cm−1 , and clearly these are

dominated by the linker contributions. These contributions canmainly be as-

signed to various kinds of ring vibrations, including out-of-plane vibrations

(i.e., at 400 cm−1), distortions and C-C stretches. The partial VPS show that

the vibrations of the Zr6-octahedron units are found between 400-470 and

650-850 cm−1.

The VPS of UiO-66 also reveals three main peaks at very low wave numbers,

i.e., at 38, 50 and 60 cm−1 (see Fig. 6.6 b). These so-called soft modes are as-

sociated with the carboxylate torsion and other global modes of the organic

linkers, as made clear via PCA and visualized in Fig. 6.6c. These modes have

an important influence on the calculated absorption properties, as shown

hereafter. The VPS provide an interesting way to compute these modes. The

selected test set allows to investigate the influence of both linker substitu-

tion and usage of extended linkers. Changes in the linker functionalization

are most clearly observed in the stretching region above 3000 cm−1 as shown
in Fig. 6.7a.

Importantly, the calculated �(O-H) stretching frequencies of theOH-substituted
UiO-66s are found between 3250 and 3450 cm−1, indicative of mild hydrogen

bonding in these structures. This is also revealed when comparing the VPS

calculated from the MD of the gas phase linker with the VPS calculated for

the linker extracted from the MD of the periodic UiO framework, as illus-

trated in Fig. 6.7b for UiO-66-2,5OH.

For the gas phase MD, a substantial shift of the OH frequency is found com-

pared to the periodic simulations. This is due to a stronger hydrogen bond

with the carboxylic oxygens, reducing the strength of the observed OH bond

more in the case of gas phase simulations. Inspection of the relevant geo-

metrical parameters does, however, not result in changes between the values

obtained from a static optimization and from dynamic averages. Use of the

longer BPDC linkers results in VPS which are very similar to the spectra of

the UiO-66 materials. Detailed investigation shows that the VPS of the UiO-

67 framework show an extra peak at 1188 cm−1, which must be attributed to

a collective mode of the BPDC linker, in excellent agreement with the theo-

retical value of 1180 cm−1 reported by Chavan et al. [39].

In analogy with the VPS of UiO-66, the VPS of UiO-67 shows dominant peaks

at low frequencies. Due to the occurrence of the biphenylic unit, a variety of
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Figure 6.6: (a) Power spectra computes usingMDof the fully pe-

riodic UiO-66 framework (black). Partial spectra using only the

information from atom of the inorganic (cyan), organic (grey)

and carbocylic (orange) units. (b) Detail of the VPS of the

periodic UiO-66: the region below 80 cm−1, indicative of the

soft modes, is shown. (c) Representation of the characteristic

soft modes, corresponding with global motions of the aromatic

linker.

low-frequency modes including a butterfly mode, torsions over ¸ and ˛ is

present in the range below 70 cm−1. The VPS of the two models systems,

UiO-66-oxal and UiO-66-CC still showed a lot of vibrational peaks in the

skeletal region below 900 cm−1. Notably, the first peak of UiO-66, located
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around 38 cm−1 and corresponding with a global torsion of the organic aro-

matic linker is now absent. A peak around 68 cm−1 represents a global trans-
lation of the central CC out of the carboxylic plane, motions which are in-

deed still present in both model systems. The C≡C stretching mode in case

of UiO-66-CC is found at 2255 cm−1.

6.3.3 VPS vs. "PS

To gain more insight into the motions contributing to the shift between the

static and dynamic excitation energies, the VPS must be compared directly

with the "PS (see Sect. 6.2). The "PS reveal the modes that are characteristic

for changes in the computed excitation energy. All power spectra based on

the periodic MD show dominant features at low-frequency modes, i.e., be-

low 100 cm−1. These modes correspond with the global motions of the aro-

matic/aliphatic linkers, as visualized in Fig. 6.6c for the aromatic BDCunit. In

themodel case of UiO-66-oxal, suchmodes are less present, which has clearly

its influence of the "PS, yielding more pronounced peaks at higher frequen-

cies. Other contributions to the "PS resulting from these organic moieties

are the vibrations located between 1400 and 1600 cm−1, representing, e.g.,
a variety of ring distortions in case of the aromatic units. Figure 6.9 shows

the "PS and VPS in case of (a) UiO-66, (b) UiO-66-CC, (c) UiO-66-2,5OH and

(d) UiO-67, in line with the conceptual Fig. 6.2. Detailed inspection reveals

that although a correlation between the "PS and VPS can overall be found,

the complexity of the VPS hampers straightforward unraveling which vibra-

tional modes are represented and a PCA is performed. In what follows, the

main observations are summarized for the four case studies shown in Fig. 6.9.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Periodic structure of the UiO-67 porous frame-

work. (b) Detailed view on the BPDC linker anchored at the in-

organic Zr-O units. Dihedrals ¸ and ˛ represent the torsional

angle between the two aromatic rings and the dihedral angle

between a phenylic and carboxylic part, respectively. (c) Rel-

ative occurrence of the dihedral angles ¸ and ˛ as calculated

form the MD simulations using the fully periodic UiO-67 (in

blue) and UiO-67-NH2 (in green) frameworks. Full curves ob-

tained from gas phase MD and dotted curves from periodic MD

simulations
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between the VPS of UiO-66 and UiO-67

from the periodic MD simulations.
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Figure 6.9: Power spectra of selected UiO frameworks: (a) UiO-

66, (b) UiO-66-CC, (c) UiO-66-2,5OH and (d) UiO-67. Partial

VPS from the periodic AIMD data, using only the linker atoms

(black), "PS (dark gray) and "PS with scaling of the frequency

axis by 1/2 (light gray). A green tick indicates a correlation be-

tween the power spectra, whereas a red cross indicates no corre-

lation is found. The TD-DFT simulations are solely performed

on the linkers (either obtained from the gas phase MD or ex-

tracted from the periodicMD), and hence, the partial VPS using

the linker atoms are employed (see Fig. 6.6 for UiO-66). For the

simulation of the VPS, the hydrogen atoms are neglected since

their contribution to the VPS is dominant, while their influence

on the ı-system is very small
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In case of the original UiO-66 material (Fig. 6.9a), the "PS look rather simple,

featuring a main peak around 50 cm−1 , a smaller one at 38 cm−1 and some

minor contributions between 60 and 125 cm−1 and around 1300-1600 cm−1

. Close comparison between the "PS and the VPS reveals that all the peaks

above 1300 cm−1 coincide in both power spectra. All these modes correspond

with various in-plane ring vibrations. This indicates a linear dependency of

the excitation property on changes in these coordinates. When averaging

during the MD sampling, no net influence is observed on the average dy-

namic excitation energy compared to the static value. But, comparing the

"PS with the "PS/2 (2 upper curves in Fig. 6.9a) reveals that several lowfre-

quency modes have both a linear and quadratic behavior since the spectra

have coinciding peaks. Table 2 identifies the PCA coordinates for which the

QiPS show high overlap with the scaled and unscaled "PS. Q2 and Q3 are

nearly degenerate with main peaks at 50 and 60 cm−1, with additional peaks

forQ3. Due to this degeneracy, thesemodes are not simple linear or quadratic

modes. They are instead a mixture of a butterfly motion quadratic and an in-

plane translation of the phenyl ring linear motion as shown in Fig. 6.6c. Al-

though this degeneracy complicates the analysis, due to the presence of the

peaks in both the scaled and nonscaled "PS, we can safely conclude that the

butterfly motion is quadratic and causes the absorption shift as seen in Table

6.1. Other modes, such as the global linker torsion (Q1) and in-plane phenyl

rotation (Q10), have inherently both a quadratic and linear dependency, due

to the saturation of the linker with hydrogen atoms in case of the linkers

extracted from the periodic UiOs. In case of the MD simulations involving

the gas phase BDC linker, the "PS shows less activity in the low-frequency

range. This indicates that no quadratic motions are found and, indeed, the

static and dynamic excitation energy in case of the gas phase MD simulation

is very similar (see Table 6.1).

The "PS of the model framework UiO-66-CC show seven main peaks (see

Fig. 6.9b). The highest peak is located at low wave numbers (i.e., at 65 cm−1).
Another peak in the "PS are located at 2255 cm−1, indicating that the C≡C

stretch of the model linker also impacts changes in the excitation energy.

Again, for all peaks an overlap between the "PS and VPS is found, demon-

strating a linear correlation along these modes, and thus, a small overall shift

is obtained between the dynamic average and static value of the excitation

energy (the obtained shift indeed only equals 7 nm, see Table 6.1).

Due to the complexity of the VPS of UiO-66-2,5OH and UiO-67 (Fig. 6.9c, d),

a PCA is performed. For the UiO-66-2,5OH framework, the excitation energy

computed using a static or dynamic approach differs significantly in the case

of the AIMD of the fully periodic MOF: a bathochromic shift of 29 nm is ob-
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tained (see Table 6.1). As this shift is not observed in case of the AIMD of the

gas phase BDC-2,5OH linker, an important effect of the periodic framework

is suggested. In case of the periodic AIMD data, the PCA reveals the occur-

rence of a quadraticcoordinate Q11, of which the corresponding power spec-

trum (Q11PS) exhibits peaks at 381 and 390 cm
−1. These peaks are also found

in the "PS with the frequency axis scaled with 1/2 (see Fig. 6.10). These peaks
are due to a complicated motion, including the asymmetric out-of-plane mo-

tion of carbon and oxygen atoms of the BDC unit and OH substituents as

shown in Fig. 6.10.

Figure 6.10: Comparison of the "PS with scaling of the fre-

quency axis by 1/2 and the Q11PS obtained from the PCA in

case of UiO-66-2,5OH. The corresponding motion is visualized

(hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity). The periodic AIMD

data were used

This vibrational mode dominates the shift between the averaged dynamic

and static excitation energy. For the gas phase AIMD data, all coordinates ex-

hibit a linear behavior, rationalizing that the dynamic average almost equals

the value obtained from the static optimization.

The UiO-67 framework offers another interesting case study. Clearly, mo-

tions affecting the central C-C bond disturb the ı-system of the conjugated

aromatic linker substantially. These modes are expected to have a significant

influence on the resulting excitation energy. The analysis of the "PS involving
the gas phase AIMD is already rather complicated due to the large number

of peaks, confirming that many vibrations impact the excitation energy. The
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biphenylic unit results in a variety ofmotions that can occur, and importantly,

many of them exhibit a quadratic behavior. Notably, the butterfly motion,

torsion of the phenylic rings and ring vibrations (e.g., the in-plane ring vibra-

tion at 631 cm−1) are dominant modes. Inclusion of the framework in the

AIMD simulations leads to a rather similar picture, although fewer quadratic

modes are obtained. The "PS of the linkers extracted from the UiO- 67 frame-

work show 4 main contributions in the very lowfrequency range, i.e., below

70 cm−1, but only one of these peaks is now quadratic. Using PCA, it can

be concluded that this peak represents the global rotation of the biphenyl

linker compared to the rest of the UiO-67 framework (i.e., rotating over the

dihedral angle ˛, see Fig.6.4b). A second quadratic peak is found at 637 cm−1

and corresponds with an in-plane vibration of the aromatic rings. In these

cases, the various quadratic contributions might compensate each other, and

hence, the observed shift between the static and dynamic excitation energy

is found to be relatively small (see Table 6.1). The case studies above indicate

that the analysis based on power spectra can identify the vibrational modes

that impact the calculated excitation energy.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, theoretical simulations have been employed to assess which

vibrational modes impact absorption properties of UiO-type metal-organic

frameworks. The excitation energies have been calculated using TD-DFT on

the organic linkers. Nine UiO-based frameworks have been tested, varying in

linker substituents considering electrondonating OH and NH2 substituents

and linker length. In addition to the UiO-66 and UiO-67 materials and sub-

stituted derivatives, two model systems exhibiting a simplified linker have

been considered. The impact of nuclear motions on the excitation proper-

ties have been accounted for by sampling the potential ground-state surface

using ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations. Subsequently, aver-

aged dynamic absorption properties have been calculated and comparedwith

absorption data from an optimized geometry. The sampling has been done

for both the gas phase organic linker and the fully periodic UiO framework.

Given the distinct simulations involving various sets of generated geome-

tries, the analysis allows addressing the influence of the periodic framework,

temperature and harmonic and anharmonic nuclear motions.

The absorption spectra of the mono- and disubstituted UiO-66 MOFs show a

clear bathochromic shift upon substitution. In case of UiO-67, NH2 substitu-

tion results in a similar modulation and also indicates that the contribution

of the substituent to the LUMO nearly vanishes in the HOMO to LUMO
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excitation. Velocity power spectra, calculated from the MD trajectories, pro-

vide vibrational information of the UiO materials. For the UiO-66-OH and

UiO-66-2,5OH frameworks, the VPS provide insight into the hydrogen bond-

ing in these materials and an influence of the framework is reported. The

soft modes at low frequencies can be calculated for all UiOs with accuracy,

providing characteristic values below 70 cm−1 for the global linker motions,

such as ring torsions and butterfly motions.

The VPS are directly comparedwith the power spectra of the excitation energy

"PS to identify the dominant vibrational motion(s) responsible for changes

in the spectroscopic property. Inspection of the "PS reveals that for all peri-

odic UiO frameworks, the low-frequency modes impact the calculated exci-

tation energy. In case of the periodic UiO-66 material, the shift between the

static and dynamic excitation energy mainly originates from the global but-

terfly motion of the organic linker. For the periodic UiO-66-2,5OH material,

a more complicated motion, including out-of-plane movements of atoms of

both the aromatic unit and the substituents, is identified. These shifts are

not observed when the dynamics solely involve the gas phase organic linker,

clearly pointing out the effect of the periodic UiO framework. For the UiO-67

material, the torsion between the phenylic rings also impacts the excitation

energy. The computational tool based on power spectra allows to determine

the vibrational fingerprint of excitation properties of nanoporous materials

featuring global modes such as UiO frameworks. The resulting insights based

on a combination of MD and TD-DFT simulations add to the complete un-

derstanding of the light absorption properties of these complex materials.
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7
Improving charge transfer via metal

doping

In the previous part of this thesis, a detailed study allowed to fully understand

the electronic structure of the UiO-type materials. It was shown that light-

absorption occurs via the organic linkers and that the addition of electron-

donating groups is beneficial to extend the absorption window to the visible

range. Unfortunately, the contribution of the inorganic node to the conduc-

tion band is negligible in the pristine material as shown via our cluster calcu-

lations in chapter 5, hence, an efficient charge transfer, required for efficient

photocatalysis is limited in UiO-66. In order to improve this, the inorganic

states need to be lowered to overlap with the LUMO linker states.

Within this part of the thesis, we will discuss two pathways to improve the

energetic overlap of the inorganic node states with the linker states. In this

chapter, we take a look at metal doping. We present a broadly applicable

synthesis procedure to dope UiO-66 with a wide range of metals, with a spe-

cial focus on lanthanides. A detailed spectroscopic study allows to construct

charge-state transition levels for the whole lanthanide series and titanium

with respect to the UiO host band structure. In order to obtain more insight

in the electronic structure of these materials, DFT calculations are performed

on a selected subset of materials.

Chapter 8 then will provide a detailed study of defect engineering as an al-

ternative pathway for UiO electronic structure engineering. Although this

125
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strategy is for now proposed purely theoretically, current developments in

UiO defect engineering encourage us that also this pathway will soon be ex-

perimentally viable.

The results and text of this chapter are based on:

Exploring lanthanide doping in UiO-66: a combined experimental
and computational study of the electronic structure properties
K. Hendrickx, J.J. Joos, A. De Vos, K. Lejaeghere, D. Poelman, P.F. Smet V. Van

Speybroeck and P. Van Der Voort, submitted

Contribution: I performed the synthesis, characterization, spectroscopicmea-

surements and cluster calculations and wrote the manuscript

7.1 Introduction

As has been introduced, one of the limiting problems of semi-conductor pho-

tocatalysts is the high electron-hole recombination rate. In MOFs, electrons

are localized on distinct constituents. Hence, the photoreceptive system (or

antenna) and the photocatalytically active centre are separated entitieswithin

the same crystalline material. In this way an efficient separation and transfer

via a Ligand-To-Metal Charge Transfer (LMCT) can take place if the bands

are well aligned. Moreover, the modular set-up allows for an orthogonal en-

gineering of the electronic structure, since linker and node contributions can

be treated additively.

UiO-66 in its pristine form is poorly suited for photocatalysis, however. Be-

sides its large band gap, impeding excitation with light in the visible region

of the spectrum as discussed in the previous chapters, the major problem is

the inefficient charge transfer between linker and node. From figure 7.1 it

can be deduced that a transfer from the linker to the inorganic node will be

very difficult, since the empty Zr d states lie more than 1 eV higher then the

empty linker band (ΔELMCT ). This lack of overlap impedes the electron to

travel efficiently to the node as we have discussed in chapter 3. In order to

improve LMCT, changes to the LUCO states (Lowest Unoccupied Crystalline

Orbital) are necessary. Introduction of Ti in the Zr node, via postsynthetic

exchange, [241, 242] strongly improves the catalytic activity of the material

due to the appearance of low lying d states in the DOS.

Introduction of Ti in the Zr node, via postsynthetic exchange, [241,242] strongly
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improves the catalytic activity of the material due to the appearance of low

lying d states in the DOS. Sun et al. demonstrated that Ti doping of UiO-

66 lead to an enhanced photocatalytic performance for CO2 reduction and

H2 evolution under visible light irradiation. [243] In order to elucidate the

mechanism, they performed DFT calculations and found the appearing of

Ti 3d band at the lower end of the conduction band. Moreover they per-

formed EPR measurements and found the appearance of a Zr3+ signal in the

spectrum. Their findings already lead to the idea of Ti acting as a media-

tor to transfer the electron from the linker to Zr but are not conclusive. Lee

and co-workers performed similar catalytic experiments on a Ti-doped BDC-

NH2/BDC-2,5NH2 mixed-linker UiO-66 and found a better performance com-

pared to themono-functionalized UiO-66-NH2 material andmost of the com-

mon literature catalysts. [244] Via PL spectroscopy and UV photo-electron

spectroscopy they constructed an energy band diagram which shows a more

efficient transfer from the linker via the node to CO2 thanks to a better

alignment of the conduction band minima. A consecutive study by Wang

et al. [245] tested several Ti dopant concentrations in the degradation of

methylene blue. They performed a detailed morphological study and found

a decrease in crystallinity when the Ti concentrations are too high. Next,

Nasalevich and co-workers [147] discussed three existing isostructural MOFs

composed of d0 metals (Ti4+, Zr4+, and Hf4+) and confirmed that only the

Ti materials show a large LMCT. Via EPR and other time-dependent spectro-

scopic techniques, they concluded that almost no reduced Zr of Hf species

could be found when exciting the UiO material. Also computationally, sev-

eral authors explored the electronic changes in the materials. Yang and co-

workers explored the materials properties (bulk moduli,…) and optical prop-

erties of a series of Ti and Hf doped UiOs. Yasin et al. recently performed

a high throughput screening of the band gaps and constructed ternary plots

of the band gap in function of the Zr, Ti and Hf concentration. [246, 247] A

recent study using transient absorption spectroscopy corroborated the afore-

mentioned studies and the authors propose a mechanism where Ti acts as a

mediator for the electron transfer from the organic linker to a Zr ion. [248]

In light-based applications, special attention goes to the series of lanthanide

(Ln) metals. Their bright emission forms the basis of many lighting appli-

cations, and their specific electronic structure is ideally suited for catalytic

fine chemistry. [249–251] AlsowithinMOF research, Ln-basedmaterials have

emerged in recent years. [252–254] As Ln ions are inserted in a crystalline

framework, they are heterogenized, facilitating the processing steps for sev-

eral applications. Moreover, the orbital overlap between the antenna and the

Ln ion is ensured since they are part of the same rigid framework. The latter

is of paramount importance to provide an efficient pathway for the charge
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Figure 7.1: Basic steps occuring in a UiO-66 photocatalytic pro-

cess (left): light absorption(1), LMCT (2) and reduction process

(3,4). The middle and right figure show a model of the UiO-66

material and the corresponding DOS of the material. Green in-

dicates bands that have mainly node-contributions whilst blue

indicates that mostly linker states can be found. The figure is

adapted from [126]

carriers to move in the framework. Unfortunately, difficult syntheses and

limited stability restrict the use of Ln MOFs. [255] In order to overcome this

problem, we propose an approach inspired by solid state lanthanide chem-

istry where a stable robust carrier material (e.g. a metal oxide) is doped with

a small amount of lanthanide ions in a high-temperature process. Within

this work, we adopt a microwave-based methodology to dope UiO-66, a ro-

bust MOF, with several lanthanide and transition metal ions and investigate

the electronic properties of the new materials. So far, this doping strategy

to alter the electronic properties was only used to introduce isovalent atoms.

However, thanks to the highly exchangeable nature of the constituents in

MOF materials, we show that this methodology can be extended towards

many more metals. The doping of a robust MOF with low concentrations of

Ln dopant ions leads to a whole new series of materials which may advance

a wide range of applications, ranging from lighting to photocatalysis. Given

the stability of the parent material, evaluation in different chemical environ-

ments and under different ambient conditions is possible whilst retaining the

Ln-specific properties.

Within this chapterwe use for the first time a systematic experimentalmethod

to incorporate lanthanide ions in the UiO-66 framework and probe the elec-

tronic properties of these newmaterials. Althoughwe provide insight into the
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electronic transitions (which result in their absorption/emission behaviour)

using demanding first-principles computational techniques, we also establish

a more empirical model by exploiting recurrent features of the lanthanides.

Indeed, systematic behaviour emerges across the lanthanide series indepen-

dent of the chemical environment as all ions act chemically very similar. This

behaviour results in a typical ‘zig-zag’ curve across the lanthanide series that

displays the charge-state transition levels for lanthanide impurities in crys-

talline materials. Thanks to the systematics, the location of the charge-state

transition levels for all lanthanides can be predicted when one knows the lo-

cation of at least one such level for one lanthanide ion. [256–258] In this work,

the systematic properties of the lanthanide ions are used to construct band

diagrams of Ln-doped UiO-66, containing all fourteen Ln (2+/3+) and (3+/4+)

charge state transition levels, based on a small set of experimental absorption

and photoluminescence (PL) spectra. To our knowledge, this is the first time

a complex hybrid carrier material is evaluated using this methodology. Fur-

thermore, a Density Functional Theory (DFT) study of some of the selected

materials corroborates the findings of the empirical model and helps to un-

derstand the electronic structure changes observed for the different doped

frameworks. It bridges the gap between our novel Ln-MOFs and the existing

isovalently doped materials.

7.2 Materials and methods

7.2.1 Synthesis

UiO-66 was synthesized based on a general procedure by Biswas and co-

workers as discussed in section 2.4. The doping of the UiO-66 framework

was performed using a post-synthetic metal ion exchange procedure based

on procedures developed by Lau et al. [259] and Tu et al. [260] using different

metal precursors.

In this chapter, we dope UiO-66 with isovalent ions (Ti4+ (TiCl4(THF)2) and

Hf4+ (HfCl4(THF)2) ) and lanthanides (Ce
4+ (Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6), Eu

3+ (EuCl3 ·
xH2O), Yb

3+ (YbCl3 ·6H2O) and Nd
3+ (NdCl3 ·6H2O). To compare the spec-

troscopic properties of the pure UiO materials and doped materials, a pure

cerium based UiO was also prepared. Synthesis of UiO-66(Ce) was based on

a procedure by Lammert et al. [119]
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Titanium precursor

TiCl4(THF)2 was synthesized bymeans of a slightlymodified literaturemethod.

[241, 259] In a 250mL round-bottomed flask, TiCl4 (1.5 ml, 13.7 mmol) was

carefully added to 25mL anhydrous dichloroethane under argon atmosphere.

The light yellow clear solution was cooled to 0 ◦C in an ice bath before slowly

adding 4.3 mL (52.4 mmol) of anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF), resulting

in a clear, dark yellow-brown solution. Next, the product was precipitated

by adding 50mL of anhydrous n-hexane. The resulting yellow powder was

filtered off on a membrane filter and washed with n-hexane (2·25 mL) and

dried under vacuum overnight. The TiCl4(THF)2 was used immediately for

post-synthetic exchange. The powder could be stored for a few days under

inert atmosphere but then starts to decompose slowly with formation of HCl.

Doping procedure

The procedure starts with 0.5 mmol (0.12g, equiv. based on organic linkers)

UiO-66 that was dispersed in DMF and put for 10 minutes in the ultrasonic

bath. After adding 0.5mmolmetal precursor, the resultantmixturewas trans-

ferred to a microwave tube, sealed with a Teflon cap and heated to 120 ◦C for

4h. All samples had a 1 minute pre-stirring step and the MW power was 250

Watt. Hereafter, the powder was filtered off, washed several times with fresh

DMF and stirred over night in 50mLMeOH. The resultant UiO-66(Zr/M) was

dried under vacuum at 80◦C.

Synthesis UiO-66(Ce)

This synthesis is taken from Lammert et al. [119]. 213 —mol of linker (BDC or

fumaric acid) was introduced into a glass tube and dissolved in N,N-dimethyl

formamide (DMF) (1.2mL). After 10 min ultrasonification, an aqueous solu-

tion of cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate (400 —L, 0.53M) was added. The tube

was heated under stirring in a heating block for 15 min to 100 ◦C. The result-
ing pale yellow precipitate was filtered off, washed several times with DMF

and acetone and dried at 70◦C in dynamic vacuum.

7.2.2 Characterization

XRD, N2-sorption, XPS, UV/Vis and PL equipment were already introduced in

chapter 4 Bright-field scanning transmission electronmicroscopy (BF-STEM)

and EDX measurements were performed on a JEOL JEM-2200FS high resolu-

tion scanning transmission electron microscope equipped with an EDX spec-

trometer with a spatial resolution of 0.13 nm, image lens spherical aberration
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corrector, electron energy loss spectrometer (filter) and a field emission gun

(FEG) operating at 200 keV.

7.2.3 Empirical model for charge-state transition levels

Lanthanide ions show similar properties irrespective of their chemical envi-

ronment. [261] The 4f valence electrons are well shielded from the exterior

of the atom by the filled 5s and 5p shells, implying that a lanthanide ion

shows similar properties irrespective of its chemical environment. [261] A

well-known example are the 4fN-4fN luminescence spectra that are lanthanide-

specific, but change very little with the environment. This insensitivity to

the environment leads to a systematic behaviour across the lanthanide se-

ries resulting in a typical ‘zig-zag’ curve for various physical properties as a

function of the 4f occupation number of the lanthanides. Such curves are

often constructed in Ln-doped oxide materials to predict charge-transition

states of the whole series compared to the band edges of the host electronic

structure (Host Referred Binding Energy, HRBE) using experimental spectro-

scopic data. This methodology is reviewed in [256–258] and is known to give

transition level locations of lanthanide impurities in inorganic crystals within

accuracies of a few 100 meV2. Recently, an extension of the empirical rules

was proposed towards titanium. [262] Given the importance of Ti doping in

UiO-66 and the current interest for photocatalytic applications, we include

it in our empirical model as well. This offers a way to verify the model and

make the bridge between isovalent transition metal dopants and the Ln se-

ries.

7.2.4 Computational details

In addition to the empirical model used to construct the Ln charge state

transition levels, we also opted to further unravel the electronic properties

of a carefully selected subset of samples by using Density Functional The-

ory (DFT) based methods. Since the behaviour of Ln ions is notoriously dif-

ficult to predict with DFT, we only performed UiO-66:Ln calculations with

Ce4+. Because Ce4+ contains no 4f or 5d electrons, the electron correla-

tion is limited and DFT has been shown to provide reasonable qualitative re-

sults. [263,264] Periodic calculations revealed the band structures of the pris-

tine UiO-66, UiO-66(Ti), UiO-66(Hf) and UiO-66(Ce) material. These band

structure calculations are ground state calculations. Because excited state

calculations on periodic systems are still challenging within current compu-

tational models, we performed Time-Dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculations
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on some well-defined clusters. These calculations allowed us to study the

possible excitations and yielded qualitative information on the orbitals in-

volved.

Periodic models

Periodic calculations were performed on a 4-node unit cell within the VASP

package [188, 215], using the Projector Augmented Wave approach (PAW)

[216] with the recommended high precision GW PAW potentials [167] and

the PBE functional [217]. Although PBE is known to underestimate band

gaps severely, it has been observed in numerous studies that it reproduces

trends correctly as shown earlier in this work. The plane wave basis set had

a kinetic energy cut-off of 700 eV, and a Γ-only grid was used to sample the

first Brillouin zone. The equilibrium volume was obtained using a Rose-Vinet

equation-of-state fit (9 points between -4% and 4% of the equilibrium vol-

ume) [265] and the structures were relaxed at this volume, using an ionic

energy criterion of 10−4 eV and an electronic convergence criterion of 10−7

eV. Densities of states (DOS) were calculated using a Γ-centred 2×2×2 grid.

Calculations on cluster models

Calculations on cluster models were done in Gaussian09 [187] using DFT

on a series of simplified model systems. Both clusters with stoichiometry

Zr6−xXxO4(OH)4 (HCOO)12 andZr6−xXxO4(OH)4 (HCOO
−)10(HBDC)2were

used to investigate the influence of the dopant ion. In the previous chapters

we have shown that the combination of the B3LYP [201,202] functional with

a triple-“ Def2TZVP basis set [206] is a good choice for these cluster cal-

culations and hence we applied the same settings in this work. Geometry

optimization of the clusters was performed on the same level.

Two types of calculationswere performed: ground-stateDFT and Time-Dependent

DFT (TDDFT). In order to mimic the cluster after excitation and LMCT of the

framework, we performed ground-state DFT calculations on the model clus-

ter with one extra electron. [266] In this way, the system is forced in a dou-

blet spin state and a charge of -1. This allowed us to look into the ideal case

where the electron efficiently transfers to the inorganic node, and to study

the potential preferential sites in these nodes for the electron to reside. Ac-

tual modeling of excited states is computationally much more demanding.

TDDFT within its linear-response formulation offers a way to calculate ver-

tical transition energies, which can be linked to experimental UV/Vis spec-

tra. [180, 227, 267] To visually improve the similarity with the experimental
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spectra, a Gaussian distribution (ff=0.4 eV) was used to broaden the theoret-

ical transition energies.

7.3 Results and discussion

The first part of this work describes the synthesis and characterization of

the different doped UiO-66 samples in detail and provides an overview of the

discussed samples in this work. Secondly, spectroscopic techniques are used

to probe the electronic structure of the samples. Next, using the experimental

data, we reconstruct the typical lanthanide ‘zig-zag’ curve of the (2+/3+) and

(3+/4+) charge state transition levels relative to the UiO-66 band diagram.

Finally, via DFT calculations on cluster and periodical models, more insight is

obtained in the charge transfer processes in titanium- and lanthanide-doped

materials.

7.3.1 Synthesis and Characterization

We synthesizedUiO-66 dopedwith 5 different lanthanide and transitionmetal

ions using a post-synthetic cation exchange method. (see table 7.1). Post-

synthetic cation exchange is a synthetic technique that allows the modifica-

tion of existing stable materials and the production of systems with other-

wise unreachable compositions. [241, 268] It is only in the last decade that

the cation techniques applied to other inorganic materials [269–271] came

into use within MOF chemistry. Compared to a conventional solvother-

mal approach, which is an energy and time consuming process, the use of

a microwave-assisted approach as proposed for UiO-66 by Tu et al. [260] al-

lows for a drastic reduction in synthesis time from about a week to only a

few hours to obtain a similar loading. We based our procedure on this doping

strategy and extended its application to the incorporation of lanthanide ions

as dopant in the framework.

A thorough experimental characterizationwas performed on all samples shown

in table 7.1 and the data are provided in supporting information (section S2).

These data show that after the cation exchange, all samples retained their

crystallinity and porosity. Moreover, the shift of the low angle diffraction

peaks and the fact that no new peaks are observed in the XRD diffractogram

can suggest that dopant ions are included on a Zr site and that no other Ti-O

or Ln-O species are formed. Nitrogen sorption measurements indicate that

the original UiO material is well preserved since the materials retain their

high surface area (figure 7.3). However, the observed reduction can be due

to a partial blocking of the pores through e.g. absorbed metal precursors.
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Figure 7.2: XRD diffractograms of pristine UiO-66 compared to

different Ln-doped frameworks

Whether dopant ions are inserted on a Zr position in the metal node or are

adsorbed at a defect site is nevertheless still subject of much debate. [272]

Direct proof however is very hard to obtain and this matter still remains open

for discussion. A combination of two effects can also occur and can explain

the seemingly contradictory results.

The distribution of the dopant ions was verified using BF-STEM EDX mea-

surements. Figure 7.5 shows that the Ce4+ ions are distributed quite ho-

mogeneously and no cluster formation is observed. We however notice that

some surface enrichment can be seen, probably due to the diffusion limita-

tions of the precursor in the material. Similar measurements were performed

on Eu3+/Yb3+ doped samples (figures 7.6 and 7.7 ). In the following sections,

our focus will be mainly on the Ce4+- and Eu3+- doped materials. This gives

sufficient information to construct the charge state transition zig-zag curve

for both 2+/3+ and 3+/4+ transitions. Later in this work, they will be com-

pared to our DFT calculations on the pristine UiO-66 and Ti4+ doped mate-

rials.
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Figure 7.3: N2 uptake of doped UiO-66 samples.

Figure 7.4: XRD diffractograms of UiO-66(Ce), UiO-66:Ce4+

and UiO-66-fum(Ce)
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Sample name Metal ion concentrations linker

UiO-66 100% Zr4+ BDC

UiO-66(Ce) 100% Ce4+ BDC

UiO-66:Ce4+ 1-5% Ce4+ BDC

UiO-66-NH2:Ce
4+ 1-5% Ce4+ BDC-NH2

UiO-66-fum:Ce4+ 1-5% Ce4+ Fum

UiO-66:Nd3+ 1-5% Nd3+ BDC

UiO-66:Eu3+ 1-5% Eu3+ BDC

UiO-66:Yb3+ 1-5% Yb3+ BDC

UiO-66:Ti4+ 5% Ti4+ BDC

UiO-66-NH2:Ti
4+ 5% Ti4+ BDC-NH2

Table 7.1: Overview of samples studied in this work. The doped

samples are indicated as UiO-66:Xn+. Ion concentrations are

obtained by fitting of the (TEM/SEM)-EDX results and are prone

to large errors. However, similar loadings for all samples were

obtained. The loading of the UiO-66:Ti4+ was verified via In-

ductive Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-

OES). BDC is the benzene-1,4-dicarboyxlic acid linker, BDC-

NH2 is 2-amino-benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid and Fum repre-

sents fumaric acid.
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Figure 7.5: BF-STEM EDX profiles of Ce atoms (green) and Zr

atoms (red) within a UiO-66:Ce4+ sample.

Figure 7.6: BF-STEM EDX profiles of Eu (green) and Zr (red)
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Figure 7.7: BF-STEM EDX profiles of Yb (green) and Zr (red)

Figure 7.8: XRD diffractograms of the three pure UiOmaterials:

UiO-66(Zr), UiO-66(Ce) and UiO-66(Hf)
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7.3.2 Spectroscopy

UV/Vis and photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed to probe

the electronic structure of the UiOmaterials. The former give information on

direct transitions, directly related to the band gap of the material. Interpre-

tation of the latter is more involved, since excited state relaxations and inter-

system conversions are can occur before a photon is emitted by the material.

Combination of the two techniques allows to understand on a fundamen-

tal level the electronic structure of the materials and provides the necessary

information for the construction of the Ln zig-zag curve.

UV/Vis measurements of doped UiO-66:Xn+

When assessing the electronic properties of photoactive doped UiO materi-

als, it is instructive to compare the new materials to the known titanium-

doped UiO-66. Figure 7.9 shows the UV/Vis Kubelka-Munk function of pris-

tine UiO-66 and UiO-66:Ti4+ and of their amino-functionalized counterparts

obtained from Diffuse Reflectance measurements. The largest shift of the

absorption edge is due to the amine group of the linker-functionalized mate-

rial (region B in fig. 7.9). (see chapter 5) Comparing UiO-66 to UiO-66:Ti4+

material, we observe a shift and broadening of the UV edge due to the strong

Ti-O-Zr interactions (region A in fig. 7.9). The interaction of the metal node

with the linker also leads to a shift of the NH2 absorption of the amine-

functionalized materials (region C in fig. 7.9). The influence of the nearby

metal node on the absorption maximum of the linker (regions A and C) has
been observed and discussed in literature [243, 245] and will be discussed in

more detail later in the computational section of this work.

Figure 7.10 shows theUV/Vis spectra of UiO-66:4+ andUiO-66-X(Ce) (X=BDC,

fum) materials compared to the pristine UiO-66 and UiO-66-NH2 materials.

We find that independent of the chosen linker (fumaric acid or BDC) the

absorption edge of UiO-66-X(Ce) is the same. This indicates that the main

absorption in this material is due to a node-based transition rather than a

linker transition like in pristine UiO-66. Moreover, the change in band gap

is coincidentally about the same as induced by addition of a NH2 functional

group to the linker. We will show in the computational section that this is be-

cause insertion of cerium in the inorganic node introduces a new band within

the band gap of the pristine UiO-66, similar to what happens in aminofunc-

tionalized UiO-66.

Contrary to the pure cerium materials, the doped UiO-66:Ce4+ shows an

edge at 4 eV corresponding to the BDC linker transition, similar to pristine
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Figure 7.9: UV/Vis spectra in Kubelka-Munk units of pris-

tine UiO-66 and UiO-66-NH2 materials compared to Ti-doped

frameworks. Band A shows how the excitation of the aromatic

system is influenced by the metal node. The black arrow in-

dicates the shift caused by the changing coordination of the

linker. Band B corresponds to the absorption of the NH2 group.

Band C shows the change in the NH2 absorption due to the

interaction with Ti. Here again, the arrow indicates the shift

caused by the titanium.

UiO. However, a new broad band arises in the spectrum, starting at 2.5 eV,

which we attribute to a charge transfer process. This band is most likely

due to the Ce4+-O2− LMCT process. The position of this band will be used

to construct the charge state transition level curve for the (3+/4+) transition

further on.

UV/Vis reflectance spectra of the UiO-66:Yb3+ and UiO-66:Nd3+ materials

are given in figure 7.11. This data is given merely for completeness but is not

used in the subsequent discussion.
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Figure 7.10: UV/Vis spectra of a series of different Ce4+ UiO

samples compared to pristine UiO-66 and UiO-66-NH2. For the

nomenclature, see table 7.1.

Figure 7.11: UV/Vis reflectance spectra for Nd3+ and Yb3+ ma-

terials

Photo-Luminescence measurements

Eu3+ represents one of the spectroscopically most investigated lanthanide

ions due to its characteristic red luminescence lines. [273] A typical Jablon-
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ski diagram of a generic Eu3+-doped material is presented in figure 7.13 and

shows the different pathways that can occur after absorption of a photon by

the material. The excited linker can quickly decay to its ground state (fluo-

rescence) or the electron can be transferred via an IntersystemCrossing (ISC)

to a triplet state and then to the Eu3+ impurity. From there it decays from

different levels to the ground state, giving rise to characteristic peaks in the

emission spectrum.

Figure 7.12: Excitation and emission spectrum of pure tereph-

thalic acid (BDC linker). A broad emission band centered

around 400nm is observed.

Figure 7.15 shows the emission and excitation spectra of the UiO-66:Eu3+

sample. The red line shows a broad linker emission band (see supporting in-

formation section S3) ranging to about 550nm followed by the characteristic

Eu3+ intraconfigurational 4f6 lines. [273, 274] By measuring the excitation

spectrum for emission at two different wavelengths, we can investigate the

mechanisms leading to this specific emission. At 460 nm, only linker emission

is found and no Eu3+ emission. The excitation spectrum for emission at this

wavelength hence shows the characteristic broad band absorption which is

also observed for pristine UiO-66 (fig. 7.14) and which corresponds to photon

absorption of the linker followed by fluorescent decay. If we however look at

the spectrum measured at an emission of 615.5nm, corresponding to the 5D0
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Figure 7.13: A simplified Jablonski diagram showing the energy

transfer processes in a generic Eu3+ dopedMOF. The solid lines

indicate the absorption or emission of a photon, wavy lines rep-

resent non-radiative transitions (Intersystem crossing or energy

transfer)

→ 7F2 transition of Eu, more features arise. The narrow lines correspond to

direct excitation channels of the Eu atoms with following fluorescent decay.

More interesting is the broad band which we attribute to a charge transfer

band. We attribute this excitation to the O2−-Eu3+ LMCT and the value of

the edge (300nm, 4.1 eV) will be used to position the (2+/3+) transition levels

of all other lanthanides in the next section.

7.3.3 Charge-state transition levels

The limited sensitivity of lanthanides to the chemical environment leads to a

systematic behaviour across the lanthanide series resulting in a typical ‘zig-

zag’ curve for various physical properties across the Ln series. Such curves

are often constructed in Ln-doped oxide materials to predict the charge state

transition energies of the whole series compared to the band edges of the

host electronic structure (Host Referred Binding Energy, HRBE) by means

of only a few experimental data points. The LMCT offset obtained from the

UV/Vis data (2.5 eV) positions the Ce(3+/4+) level with respect to the HOCO

of the pristine UiO-66 band structure. The position of this data point (circled
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Figure 7.14: Photoluminescence emission and excitation spec-

trum of pristine UiO-66

dot of the black curve in figure 7.16) fixes the relative energies of the other

lanthanides (black line in fig. 7.16). Rogers et al. found that the Ti(3+=4+)

transition level can be found at approximately the same binding energy value

as the Eu(2+=3+) transition level. [262] Because of the relevance of Ti-doped

UiO-66, this transition level was also added to the diagram (Fig. 7.16).

Positioning of the (2+/3+) transition curve (blue line in figure 7.16) was pos-

sible from the PL measurements performed on UiO-66:Eu3+. The LMCT was

found to occur at 4.1 eV and fixes the Eu(2+/3+) charge state transition energy

for Eu (circled blue square in figure 7.16) and as a result the complete 2+/3+

curve.

The Coulomb correlation energy for Eu, which is typically used as the lan-

thanide of reference, amounts to 6.87 eV, a typical value calculated for ox-

ides. The correspondence with typical literature values (e.g. Dorenbos et

al. [275] confirms our correct interpretation of the excitation/emission spec-

tra. This value allows to calculate the location of the vacuum level in the

band diagram and hence calculate all binding energies relative to this values

(Vacuum-Referred Binding Energy, VRBE).
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Figure 7.15: Europium emission and excitation spectrum of

UiO-66:Eu3+

From the diagram in fig. 7.16, it is observed that the Ti(3+=4+) level and

hence the LMCT of Ti4+ is resonant with the material’s HOCO-LUCO gap,

explaining the improved electron mobility observed for this material after ex-

citation. The overlap between the Ti(3+=4+) level and the LUCO of UiO-66

is believed to be the cause for the increased photocatalytic activity for UiO-

66:Ti4+, since an excited electron of the linker has sufficient energy to move

to the dopant ion. Following the same reasoning, all Ln ions with charge

state transition levels near or below the UiO-66 LUCO region could poten-

tially be the target of an LMCT process upon excitation of the UiO host (e.g.

Pr, Sm or Tb). In order to validate this assumption, the transfer is investi-

gated in the next section via absolute luminescence intensity measurements.

Further on, DFT calculations will be performed on Ti- and Ce-doped samples

to corroborate our findings.
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Figure 7.16: Overlay of the band diagram of UiO-66 (grey) with

the charge state transition levels for the lanthanide series for

both (3+/4+) transitions (black zig-zag curve) and (2+/3+) tran-

sitions (blue zig-zag curve) incorporated as impurities in the

UiO-66 host. The curves are calibrated using the LMCT absorp-

tion edges obtained for UiO-66:Ce4+ (3+/4+) and UiO-66:Eu3+

(2+/3+) as indicated by the red circles. Titanium can also be

included using a recently proposed expansion of the empirical

model. [262] Values are referred to the vacuum (VRBE, Vacuum-

Referred Binding Energy) or relative to the hostmaterial (HRBE,

Host-Referred Binding Energy)
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Absolute intensities

From the PL measurements, we know that the unfunctionalized linker shows

a broad band emission, centred around 400 nm (see supporting information

section S3). This band is due to the recombination of the exciton, centred on

the linker, with emission of a photon. The doped UiO materials aim to im-

pede this direct recombination pathway by inducing energy transfer to the

metal ions. The opening of the new decay channel competes with the direct

recombination, resulting in a decrease of the linker emission band. The more

efficient the LMCT process, the larger the reduction of the linker emission,

offering a method to assess the efficiency of the energy transfer via LMCT.

Figure 7.17: Intensity of the linker emission band at 395nm for

the different doped UiO materials, excited at 300nm.

The most simple semi-quantitative method to compare absolute emission in-

tensities of powder samples consists ofmeasuring an ‘infinitely’ thick sample.

This is done by using a filled cup that is placed in the standard PL set-up.

Since the incoming light beam illuminates the entire sample, the emission

can be compared amongst different samples in the same set-up.

Table 7.2 shows the integrated intensities of the linker emission band of the

different doped UiO samples. They are normalized to the pure UiO-66 emis-
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Sample Integrated intensity (%)

UiO-66 100

UiO-66:Ce4+ 6

UiO-66:Nd3+ 71

UiO-66:Eu3+ 12

UiO-66:Yb3+ 14

UiO-66:Ti4+ 31

Table 7.2: Integrated intensities of the linker emission band

between 350 and 500nm excited at 300nm. The results are nor-

malized to the UiO-66 emission.

sion and are based on the emission spectra provided in supporting informa-

tion (section S3). One can observe that by doping the material, the resulting

linker emission diminishes, suggesting that it is now in competition with al-

ternative pathways. We see that Ti4+, Eu3+, Yb3+ and Ce4+ all lead to a

drastic decrease in intensity. For Ti and Eu we already discussed their bene-

ficial influence on the charge transfer pathway in UiO-66. Indeed, table 7.2

corroborates that an efficient LMCT can take place and the emission inten-

sity drops substantially. For the Ce4+ sample, almost a complete loss of the

emission peak is found. This could also be attributed to a fast energy transfer,

but possibly followed by fast energy dissipation via nonradiative pathways,

for which Ce4+ is notorious. [276, 277]

We also have a look at the other lanthanides not thoroughly discussed in the

previous sections. About the same drop in intensity as for Eu3+ and Ce4+

can be found for Yb3+. Figure 7.16 shows that the interband transition of

the host material resonates with the (2+/3+) charge state transition level of

the Yb ion, opening a decay pathway via this channel and hence lowering

the linker-based emission peak. On the other hand, incorporation of Nd3+

leads to a much smaller decrease in intensity. This trend corresponds to the

observations in figure 7.16, where e.g. Yb has a charge state transition level

near the UiO LUCO whilst the Nd(2+=3+) charge state transition occurs at

a much higher energy, meaning that a Nd charge transition will likely not

occur.

Figure 7.16 shows that many more possibilities arise for an efficient LMCT,

since also e.g. Sm and Tb show charge state transition levels within the UiO-

66 band gap. Further investigations of the different Ln-doped UiO-66 materi-

als can yield more insight in the decay pathways and could lead to materials
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with improved luminescent properties or increased photocatalytic activity.

However, as the results show, the resonance of the Eu or Yb charge state

transitions with the HOCO-LUCO energy gap indicates that these doped

materials would be first of choice for a further study.

7.3.4 Computational assessment

Cluster models

In order to gain more insight at a fundamental level, a DFT study was per-

formed on a selected subset of the samples. As introduced before, excited

state calculations on periodic systems are still challenging for current com-

putational models. We therefore performed TDDFT calculations on some

well-defined clusters. We focused on isovalent dopant ions (Ti or Hf) be-

cause isovalent substitution in UiO-66 is by now sufficiently understood to

serve as a reference and does not offer computational difficulties. In addition,

ground state calculations were performed on isovalently substituted UiO-66

with a single negative charge (and doublet spin state). This can serve as a

model of the cluster after charge transfer from the linker has occurred. Ob-

servation of the SOMO (Singly Occupied Molecular Orbital) yields insight in

the localization of this excess negative charge. Periodic data are presented

afterwards and offer insights in the ground state electronic structure, which

can be qualitatively linked to the observed changes in the experimental data.

First, we performed calculations on a series of simplified cluster models, con-

sisting of one inorganic node, terminated with formic acid, resulting in a to-

tal stoichiometry of Zr6−nMnO4(OH)4(HCOO)6 with M being Ti4+ or Hf4+.

Figure 7.18 shows three cluster models. Left, we show a node built from

6 Zr atoms. The SOMO orbital shows that the extra electron is uniformly

distributed over the whole node. The same is true for node depicted in the

middle of the figure, where the uppermost atom is replaced by a hafnium

atom. If we however insert a titanium atom on the same spot (right figure),

the electron now is localized on the empty 3d orbitals of the Ti atom.

Even though TDDFT calculations on these small clusters, without aromatic

linkers, are severely simplified model systems, inspection of the spectra ob-

tained this way shows some interesting results. The hafnium doped node

shows an almost identical spectrum as the pristine Zr node. On the contrary,

a peak arises around 320nm caused by the inserted Ti (fig.7.19). Depending

on the number of Ti atoms present in the cluster, the oscillator strength of

this transition rises and hence the absorption in the spectrum. It should be

noted that the 100% titanium UiO has not yet been synthesised as such and
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Figure 7.18: Cluster models of Zr6O4OH4(HCOO)12 (left),

Zr5Hf1O4(OH)4(HCOO)12 (middle, Hf is the top metal atom)

and Zr5Ti1O4(OH)4(HCOO)12 (right, Ti is the top metal atom)

calculated at the B3LYP/DEF2TZVP level with a -1 charge and

doublet spin state. These models show the localization of the

additional electron on the titanium 3d shell (right)

Figure 7.19: TDDFT spectra for simple formic acid terminated

clusters with 1 or more Zr replaced by Hf of Ti. The grey arrow

indicates the new peak rising as a function of the number of Ti

atoms in the cluster and corresponds to an O2−-Ti4+ excitation.

has to be considered as a limiting case to compare with the other materials.

Closer investigation of this transition learns that it concerns a transition from
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oxygen-centred p-orbitals (oxygen from the formate anions) towards the Ti

3d orbitals. This shift can be linked to the shift observed experimentally in

the A region of figure 7.9. Moreover, this LMCT band is predicted around 4

eV, which corresponds with both experimental (fig. 7.9) and empirical results

(fig. 7.16).

The simple cluster models allow to identify the absorption pathways aris-

ing upon doping the UiO material. However, the artificial replacement of

the linkers by formate anions results in the loss of linker states and is thus

a severe approximation. This is why we also studied more complex clusters

containing 1 Ti atom, in which two formate capping molecules were replaced

by HBDC linkers, terminated by a hydrogen to secure charge balance. The

general cluster structure is shown in figure 7.20 where the green atom indi-

cates the dopant and the R-group can be H or NH2. Since much interest has

gone to the amine-functionalized variants, showing an even larger increase

in photocatalytic activity, we also include an amine modified cluster model

in our calculations. The resulting spectra are shown in figure 7.20.

We notice that the results are qualitatively similar to those of fig. 7.19. If

we take a closer look at the three main features in the spectrum and couple

these to the corresponding orbital transitions (see figure 7.21) we find some

characteristic behaviour. Region A of fig. 7.19 corresponds to the classical

HOMO-LUMO excitation of the linker. The shift of this peak upon inclusion

of a titanium atom corresponds to the shift of absorption edges observed

experimentally for these materials (indicated as region A in figure 7.9). In

region B, not only the BDC-NH2 absorption arises as a small peak just be-

low 400nm, but also a clear absorption caused by the included Ti. In this

transition the most important contribution to the orbitals is moved from the

p-orbitals of the oxygen atoms of the surrounding carboxylate groups to the

Ti 3d orbital (figure 7.21B). This transition is similar to the one observed in

the small cluster models shown in figure 7.19. Finally, region C in figure

7.19 contains a feature only observed in the amino-functionalized material

which has not been reported thus far. It shows a transition between the aro-

matic ring of the linker, more specifically the HOMO of the complete cluster,

and a Ti 3d orbital. This transition only occurs when both an amine group

and a Ti atom are present in the system. This gives an indication to why

amine-functionalized UiO-66:Ti4+ shows the largest photocatalytic activity

in literature. [243, 244]
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Figure 7.20: TDDFT absorption spectrum (B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p),

30 states) for extended cluster models. (left) The basic cluster

model has a stoichiometry of Zr5XO4OH4(HCOO)10(BDC-R)2
with R = H, NH2 and X = Zr, Ti (right). For the shaded regions

A, B and C, see text.

Periodic models

In order to gain further insight at a fundamental level, a DFT study was per-

formed on isovalently substituted UiO-66 and UiO-66(Ce) using a periodic

model.Figure 7.22 shows the DOS for the four considered structures, consist-

ing of pure Zr, Hf, Ti or Ce nodes. Pure UiO-66(Ti) has not been synthesised

as such and has to be considered as a limiting case to compare with the other

materials.

As shown by fig. 7.22, the DOS of the Zr and Hf material show almost no

difference at all, since the electronic characteristics of the bare ions are very

similar. This behaviour was also found experimentally by Nasalevich and co-

workers [147] and in the previous section displaying our cluster calculations.

On the other hand, introducing titanium in the metal node alters the LUCO

states of the material by introducing 3d states that are sufficiently low in

energy to go below the linker-based band forming the LUCO of the pristine
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Figure 7.21: Orbitals contributing to the three main excitations

observed in the spectrum of figure 7.20 for cluster D.

UiO-66. The overlap between the Ti 3d and the linker orbitals gives evidence

for the better charge transfer possibilities of the material, explaining the in-

creased photocatalytic activity observed for this material.

Periodic calculations on the UiO-66(Ce) show the appearance of a broad band

within the original HOCO-LUCO gap of the material. This band consists of

the empty 4f orbitals of the Ce ions. In the 4+ state, these orbitals are com-

pletely empty and hence form the new LUCO state of the material. There-

fore, the LUCO changes from ligand-based to metal-based, similar to the

Ti-doped material, although no energetic overlap between the new and orig-

inal LUCO states is now observed. The gap state caused by the introduced

cerium occurs at the same energy as the state introduced by an amine group

in UiO-66-NH2 as previously observed. [?] Note that although the effect on
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Figure 7.22: DOS of (from top to bottom) UiO-66(Ti), UiO-

66(Zr), UiO-66(Hf) and UiO-66(Ce)

the overall band gap is comparable as observed in fig. 7.10, both excitations

are physically different. The amine group creates a new HOCO state, since

this band is completely filled, and results in a linker-based absorption. In

contrast, cerium brings down the LUCO state and an excitation to a cerium

level is observed.

The Ce f band can be qualitatively linked to the results obtained in the pre-

vious subsections of this work. The broad band observed in the absorption

spectrum of figure 7.10 was already attributed to a charge transfer channel.

The appearance of the empty 4f band of Ce in the DOS within the band gap

of the pristine UiO-66 is energetically reachable for an electron that has been

excited to the linker LUMO via an energy transfer process. Moreover, the lo-
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cation of this 4f band shows a good correspondence with the thermodynamic

(3+/4+) charge state transition level shown in figure 7.16. The occurrence of

4f levels in the band gap of UiO-66 indicates that Ce can take different charge

states depending on the Fermi level location and that a charge transfer tran-

sition, measurable by optical spectroscopy, is to be expected. Equivalently,

this means that a charge-state transition level will be present in the band gap.

This is in correspondence with the empirical model (Fig. 7.16). The location

of the Kohn-Sham single-particle levels (Fig. 7.22) is not exactly the same as

the location of the charge-state transition level. This is however not to be

expected given their different physical meaning [?,?,?,?]

7.4 Catalysis

In order to support our discussion of the electronic structure of the doped

UiO materials and their influence on the electron mobility, a catalytic study

would be needed to further corroborate some of our findings and predictions.

We performed photocatalytic measurements using a batch and a flow reactor

set-up for the gas-phase degradation of several VOCs but unfortunately the

overall activity was very limited as compared to liquid-phase reactions which

are more common for these materials in literature. However, UiO materials

show a large absorption capacity for these volatile organic compounds, of-

fering possibilities for combined absorption/degradation materials for these

pollutants.

In order to test the activity of the samples, a long batch run was performed

for the degradation of ethanol. Three representative samples are presented in

figure 7.23. Pristine UiO-66 did not show any degradation after a 7 hours run.

On the contrary, we observe a small degradation of EtOH when performing

the runs with Ti-doped samples. For comparison, a run using the P25 refer-

ence catalyst shows amuch faster degradationwithin the same timewindow.

However, the results already give an indication that both linker- and node-

functionalization are great tools to improve the photocatalytic activity.

To conclude this chapter, the obtained results in the the flow reactor for the

breakdown of acetaldehyd are provided in table 7.3. The flow set-up allows

for a fast screening of several samples.

From this table, we can see that although some breakdown is measured in

each cycle, the results are all worse than the Ti doped samples. The best per-

forming Cerium material appears to be the UiO-66(Ce4+) structure. Further
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Figure 7.23: Run to compare activities of two titanium doped

samples: UiO-66:Ti4+ and UiO-66-OH:Ti4+. Pristine UiO-66

showed no degradation. For comparison, a run using P25 (TiO2)

is added as a reference.

Sample AcAl breakdown (ppm) (%)

UiO-66 0.0

UiO-66-NH2 0.0

UiO-66:Ti4+ 0.8

UiO-66-NH2:Ti
4+ 1.0

UiO-66:Ce4+ 0.1

UiO-66-NH2:Ce
4+ 0.2

UiO-66(Ce4+) 0.5

Table 7.3: Amount of acetaldehyde that has been broken down

within 1 cycle (20min).

catalytic tests also including e.g. humid air should be carried out. Also, the

reaction time was only 20 minutes for each run, which appears to be to lim-

ited if we compare to the batch reactor results.

From this section we can conclude that the preliminary catalytic results are
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promising, but that further detailed study of the reaction conditions is needed.

7.5 Conclusion

Lanthanide MOFs represent an interesting class of materials with specific

electronic properties exploitable for luminescent and photocatalytic applica-

tions. Unfortunately, pure Ln-MOFs are notoriously unstable and difficult to

synthesise. In this work, a simple microwave-assisted synthesis methodol-

ogy is proposed for the fast incorporation of transition metal and lanthanide

cations in the robust UiO-66 material, opening an entire new set of highly

stable materials with unprecedented electronic properties. Combining spec-

troscopic data with computational results allowed to understand the changes

in electronic structure of the differentmaterials in a synergistic way. By using

experimentally observed LMCT values in Ce- and Eu-doped UiO samples, a

charge state transition curve for both the (2+/3+) transition and the (3+/4+)

transition was constructed with respect to the band structure of the host

material for the entire Ln series (see fig. 7.16) . Absolute intensity measure-

ments confirmed this model showing that for dopants with transition levels

resonant to the HOCO-LUCO gap of the UiO-66 an extra decay pathway

becomes available. Further confirmation was obtained using DFT calcula-

tions. For isovalently substituted samples, only Ti shows a LMCT pathway

whilst pure Zr or Hf nodes do not. This is because Ti 3d levels overlap ener-

getically with the linker LUMO state whilst Hf and Zr states only occur in a

higher energy range. Cerium insertion in the node introduces an empty 4f

band within the pristine UiO-66 band gap. Similar charge transitions were

observed for Yb and Eu, identifying these Ln-based material as prime candi-

dates in further catalytic studies. Moreover, the general applicability of our

synthesis procedure combined with the stability of the proposed materials

may encourage researchers to conduct further studies and open up a new

chapter in Ln-MOF luminescence and photocatalytic studies.
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8
Improving charge transfer via defect

engineering

8.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described the use ofmetal dopants to reduce theΔELMCT

and engineer the electronic structure to improve the inefficient charge trans-

fer of the pristine material. In this chapter, we discuss missing linker defects

as an alternative pathway to engineer the electronic structure of UiO-66(Zr)

and thus its photocatalytic activity. To the best of our knowledge, this work

is the first thorough discussion of the influence of different defect structures

on the electronic structure of MOFs and the intentional use of defects to en-

gineer it.

Defect engineering is a rising topic within MOF research and offers inter-

esting new opportunities. [278, 279] Both missing linker and missing cluster

defects can occur in UiO and appear to yield stable frameworks. Lillerud et

al. showed that defects are inherently present in UiO-66 frameworks under

normal synthesis conditions. They moreover succeeded in designing syn-

thesis procedures to obtain a defect-free UiO-66(Zr) [280] or to incorporate

additional defects. [281] The incorporation of multiple types of defects in a

highly controllable manner [280–282] was found to lead to different mechan-

ical properties, [283] catalytic behavior, [128, 219, 284–286] and absorption

properties. [287, 288]

159
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Defects are inherently part of any material. Although producing defects

requires energy, their formation is favored entropically. Depending on the

conditions, the formation free energy of a defect at finite temperature can

therefore be sufficiently low to enable its creation. While the synthesis of

a defect-free UiO- 66(Zr) crystal is possible [280] and can be an objective,

defects may also be desirable as they introduce properties that the perfect

crystalline material does not possess. Without missing linkers, the Zr atoms

in the octahedral nodes are fully coordinated and are not as accessible as

active sites. Moreover, missing linkers alter the node structure and thus the

corresponding electronic properties. This is of interest for photocatalytic ap-

plications of UiO-66(Zr) and will be the subject of this chapter.

The results and text of this chapter are based on:

Missing Linkers: An Alternative Pathway to UiO-66 Electronic Struc-
ture Engineering
A. De Vos, K. Hendrickx, P. Van Der Voort, V. Van Speybroeck and K. Le-

jaeghere, Chem. Mater., 2017, 29, 3006-3019

Contribution: I performed the cluster calculations and partially wrote the

manuscript

8.2 Results and discussion

8.2.1 Defect structures

A (missing linker) defect structure is created by removing a number of ben-

zene dicarboxylate linkers, BDC2−, from the pristine UiO-66. We look at

defect structures created by removing one, two, or three linkers from a four-

node unit cell. In order to describe the calculations in a systematic way, we

opted to introduce a general notation to uniquely define UiO-66 defect struc-

tures. Our notation improves upon previous classifications recently proposed

in the literature, [128, 283, 289] since the structural characteristics of the de-

fect configuration can be deduced from the name.

There are many ways to remove linkers from a UiO-66 crystal. The number

of symmetrically inequivalent ways that linkers can be removed depends on

the number of removed linkers and the size of the unit cell. We introduce a

general, transparent notation here that depends on the size of the unit cell

and thus accounts for the periodicity of the defect structure. It is also easily
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extended toward larger unit cells.

When l linkers are removed from an n-node unit cell, we can note the re-

sulting defect structure as (CN(1)¸, CN(2)˛ , …, CN(n)�){i}, representing the

structure of the material from the point of view of the nodes. Each node

configuration, CN¸, is described by its coordination number (CN), to which

a subscript is added (¸, …, �) to differentiate between nodes with the same

coordination number but with a different symmetry. The subscript set {i}
indicates the

` l
2

´
interlinker distances between the centers of the l removed

linkers and serves to remove any remaining ambiguity. These indices are ex-

pressed in terms of coordination shell numbers: 245, for example, means that

there are three missing linkers that are second-, fourth-, and fifth-nearest

neighbours. Because our notation fully determines the defect structure, the

order of the node configurations does not matter. By convention, we order

by increasing coordination number and then by alphabetical subscript.

shell ILD (-)

1 0.354

2 0.500

3 0.612

4 0.707

5 0.866

Table 8.1: Subscript used in our defect structure notation to in-

dicate the distance between the centers of the removed link-

ers. This interlinker distance (ILD) has been normalized with

respect to the lattice constant of the four-node unit cell of UiO-

66. It does not take into account potential relaxation caused by

removing linkers.

This work considers unit cells with four Zr nodes per unit cell, removing up

to three linkers. The possible node configurations and interlinker distances

are listed in Figure 8.1 and Table 8.1, respectively. In contrast to the available

notations, our notation, e.g. (10a,10a,12,12)4, shows at first sight that two

linkers are removed from a four-node unit cell with the second linker in the

fourth coordination shell of the first, leaving nodes of both 12 and 10a node

configurations.

To ensure neutrality of the inorganic node, the removed negative charge can

be compensated by adding a negative ligand [289,290] or by removing a posi-

tive proton from the node. [283,291,292] Bristow et al. [289] compared differ-
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Figure 8.1: Node configurations created by removing zero, one,

two or three linkers. Zr atoms are represented in green, O atoms

in red and H atoms in white. Red lines indicate where a linker is

missing and black squares indicate a removed hydrogen atom

to ensure charge neutrality.

ent charge compensation methods for the one-defect structure, (11,11,12,12),

and concluded that the acetate cappingmechanism (CH3COO
−), which closely

resembles the missing BDC2− linker, was the most stable. However, the ac-

etate cap effectively shields the Zr electrons from potential reactants. In con-

trast, undercoordinated Zr sites provide more efficient active sites for catal-

ysis. They are created by removing a proton from the inorganic node, for ex-

ample through reaction with the acetate termination, leaving the node free

of both acetate cap and proton. During the process of alternating capping

and decapping of the node, the bare node is expected to play the most im-

portant role in photocatalytic reactions. In this work, we will therefore only

consider deprotonated nodes.
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8.2.2 Electronic properties

As explained before, in an ideal photocatalyst, the excited linker electrons

should be easily transferred to the node’s unoccupied d orbitals. Such an

efficient charge transfer requires reducing ΔELMCT (see Figure 2.17 ). One

possible route is to substitute Zr by other metals as described in the previous

chapter. On the other hand, because the removal of linkers alters the nodes,

it may lower the unoccupied d orbitals as well. In the next sections, we dis-

cuss the DOS of all defect structures created by removing one, two, or three

linkers from a four-node unit cell, focusing on the change in the unoccupied

d orbitals. To assess the impact of LMCT on the d orbitals, we also performed

cluster calculations.

Density of states

A selection of the most relevant DOS is shown in Figure 8.2. Some trends

among the different defect structures can be identified. The density of states

of the one-defect structure, (11,11,12,12), is almost identical to that of the

defect-free UiO-66(Zr), for example (see Figure 8.2). More importantly, the

lowest unoccupied d orbitals in the DOS are unchanged. The environment

of the Zr atoms in the 11-fold coordinated nodes is apparently not altered

sufficiently to influence the character and position of the lowest unoccupied

d orbitals, leavingΔELMCT unaltered.

Although the removal of one linker introduces charge fluctuations, there is

no locally amplified effect between neighboring Zr atoms, with charge imbal-

ances on each face of the node’s octahedron canceling out. The only differ-

ence in electronic structure between the defect-free and the one-defect struc-

ture is seen at the top of the HOCO, where the exact ordering of linker and

node states moreover depends slightly on the level of theory. [147, 155, 293]

There, the — 3-OH,O node states split off a filled gap state because the linker

removal lifts the equivalence of the different oxygen atoms. Although this

lowers the effective band gap of the material, it does not change the linker

excitation energy, ΔEabs , as the linker states are unaltered (see Figure 8.2).

The DOS of the two-defect structures show a similar — 3-OH,O node state

splitting, again leaving ΔEabs unaltered. More importantly, however, some

defect structures also exhibitmodified unoccupied d orbitals, decreasingΔELMCT .

This is the case for all defect structures that contain a 10-fold coordinated

node, while no change is seenwhen only 11-fold coordinated nodes are present.

The largest shift of the lowest unoccupied d orbitals is seen for the (10d ′ ,11,11,12)1
(see Figure 8.2) and (10d ,11,11,12)1 defect structures. For both 10d and 10d ′
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Figure 8.2: Density of states of the pristine, one-, two-, and

three-defect structure where all missing linkers were connected

to a single node. Red and black curves represent different spin

channels, and all DOS are aligned with respect to the pristine

—-OH,O node states. Blue and green indicate linker and node

states, respectively.

nodes, the removed linkers are adjacent and connected to the same Zr atom.

This suggests that a strongly localized distortion of the environment of the

Zr atoms substantially lowers the energy of the d orbitals, potentially im-

proving the photocatalytic activity.

Finally, among three-defect structures, a lowering of the lowest unoccupied

d orbitals is quite common, decreasing ΔELMCT while ΔEabs remains con-

stant. This is partly because many of these defect structures contain 10-fold

coordinated nodes. The 9-fold coordinated nodes moreover affect the un-

occupied d orbitals as well. Defect structures (9d ,10c ,11,12)111 (see Figure

8.2) and (9h′ ,11,11,11)111 show the lowest unoccupied d orbitals and smallest

ΔELMCT , outperforming two-defect structures with 10d or 10d ′ nodes. These

three-defect structures contain 9-fold coordinated nodes where the environ-

ment of the Zr atoms is locally strongly distorted. In the 9d node, three

linkers are missing from a single Zr atom, while for 9h′ the three linkers are

removed from a single octahedral face of the node.
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The position of the unoccupied d orbitals in the DOS, related to ΔELMCT ,

is not the only relevant quantity. It is also interesting to see what these d

orbitals look like in real space. Such a visualization gives a first impression of

how electrons, transferred from the excited linker states, are localized on the

target nodes. Figure 8.3 shows the example of a 9d ,10c ,11,12)111 defect struc-

ture where the unoccupied d orbitals are localized on different node types.

Both defect-free and 11-fold coordinated nodes are characterized by d-states

spread over the entire node, while the d orbitals are much more localized in

10- and 9-fold coordinated nodes. In the latter case, the d orbitals are lower

in energy and located at sites where the linkers have been removed, ideal for

a photocatalytic reaction.

Besides missing linkers, Lillerud et al. recently also discussed the presence of

missing nodes as one of the major defect types in UiO-66(Zr). [281] However,

removing a complete node has a similar effect on the electronic structure as

removing linkers (see Figure 8.4), since the removed node itself does not affect

the electronic structure and the edges of the defect consist of nodes with one

additional linker missing.

The above observations show that changes in the Zr unoccupied d orbitals are

driven by the local environment of the nodes. The behavior of the d orbitals

can therefore be deduced to a large extent from the type of nodes present

in the defect structure. When only 11-fold coordinated nodes are available,

almost no change is seen compared to pristine UiO-66(Zr). However, when

more linkers per node are removed, the d orbitals lower in energy and the

electron localizes near the site of the missing linkers. The observed energy

lowering and electron localization moreover suggest an improved photocat-

alytic activity. Note that the strongest effects are not necessarily seen for the

lowest- energy node types. However, several low-energy nodes also display a

noticeable change in the lowest unoccupied d orbitals. One could moreover

wonder how important the role of nodes with multiple missing linkers is for

photocatalysis, since removing a single linker already suffices to generate an

active site. Indeed, the removal of each additional linker generates a sup-

plementary energy cost, but it leads to nodes with increased charge transfer

capabilities. In addition, specialized synthesis procedures exist to introduce

more defects, [219] leading to lower coordinated nodes with more favorable

properties. The 10-fold and 9-fold coordinated nodes are therefore expected

to play an important role in the material’s photocatalytic activity, be it by

nature or by design.
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Figure 8.4: Removal of a node from the 4-node unit cell (right)

compared to a 4-defect structure in which the linkers are re-

moved to created corresponding node configurations present

in a missing node defect structure (left). Red and black curves

represent different spin channels and all DOS are aligned with

respect to the pristine —-OH,O node states. Blue and green in-

dicate linker and node states, respectively

Singly Occupied Molecular Orbitals

In an idealized process, a separation of the exciton occurs via a migration

of the electron to the unoccupied Zr d orbitals. Although our periodic cal-

culations provide much insight in the ground state electronic structure of

UiO-66 materials, it is also instructive to consider what happens after this
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ligand-to-metal charge transfer occurs. To obtain more insight into the be-

haviour of the system after charge transfer, calculations were performed on

isolated nodes, replacing linkers by formate termination groups. Indeed, our

periodic analysis shows that the properties of individual nodes are to a large

extent indicative of the overall properties of the material. The excited clus-

ter is mimicked via ground state DFT calculations, adding one extra electron

to the cluster by artificially imposing a -1 charge and a doublet state. While

the LUCO in periodic calculations is localized on the linkers (see Figure 2.17),

these states are not present in a node cluster model, so the targeted Zr node

orbitals become the lowest unoccupied states. This negatively chargedmodel

system therefore represents the idealized situation in the framework after ex-

citation and charge transfer.

Figure 8.5: The SOMO of calculated cluster configurations with

one surplus electron.

Analysis of the orbital contributions to the newly created singly occupied

molecular orbital (SOMO) gives information on the sites where the electron

preferentially resides. For this analysis, we consider a representative set of
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node types, the 12, 11, 10a−d ′ , 9d , and 9h node configurations, to cover the

most important structural features present in the different defect structures.

Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.5 allow us to identify the general trends in the chang-

ing orbital contributions.

The node with only one defect shows almost no changes in orbital contribu-

tions compared to the perfect 12-fold configuration. The extra electron gets

delocalized over the whole node. This means that transfer of the electron to a

reactant approaching the defect will hardly be improved via a singly defected

node. The node configurations with two missing linkers show larger differ-

ences in orbital contributions and a less uniform distribution throughout the

inorganic node. The effect is again the most pronounced in nodes 10d−d ′ ,

where two linkers are missing from a single Zr atom (see Figure 8.5). The

orbital contributions of the thrice defected Zr atoms to the SOMO, present

in the 9-fold coordinated nodes, increase even further. These cluster-based

SOMOs resemble the unoccupied d orbitals of the periodic calculations (see

Figure 8.3), where d orbitals are highly localized on defected nodes with the

highest contributions on the lowest coordinated Zr (see Figure 8.3(left)). One

can calculate the contributions of an atomic orbital ffl— to the SOMO via a

Mulliken approach:

% = C2
— + C—

X
� �=—

C�S�— (8.1)

with C— the expansion coefficient of the SOMO in terms of atomic orbital ffl—

and S�— the overlap between two atomic orbitals ffl— and ffl� .

In general, we observe that the contributions from the Zr atoms, compared

to the other atoms in the node, increase as the number of defects on the node

becomes larger. If one looks at the calculated orbital contributions of node

9d , for example,the thrice defected Zr atom accounts for half of the orbital

contributions to the SOMO. Together with the singly defected Zr atoms in

that node type, this amounts up to almost 80% of the SOMO contributions.

This shows that when an electron can migrate to a defected node, it will

preferably reside on the most defected Zr atom. The preferential localization

of the excited electron thus enhances the possibility for a reaction to occur

at a defect site, since the electron will be more accessible for approaching

reactants.
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Zr3×(%) Zr2×(%) Zr1×(%) Zr0×(%) Σ Zr(%)

12 - - - 6.3 38

11 - - 4.5 6.8 36

10a - - 4 16.5 49

10b - - - 12.3 64

10c - 2 4.5 7 32

10d - 27 19 7.7 88

10d’ - 35 15.5 6.3 85

9d 49 - 10 7 93

9h - 21.7 - 9.3 93

Table 8.2: Orbital contributions of Zr-centred atomic orbitals to

the SOMO, calculated via a Mulliken approach. Contributions

from all Zr types (e.g. Zr3 represents a thrice defected Zr atom,

Zr0 is a Zr atom with full 8-fold coordination) present in a cer-

tain node configuration are shown, normalized to the number

of zirconiums of that type.

TDDFT calculations

Similar to the methodology followed in the previous chapters we also studied

the actual excited states via TDDFT. The calculated spectra for the studied

defect clusters are provided in figure 8.6. Though we see that the shifts do

change within the presented series, the differences are too small to compare

with our experimental data. Since no new information could be obtained

from these calculations we merely present them for completeness and will

not provide an extensive treatment.
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Figure 8.6: TDDFT results for different defect nodes
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8.3 Conclusions

When designing UiO-66 frameworks for photocatalysis, different pathways

are available to engineer their absorption and charge transfer capabilities.

Moreover, thanks to the largely independent behaviour of linkers and inor-

ganic nodes, these effects can be studied separately. This chapter discusses

the influence of missing linker defects on the electronic structure of UiO-66-

type frameworks. Missing linker defects mostly affect the local node geome-

try and therefore offer an alternative route to node modification, which was

thus far only achieved through metal substitution.

The electronic properties were shown to be determined by the node config-

urations present in the unit cell. Linker removal results in a change of the

environment of the affected Zr atoms, which often lowers their unoccupied

d orbitals (ΔELMCT ) and increases charge transfer likelihood, therefore im-

proving the photocatalytic activity. On the other hand, the linker states re-

main almost constant for all defect structures (ΔEabs ), corroborating the idea

of orthogonal tuning of the electronic structure. We showed that the effect

of missing linkers on the unoccupied d orbitals is highly dependent on the

number of defects and their configuration. It was observed that only when

two or more missing linkers are removed from the same node, a noticeable

energy lowering of the d orbitals is obtained. This lowering was found to be

the largest when the removed linkers are connected to a single Zr atom, as

this drastically changes the environment of that atom.

Furthermore, we investigated the localization of the excited electron after

LMCT by means of a simple cluster model. We showed that for a sufficient

number of missing linkers, the excited electron will preferentially be located

on the lowest coordinated Zr atoms, in line with the periodic results, which

is beneficial for further catalytic steps with the material.
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9.1 Conclusions

One of the major scientific challenges of the 21st century is the change from

energy intensive and polluting processes to green and sustainable alterna-

tives. A promising approach is the conversion of solar energy, an abun-

dant and incessant energy source, into chemical energy via photocatalytic

processes. MOFs offer an interesting platform, since their inherent modu-

lar nature resembles that of the natural photo-active complexes and results

in a unique electronic structure. The materials studied in this work show a

complex quasi-localised band structure, offering interesting possibilities their

electronic structure by adjusting the constituting parts. However, in the pris-

tine material, large band gaps and bad overlaps are impeding efficient photo-

catalytic activity. In order to improve this, one needs to understand first the

influences of the different modifications that can bemade to the frameworks.

In chapters 5 and 6, we focussed on modifications made to the linkers and

their influence on the intrinsic light-absorption properties of the materials.

We investigated the optical characteristics of substituted UiO-66-X frame-

works using ab initio methods, in direct comparison to experimental mea-

surements. We proposed a bottom-up approach and studied the complex

electronic structure of the frameworks by first studying its smallest con-

stituents (linkers, metal nodes) and reconstructing part by part the periodic

framework. We found that the band gap decrease relates to the choice of sub-

stituents and discuss this in function of a gap-state, inserted by the electron-

173
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donating group. Inspection of the orbitals contributing to the different elec-

tronic transitions showed that LMCT is very ineffective in these materials.

Furthermore, via advancedMD simulations, we showed that vibrations of the

linkers in several UiO-type materials change the absorption wavelength. We

also discussed the changes upon inclusion of a free linker inside the frame-

work.

The next part of the thesis, starting with chapter 7 discussed several strate-

gies to improve the charge transfer characteristics of the UiOmaterials. First,

we applied a microwave-assisted metal exchange methodology to construct

a series of doped UiO frameworks (Ti, Hf, Eu, Yb, Nd, Ce). This methodol-

ogy allows to do post-synthetic metal-exchange in robust MOFs much faster

than with conventional autoclaves. Synthesis times and required energy

could be greatly reduced, from 5 days in a muffle furnace towards 4h in

a microwave. Characterization of these doped materials is very hard. Al-

though we obtained structural information through a big set of techniques,

more specialised analysis is necessary to gain information about the actual

surrounding of the lanthanide ions and their distribution within the UiO-66

framework.

Via a combined experimental and computational study we studied the in-

fluence of the dopants to the electronic properties of the material. The un-

derstanding of the electronic structure is of paramount importance not only

for the use of UiO-66(Zr/Ti) in photocatalytic applications, but also gives im-

portant input for their use in other electronic applications. A spectroscopic

study of the Ln-doped materials allowed us to construct via simple empirical

models the charge-state transition curve for the whole Ln series with respect

to the host band structure. Further experimental and computational stud-

ies confirmed this model. After the mechanistic investigation, the materials

were tested in a photocatalytic batch and flow reactor for their use in VOC

breakdown reactions. Although their activity is very low, we show clearly

that the doping of the framework is essential to observe catalytic activity.

In chapter 8, we present a theoretical study of defects and discuss their pos-

sibilities as a completely different pathway to engineer the electronic struc-

ture of UiO-66. The electronic properties were shown to be determined by

the node configurations present in the unit cell. Linker removal results in

a change of the environment of the affected Zr atoms, which often lowers

their unoccupied d orbitals (ΔELMCT ) and increases charge transfer likeli-

hood, therefore improving the photocatalytic activity. On the other hand,

the linker states remain almost constant for all defect structures (ΔEabs ).

Furthermore, we investigated the localization of the excited electron after
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LMCT by means of a simple cluster model. We showed that for a sufficient

number of missing linkers, the excited electron will preferentially be located

on the lowest coordinated Zr atoms, in line with the periodic results, which

is beneficial for further catalytic steps with the material.

Generally, this work shows that thanks to the decoupling between node- and

linkerbased effects on the electronic properties of UiO-66 type frameworks,

a set of possible routes can be deduced for a careful engineering of the elec-

tronic structure of 0D MOFs with similar structures as UiO-66 (e.g. MOF-5).

Combining the knowledge of linker functionalization, metal-doping and de-

fect engineering can now pave the way for a more fundamental reasoning

when MOFs are designed for their use in electronic applications.

9.2 Perspectives

The possibilities of carefully engineered MOFs for electronic applications are

still exploited to a too small extent. We hope that we convinced the reader

by now that the unique structure of MOFs can give new perspectives to tai-

lored photocatalysis and luminescence applications. In addition, the elec-

tronic structure engineering may also be of broader use in promising new

fields such as semiconducting [294] or conductive MOFs [158] and dynamic

magnetic frameworks. [73]

Starting from this research, it would be advisable to first obtain more struc-

tural information on the inclusion of the dopant ions in the framework. It

is a very hard task, but from the data presented in this work, no conclusive

image could be put forward. A suggestion would be to perform high reso-

lution x-ray measurements at a synchotron radiation source (XRD, XANES,

EXAFS,…)

When no doubt remains about the structures of the doped UiO, this study

can becontinued and more fundamental information can be obtained. For

example the interplay between defects and the doped materials can be inves-

tigated, especially for the luminescence properties of the Ln ions. Moreover

combination of the fingerprint methodology and defect studies with far-IR

and advanced spectroscopic techniques could inmy opinion advance the field

of defect engineering.

The extension of the models put forward in this thesis to other materials with

similar structures could be very relevant to verify the suggestion that elec-
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tronic structure engineering via our methodology can be straightforwardly

extended to these structures. If this would be the case, a prediction of rele-

vant structures could be combined with the lanthanide empirical model and

be an interesting guidance for experimentalists to design a MOF material

with engineered electronic characteristics.

Also the photocatalysis should be extended to different reactions, since the

gas phase reactions appear to be too low in activity. Higher concentrations of

dopants, or e.g. moisture in the reaction chamber could improve the results.

Evaluating the materials in more high-end liquid phase reactions could also

be of great interest since proof-of-concept reactions (methylene blue degra-

dation, Cr(VI) reduction,…) appeared to be very active.
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Figure S1. XRPD patterns of all the pristine MOF materials and after the hydrothermal 
treatment (*is due to the background of the sample holder at an angle of 32.9°). 
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Figure S2. XRPD patterns of all the pristine MOF materials and after exposure to water or air 
for 3 days to 2 months (*is due to the background of the sample holder at an angle of 32.9°). 
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Figure S3. XRPD patterns of all the pristine MOF materials and after exposure to acidic 
conditions (pH=0 and pH=4) for 3 days to 2 months (*is due to the background of the sample 
holder at an angle of 32.9°). 
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Figure S4. XRPD patterns of all the pristine MOF materials and after exposure to basic 
conditions (pH=12) for 3 days to 2 months (*is due to the background of the sample holder at 
an angle of 32.9°). 
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Figure S5. XRPD patterns of all the pristine MOF materials and after exposure to oxidative 
conditions (5 wt% H2O2) for 3 days to 2 months (*is due to the background of the sample 
holder at an angle of 32.9°). 
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Figure S6. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms of all the pristine MOF materials and after the 
hydrothermal treatment 
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Figure S7. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms of all the pristine MOF materials and after 
exposure to water or air for 3 days to 2 months. 
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Figure S8. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms of all the pristine MOF materials and after 
exposure to acidic conditions (pH=0 and pH=4) for 3 days to 2 months. 
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Figure S9. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms all the pristine MOF materials and after exposure 
to basic conditions (pH=12) for 3 days to 2 months. 

Figure S10. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms of all the pristine MOF materials and after 
exposure to oxidative conditions (5 wt% H2O2) for 3 days to 2 months. 
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Defect energies for all missing linker defect structures normalized with respect to the number of missing linkers per unit cell. 
The connected open circles indicate the calculated values, and the solid markers represent the predicted defect energies from 
the least-squares fitted node energies. These fitted node energies, normalized to the number of missing linkers on each node, 
are shown in the inset. Error bars express the sensitivity of the fit and essentially represent the effect of different linker 
orientations. They are determined as the range of possible node energies when fitting to different sets of reference data 
(subsets of one-, two-, or three-defect structures separately and combinations of these subsets). 
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